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NESS USER'S MANUAL 
This is a reference manual for NESS, a simulation expert-system 
developed at Vanderbilt University. This manual will give user information 
regarding starting and oper~ting NESS. 
1. STARTUP 
To start NESS one must log onto the VAX 11/780 at Vanderbilt. The VMS 





Franz Lisp, Opus 38.79 
Do you want to run: 
[This places you under "EUNICEu a UNIX-like operating 
system.] 
[% is EUNICE's prompt. LISP gets you into the FRANZLISP 
environment.] 
1) NASA EXPERT Simulation SYSTEM? 
2) GENIE (GENeric Inference Engine) ? 
3) Franz Lisp? 
Please enter choice(s): 
# 1 
Before running the NASA Expert Simulation System, 
did you type in 'SHELL ' while you were under VMS? 
1) yes 
2) no 
3) don't know 
Please enter choice(s): 
# 1 . 
============================================================ 
Welcome to NASA Expert Simulation System (NESS) 
============================================================ 
Loading GENIE, and NESS •••• 
GENIE version 2.3 generated on Tues. Apr. 2 12:25:06 1985 
NESS version 1.0 generated on Thu. Jun. 27 11:45:05 1985 
[be patient this may take one or two minutes] 
This expert system provides an intelligent interface to a generic 
simulation program for spacecraft attitude control problems. Below is a 
menu of the functions the system can perform. Control will repeatedly 
return to this menu after executing each user request. When you are ready 
for further text display, hit the 1 return 1 key: 
A.1 
Ct 
2. NESS OPERATION 
Now you are in the control of NESS. Its TOP LEVEL MENU will appear on 
the screen. Please make only one choice at a time. The menu appears as 
follows: 
top level choice 
top _1 eveJ _menu 
1) Exit to GENIE 
2) Set up initial parameter values 
3) Run simulation program 
4) Display current parameter values required for simulation 
5) Display outputs generated by simulation 
6) Change initial parameter values required for simulation 
7) Set up initial parameter values to default values 
8) Store current parameter values in a disk-file 
Please enter choice(s). Now you have to enter the number of the 
function you want to be performed. You are strongly advised to enter only 
one choice at a time. 
A brief explanation of what happens when each of the choices is 
selected follows. 
1) Exit to GENIE 
You can use this function to halt NESS and go to the GENIE environ-
ment. To return to NESS use option 2 of GENIE's menu. This is not advised 
for those not familiar with GENIE. 
2) Set up initial parameter values 
This function allows you to enter initial values of parameters neces-
sary for the simulation experiment. NESS will ask you some questions to 
infer or to provide values. 
An option is provided here to allow users to run both types of 
responses with the same values for parameters. The first question asked by 
NESS concerns this aspect. 
NESS assumes the inertial matrix to be diagonal with all diagonal 
elements equal. Hence it prompts the user for only one diagonal element of 
the inertial matrix. 
NESS asks some questions to get values of the Kp and Kd controller 
matrices. If proportional control is not desired then all elements of the 
Kp matrix are set to 0.0. Likewise if differential control is not wanted 
then all elements of the Kd matrix are set to 0.0. If no cross-coupling is 
desired the Kp and Kd become diagonal matrices, otherwise, the user is 
asked whether he wants them to be symmetric or regular. If the user wants 
the same controller gain for all axes in a diagonal matrix, then NESS 
prompts the user for only one element of that particular matrix. Depending 
A.2 
~ 
on the reply from the user, NESS configures the Kp and Kd matrices. 
If the user wants the Quaternion block to be included in the simula-
tion, then NESS prompts for initial values of the Quaternion. 
NESS asks the user to choose a system response type from a menu of 
responses (step response or frequency response). 
Some questions are asked about initializing angular velocity and 
angular position. They include whether the user wants all 0.0 initial 
values, the same initial values for all axes, or different initial values 
for the three axes. 
For other parameters NESS simply asks the user to enter values. NESS 
knows about the parameters required for each response type, and only asks 
for the values of the required parameters. 
3) Run simulation program 
After using option 2 to set initial values of parameters, the user 
can use this option to run the the simulation program. This function first 
calculates eigenvalues of the system matrix. From the eigenvalues it 
infers the value of Tfinal for step response (from some heuristics). It 
displays this value to the user, and, if the user wants to have a dif-
ferent value for Tfinal, he can override this value. For the other two 
types of responses, NESS displays the value of TAU or the time constant of 
the system. The FORTRAN program gets this value, and, by using some 
heuristics, it calculates Tfinal, for each frequency separately. 
If either Kp or Kd or both contain all 0.0 elements, NESS warns the 
user about this. In this case, NESS goes to a default value of TAU (default = 1.0). 
Finally the user has the option of not running the simulation 
program. If he wants to return to the TOP LEVEL MENU to review and alter 
some parameter values, he can do so. 
If the user wants to run the simulation program, the FORTRAN program 
is executed. After execution, control is returned to the TOP LEVEL MENU. 
If the user picks this option, (i.e., run simulation program before 
values have found for parameters) then NESS simply displays a message and 
returns to the user to set up initial parameter values. 
4) Display current parameter values required for simulation 
Using this option the user can look at parameter values present in 
the database of NESS. A menu of parameters known to NESS is displayed and 
the user can choose the parameters whose values are to be displayed. If 
the parameter has a value it is displayed, else "nil (empty frame level)" 
is displayed signifying that that particular parameter does not have any 
value. The user can return to the TOP LEVEL MENU using option 1 (Return to 
TOP level) present on this menu. 
A.3 
If none of the parameters have any values then NESS displays a mes-
sage to that effect. 
5) Display outputs generated by simulation 
This option allows the user to look at the results of the simulation 
experiment. A menu of outputs generated by the simulation is displayed and 
the user can choose the output that is to be displayed. The outputs gener-
ated by the simulation program are: plot of omega, plot of theta, numeri-
cal outputs and characteristics of the analysis. The user can return to 
the TOP LEVEL MENU by choosing option 1 on this menu. 
NESS will not display any outputs if the simulation program has not 
been run, or has not executed properly. It will display a message to that 
effect to the user when he selects this option. 
6) Change initial parameter values required for simulation 
This option allows the user to change parameter values. A menu of 
parameters known to NESS is displayed and the user can choose the 
parameters whose values are to be changed. NESS then asks the user for the 
new value of that parameter. The user can return to the TOP LEVEL MENU by 
choosing option 1 present on this menu. 
Let it be noted that the value entered by the user is stored in the 
database by NESS without checking its validity. Thus a non-numerical value 
can be entered for a parameter, leading to an error later on. This error 
will be detected by the FRANZLISP interpreter when it tries to create the 
data file of parameter values for the FORTRAN program. The user will have 
to do his own checking to find out the wrongly entered value. Hence this 
option must be used with caution. If an error occurs, it is best to use 
option 2 of the TOP LEVEL MENU to gather values for parameters. 
The user will not be allowed to change values of parameters, if none 
of them have any value. This message will be displayed to the user when he 
selects this option. 
7) Set up initial parameter values to default values 
The user can use values stored in a disk file to be be entered in 
NESS's database by selecting this option. NESS displays the current con-
tents of the current subdirectory and asks the user to enter the file 
containing initial values. The file entered by the user must have been 
created by NESS using option 8 of the TOP LEVEL MENU. Any other file must 
not be entered. If this is done unexpected errors might occur. 
8) Store current parameter values in a disk file 
The user can store current parameter values in NESS's database to a 
disk file.The stored values can be used for later experimentation by using 
option 7 of the top level menu. NESS displays the current contents of the 
current subdirectory and asks the user to enter a filename, where the 
current initial values will be stored. The user must not enter a filename 
already existing in the current subdirectory unless he is sure that doing 
A.4 
so will not endanger a file crucial to NESS. The files crucial to NESS are 
given below. 
simxpert.l, rules.l, change.l, user.l, demonar.l, 
lisprc.l, demonOO.l, demonOl.l, demon02.1, 
demon03.1, eigenval.o and main.exe. 
A.S 
ENGLISH VERSION OF THE RULES IN VARIOUS RULE-BASES 
1) value __ ;nput-!b: 















[the inertial matrix is full] 
[the Kp matrix is full] 
[the Kd matrix is full] 
[the Quaternion is initialized] 
[an integration method is found] 
[the type of response is known] 
[the axis of input command is known] 
[the value of TO is known] 
[the value of error is known] 
[the Y matrix is full] 








[step response was chosen] 
[first step-parameters are known] 
[the value of deltaT is known] 
[the value of steady state error is known] 
[frequency response was chosen] 
[first step-parameters are known] 
[second_step-parameters are known] 







[the value of amplitude is known] 
[the value of initial freguency is known] 
[the number of samples-per-period is known] 
[the value of number oT decades is known] 
[the value of number-of sampling_frequency-per_decade 
is known] 
[the value of phase is known] 
THEN [the second_step parameters are known] 
Rule 5: IF [derivative control is not desired] 
THEN [Kd matrix type is zero] 
and [Kd-matrix-is full] 
and [eaCh element of Kd_matrix=O] 
Rule 6: IF [proportional control is not desired] 
THEN [Kp matrix type is zero] 
and [Kp-matrix-is full] 
and [eaCh element of Kp __ matrix=O] 
Rule 7: IF [cross-coupling between axes for proportional control is 
not desired] - -
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THEN [Kp matrix type is diagonal] 
and [each off-diagonal element of Kp matrix=O] 







not desired] - -
THEN [Kd matrix type is diagonal] 
































[cross-coupling between axes for proportional control is 
not desired] - -
[the same proportional control is desired for all axes] 
[the value of Kp(1,1) is known (user will be asked)] 
[Kp_matrix_type is equal diagonal_terms] 
[each diagonal element or Kp_matrlx=Kp(1,1)] 
[cross-coupling between axes for differential control is 
not desired] - -
[the same differential control is desired for all axes] 
[the value of Kd(1,1) is known (user will be asked) 
[Kd~atrix type is equal_diagonal~terms] 
[each diagonal element of Kd~atrlx=Kd(1,1)] 
[cross-coupling between axes for proportional control is 
not desired] - -
[the same proportional control is not desired for all axes] 
[the value of Kp(1,1) is known (user will be asked)]· 
[the value of Kp(2,2) is known (user will be asked)] 
[the value of Kp(3,3) is known (user will be asked)] 
[Kp_matrix_type is not equal_diagonal_terms] 
[cross-coupling between axes for differential control is 
not desired] - -
[the same differential control is not desired for all axes] 
[the value of Kd(1,1) is known (user will be asked)] 
[the value of Kd(2,2) is known (user will be asked)] 
[the value of Kd(3,3) is known (user will be asked)] 
[Kd~atrix_type is not equal_diagonal_terms] 
[the value of inertial matrix (1 1) is known (user will be 
asked)] -
[inertial~atrix (2 2) = inertial_matrix (1 1)] 
[inertial matrix (3 3) = inertial matrix (1 1)] 
[inertial-matrix is full] -
[each off-diagonal element of inertial_matrix = 0] 
[cross-coupling between axes for proportional control 
is desired] - -
[the Kp matrix is symmetric] 
[the vaTue of Kp matrix(1,1) is known (user will be asked)] 





and [the value of Kp matrix(l,3) is known 
and [the value of Kp-matrix(2,2) is known 
and [the value of Kp-matrix(2,3) is known 
and [the value of Kp-matrix(3,3) is known 




(user wi 11 
(user will 
(user will 














[the Kd matrix is symmetric] 
[the vaTue of Kd matrix(l,l) is 
[the value of Kd-matrix(l,2) is 
[the value of Kd-matrix(l,3) is 
[the value of Kd-matrix(2,2) is 
[the value of Kd-matrix(2,3) is 
[the value of Kd matrix(3,3) is 










(user wi 11 
(user wi 11 
(user will 
(user wi 11 



















[the Kp matrix is not symmetric] 
[the value of Kp matrix(l,l) is known 
[the value of Kp-matrix(l,2) is known 
[the value of Kp-matrix(l,3) is known 
[the value of Kp-matrix(2,l) is known 
[the value of Kp-matrix(2,2) is known 
[the value of Kp-matrix(2,3) is known 
[the value of Kp-matrix(3,l) is known 
[the value of Kp-matrix(3,2) is known 
[the value of Kp matrix(3,3) is known 
THEN [Kp_matrix_type is regular] 
(user will 
(user wi 11 (user wi 11 
(user wi 11 
(user wi 11 
(user wi 11 
(user wi 11 










IF [cross-coupling between axes for differential control 













[the Kd matrix is not symmetric] 
[the value of Kd matrix(l,l) is known 
[the value of Kd-matrix(1,2) is known 
[the value of Kd-matrix(1,3) is known 
[the value of Kd-matrix(2,1) is known 
[the value of Kd-matrix(2,2) is known 
[the value of Kd-matrix(2,3) is known 
[the value of Kd-matrix(2,3) is known 
[the value of Kd-matrix(2,3) is known 
[the value of Kd-matrix(3,1) is known 
[the value of Ka-matrix(3,2) is known 
[the value of Kd matrix(3,3) is known 
THEN [Kd~atrix_type is regular] 
A.S 
(user wi 11 
(user wi 11 (user wi 11 
(user wi 11 
(user wi 11 
(user wi 11 
(user wi 11 
(user wi 11 
(user wi 11 












Rule 18: IF [the Kp matrix type is diagonal] 
and [the Kp-matrix~as equal diagonal terms] 
or [the Kp-matrix type is diagona.l] 
and [the Kp-matrix-has unequal diagonal terms] 
or [the Kp-matrix type is symmetric] 
or [the Kp-matrix type is regular] 
THEN [Kp_matrix is full] 
Rule 19: IF [the Kd matrix type is diagonal] 
and [the Kd-matrix-has equal diagonal terms] 
or [the Kd-matrix type is diagonal] 
and [the Kd-matrix-has unequal diagonal terms] 
or [the Kd-matrix type is symmetric] 
or [the Kd-matrix type is regular] 
THEN [Kd_matrix is full] 
Rule 20: IF [the Quaternion is wanted by the user] 
and [the value of roll angle is known] 
and [the value of pitch angle is known] 
and [the value of yaw_angle is known] 
THEN [the Quaternion is initialized] 
and [initial value of theta for all axes to be 0.0 is wanted] 
ELSE [the Quaternion is initialized] 
Rule 21: IF [initial value of theta for all axes to be 0.0 is wanted] 
THEN [the value of tcontrol 1 is true] 
and [theta_x = theta-y = tneta_z = 0.0] 
Rule 22: IF [initial value of theta for all axes to be equal is wanted] 
Rule 23: 
and [the value of theta_x is known] 
THEN [the value of tcontrol 2 is true] 
and [theta-y = theta_x] -





[initial values of theta for all 
[the value of theta x is known] 
[the value of theta-y is known] 
[the value of theta_z is known] 
THEN [the value of tcontrol_3 is true] 
axes to be unequal is wanted] 
Rule 24: IF [the value of tcontrol 1 is found to be true] 
or [the value of tcontrol-2 is found to be true] 
or [the value of tcontrol-3 is found to be true] 
and [the value of ocontrol-l is found to be true] 
or [the value of ocontrol-2 is found to be true] 
or [the value of ocontrol 3 is found to be true] 
THEN [the Y matrix is full] 
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Rule 25: IF [initial value of omega for all axes to be 0.0 is wanted] 
THEN [the value of ocontrol 1 is true] 
and " [omega_x = omega-y =omega_z = 0.0] 
Rule 26: IF [initial values of omega for all axes to be equal is wanted] 
Rule 27: 
and [the value of omega_x is known] 
THEN [the value of ocontrol 2 is true] 
and [omega-y = omega x] -





[initial values of omega for all axes to be unequal is wanted] 
[the value of omega x is known] 
[the value of omega-y is known] 
[the value of omega_z is known] 
THEN [the value of ocontrol_3 is true] 
Rule 29: IF [integration method selected is Euler] 
THEN [the value of error is 0.0] 
2) run-Fb: 
Rule 1: IF [response type chosen is step response] 
and [the value of Tfinal has been found] 
or [response type chosen is frequency response] 
and [the user wants to run the simulation program] 
THEN [run the simulation program] 
Rule 2: IF [response type chosen is step response] 
and [user likes the calculated value of Tfinal] 
THEN [the value of Tfinal has been found] 
ELSE [ask user to provide his value for Tfinal] 
and [the value of Tfinal has been found] 
3) output_displaY-Fb: 
" All rules in this rule base are of the same form viz 
IF [user wants to observe a particular output from 
the simulation program] 
THEN [display that output on the screen] 
4) disp_init_val-Fb: 
All rules in this rule base are of the same form viz 
IF [user wants to observe the value of a particular parameter] 
THEN [display the value of that particular parameter on the screen] 
A.10 
5) change-param-Fb: 
All rules in this rule base are of the same form viz 
IF [user wants to change the value of a particular parameter] 
THEN [ask the user to provide his value for that particular 
parameter] 
and [set that particular parameters value to the value given 
by the user] 
6) change __ matrix-Fb: 
Rule 1: IF [user wants to change the value of an element of a matrix] 
THEN [ask user for row column and value] 
and [set the element in the given row and column to the 
given value] 
7) stage __ l-Fb: 
Rule 1: IF [user wants to observe outputs generated by the simulation 
program] 
and [simulation run has been successful] 
THEN [display a menu of the various outputs generated by the 
simulation] 
Rule 2: IF [user wants to run the simulation program] 
and [all simulation parameter values are known] 
THEN [run the simulation program] 
Rule 3: IF [user wants to observe values of parameters] 
and [all simulation parameter values are known] 
THEN [display a menu of the various parameters known to NESS] 
Rule 4: IF [user wants to store parameter values in the database 
of NESS to a file] 
and [all simulation parameter values are known] 
THEN [store parameter values to file whose name is supplied 
by user] 
Rule 5: IF [user wants to run the simulation program] 
and [all simulation parameter values are not known] 
THEN [display message saying user cannot run simulation program] 
Rule 6: IF [user wants to set parameter values to default values] 
THEN [set parameter values to values found in file whose name 
is supplied by user] 
Rule 7: IF [user wants to change values of parameters] 
A.ll 
and [all simulation parameter values are known] 
THEN [display a menu of the parameters known to NESS] 
Rule 8: IF [user wants to set up parameter initial values] 
Rule 9: 




and [all simulation parameter values are known] 
















[user wants to observe the outputs generated by the 
simulation program] 
[the simulation run has not been successful] 
[display a message telling the user that outputs cannot 
be displayed] 
[user wants to change values of parameters] 
[all simulation parameter values are not known] 
[display a message telling the user that parameter values 
cannot be changed] 
[user wants to observe values of parameters] 
[all simulation parameter values are not known] 
[display a message telling the user that he cannot observe 
the values of parametersJ 
[user wants to set up parameter initial values] 
[all simulation parameter values are not known] 
[run the value_input-Fb] 
[user wants to store parameter values in the database of 
NESS to a file] 
[all simulation parameter values are not known] 
[display a message telling the user that parameter values 
in the database of NESS cannot be stored in a file] 
8) user rb: 
Rule 1: IF 
THEN 
ELSE 
[user wants to change current response type] 
[all current parameter values will be saved and user 
will be prompted for a new response type] 
[all current parameter values except the response type 




NESS PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL 
FRAMES USED IN NESS 
There are two types of frames used in NESS, static frames and dynamic 
frames. Static frames contain time invariant klowledge while dynamic 
frames created either by rule-bases or by the menu-input stage contain 
dynamic knowledge. 
Static Frames 
A list of all static frames used in NESS is available in the frame 
named "file index" and slot named "frames." This frame is present in the 
file simxpert.l. Static frames store rule-bases, menu input control 
knowledge, agendas, system specs, param specs and static data. Contents of 
each static frame can be found in the computer listing of NESS given in 
Appendix D. A brief description of the static data frames used in NESS 
follows. The three data frames used in NESS are: top level menu, 
output_display_menu and param_menu. - -
top __ level __ .enu 
This frame contains the top level menu of NESS i.e., the eight main 
functions of NESS. This frame looks as follows. 
(top level menu 
- (Exit to GENIE) 
(Set up initial parameter values) 
(Run simulation program) 
(Display current parameter values required for simulation) 
· 
· (Store current parameter values in a disk-file» 
This frame is used by the menu_input frame top_level_control. 
output __ displ~~nu 
This frame contains the menu of the outputs that can be generated by 
FORTRAN simulation program. This frame looks as follows. 
(output display menu 
-(Return-to TOP LEVEL MENU) 
(Plot of omega) 
(Plot of theta) 
· 
· (Numerical output generated by simulation» 
This frame is used by the menu_input frame output_display_control. 
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param __ aenu 
This frame contains a menu of all parameters known to NESS. It con-
tains eighteen parameter names like TO, Tfinal, Kp matrix etc. This frame 
looks as follows. 
(param menu 





. (Steady state error» 
This frame is used by the menu input frames disp init val control and 
change_param_control. -- - - -
Dynamic Frames 
As mentioned earlier, dynamic frames store data obtained during an 
interactive session with NESS. The main purpose of these frames in NESS is 
to store values of parameters required by the simulation software. The 
frames used to store parameter values are initial value, Kp, Kd, 
inertial matrix, Quaternion, Y matrix and response cnosen. Attributes 
about the parameters are storeo in the frames Kp-matrix, Kd matrix, 
inertial mat and controller type desired. A listing of these- frames 
created Quring a session with~ESS-can be found in Figure B.1. All the 
above mentioned frames are created by the value_input_rb rule-base. 
initial value 
This frame stores values of parameters which are scalar in nature. It 
also stores some attributes concerning these parameters and some control 
knowledge required for an ordered firing of the rules in the backward-
chained rule-base value input input rb. The parameter values are stored in 
slots having the name-of their respective parameters. The value of TO is 
stored in the slot TO, the value of del taT is stored in the slot del taT 
and so on. Attributes about parameters are stored in slots like 
frame full, quaternion initialized, init theta=O wanted, etc. Control 
knowledge for ordered firing of rules are -stored in slots like 
first step found, second step found, tcontrol 1, ocontrol 1, etc. This 
frame-is used by the disj) init val rb, run rb,-change param-rb and user rb 
rule-bases. - - - --
Kp Kd and inertial~atrix 
These three frames are similar to each other, each containing the 
values of the controller or inertial matrix it is named after. Since all 
the three matrices contain nine elements, each of these frames contain 
nine slots, each slot corresponding to a unique element in the matrix. For 
example slot (1 2) corresponds to the element in the first row and second 
column of the matrix. These frames are used by the disp init val rb and 
change-param_rb rule-bases. - - --
B.2 
(Kp «12) (0.0)) 
(( 1 3) (0.0)) 
( (2 1) (0. 0) ) 
«23) (0.0)) 
«3 II 10.0» 
(32) (0.0)) 
«1 11 (ll) 
((22) (ll) 
«33) (1))) 
(Kd «1 2) (0.0») 
(13) (0.0» 











« 1 3) (0.0)) 
( (2 1) (0. 0) ) 
( (2 3) (0. 0) ) 
((3 1) (0.0)) 
_ (32) (0.0))) 
(Kp_mAtTix (mAtTil_t~pe (diAgonal)) 
(e~u.l_diAganal_teTms (tTue)) 
(matTil_full (tTue))) 
(Kd_mAtTix (~AtTil_t~pe (diAgonal)) 
(e~ual_diagonal_teTml (tTue)) 
(~atTi. full (tTue») 
(ineTtial_mat (~at;il_full (tTue))) 






(response_chosen (Tesponse_t~pe (IFre~uenc~ response'))) 
(~uaternian (wanted_b~_user (no))) 
(initial_value (~uaternion_initialized (true)) 
(int~gration_method (Euler)) 


























I; An e.ample of dllnamic fTa •• , created b~ HESS. 
Figure B.1 
Kp ___ atrix Kd __ atrix and inertia1 __ .at 
These frames contain attributes about the controller or inertial 
matrix they are named after. This is done by using slots like matrix type, 
matrix_full, equal_diagonal_terms, etc. -
contro11er __ type __ desired 
This frame contains attributes about the type of controller desired 
by the user. This is done by using slots like proportional, derivative, 
etc. 
response __ chosen Quaternion Y __ .atrix 
All these three frames store initial values. The first stores the 
type of response chosen by the user, the second stores the initial values 
of the Quaternion and the third stores initial values of the angular 
position and the angular velocity. These frames are used by the 
disp_init_val_rb and change-param_rb rule-bases. 
In addition to these frames, four other frames are also created to 
store certain choices indicated by the user. They are top level choice, 
output_display __ choice, disp_init_val_choice and change-param choice. 
top __ 1 eve1_choi ce 
This frame stores the choice made by the user from the TOP LEVEL MENU 
of NESS. It is created by the top level agenda frame and is used by the 
stage_l_rb rule-base. It looks as fol1ows.-
(top level choice 
- (top 1 evel menu 
- (Run simulation program») 
output_disp1ay __ choice 
This frame stores the choice made by the user from menu of outputs 
generated by the simulation program. It is created by the 
output display agenda frame and is used by the output display rb rule-
base. Tt looks-as follows. - -
(output display choice 
-(output-display menu 
-(Plot oT omega») 
disp __ init __ val __ choice 
This frame stores the choice made by the user from the menu of 
parameters known to NESS, for the purpose of displaying the value of the 
chosen parameter. It is created by the disp init val agenda frame and is 
used by the disp_init val rb rule-base. It loOks as follows. 
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This frame stores the choice made by the user from the menu of 
parameters known to NESS, for the purpose of changing the value of the 
chosen parameter. It is created by the change param agenda frame and is 
used by the change-param_rb rule-base. It looKs as follows. 
(change param choice 
-( param menu 
- (del taT))) 
Another frame called "user" is used in NESS to describe certain 
events and to store some attributes. This frame is created by the run rb 




(likes Tfinal value 
- (yes)T) 
DEMONS USED IN NESS 
Demons are special purpose FRANZ LISP functions written to perform 
specific tasks incapable of being performed by GENIE. Demons are also used 
to perform tasks for which GENIE techniques might prove to be inefficient 
from the point of execution time, programming time and memory use. A brief 
description of the demons used in NESS follows. 
Demons Present in File DEMONOO.l 
---
start sim 
This demon is used to run the FORTRAN-based simulation program in the 
FRANZ LISP environment. 
store_yalues_in_lisparr~~from __ frame 
This demon is used to store values in a FRANZ LISP array from a frame 
created by NESS. 
printarr~ 
This demon is used to display the values of an array or a matrix on 
the screen, with each row of the array displayed on one line on the 
screen. 
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load __ eigen __ values __ in __ frame 
. This demon calls a fortran function to calculate the eigenvalues of 
the system matrix. It then stores these eigenvalues in a frame. An heuris-
tic about calculating Tfinal is also incorporated in this demon. 
frequency __ output __ displ~ 
This demon is used to display some of the outputs generated by the 
simulation program in case a frequency response is simulated. 
clear __ display 
This demon is used to clear the screen. 
delim __ display 
This demon is used to print certain characters on the screen. 
Demons Present in File DEMONO!.! 
------~~ 
setup __ init __ val __ in __ simula.inp 
This demon is used to store in a file the parameter values in the 
format required by the simulation program. The simulation program gets its 
input data from this particular file. 
Demons Present in File DEMON02.1 
---
confirm 
This demon is used by the matrix change rb rule-base to acquire 
information from the user. --
change 
This demon is used by the matrix change rb rule-base to change the 
value of an element of a matrix. - -
change __ quaternion 
This demon is used to change the initial values of the Quaternion. 
Demons Present in File DEMON03.1 
.;....--- .;,..--- - ------
start & iterate 
This demon is used to keep NESS in operation at its TOP LEVEL MENU 
until the user decides to exit from NESS by using option "Exit to GENIE" 
provided on the TOP LEVEL MENU. 
loop 
This demon is used to keep NESS at one of its secondary menu stages 
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i.e., the output display menu used to select a simulation output for 
display or the param menu used to either display or change the values of 
parameters. The user can go to the TOP LEVEL MENU by using the option 
IIReturn to TOP LEVEL MENU II present on these secondary menus. 
storage __ of __ ;nitial __ values 
This demon is used to perform function 8 of the TOP LEVEL MENU i.e., 
IIstore current parameter values in a disk file. 1I 
change __ Y __ matrb 
This demon is used to change the values of initial angular velocity 
and the initial angular position. 
Demons Present in File DEMONAR.l 
----
arr~ __ access_from __ frame 
This demon takes as arguments a name of an array or a matrix, a row 
number and a column number and returns a path to a frame containing ele-
ments of that particular array. down to the slot for that particular row 
number and column number. 
store __ values_;n __ frame __ from __ lispvector 
This demon is used to store values from a FRANZ LISP vector to a 
frame created by NESS. 
Demon Present in File LISPRC.l 
---
ness 
If you have exited to GENIE level after a session with NESS, running 
this demon from FRANZ LISP will enable you to come under the control of 
NESS without having to go back to the operating system level. 
Coupling GENIE and the Simulation Software Using VAX .!!./780 and FRANZ LISP 
NESS is an expert system which utilizes the GENIE system as its 
inference engine. GENIE is documented elsewhere [GENIE Ref Manual] and is 
written in FRANZ LISP which is a LISP dialect designed for the UNIX 
operating system environment. FRANZ LISP provides a number of ways that a 
LISP process such as NESS can implement operating system calls. These 
calls allow NESS to do things like write a disk file containing the 
parameters that the simulation program needs, cause its execution and read 
the output files it creates as illustrated in Figure ___ • 
The most straightforward utilization of a system call is simply to 
include a FRANZ LISP function lIexec" [Franz Manual CH 4] to cause the 
execution of a standard UNIX command, directly in a rule clause. For 
example output display rb rule6 checks the precondition that insures that 
the simulation program "as-run and that the user wants to see a plot of 
theta which the simulation program would have deposited in a disk file 
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called UthetaOp1t.stp." The 'then ' side of the rule looks as follows: ($then (exec cat thetaOp1t.stp». 
This causes the UNIX I'cat" conunand to execute which simply copies the 
named file (thetaOp1t.stp) to the user's terminal. 
A slightly more involved method is to write a demon (i.e., a special 
purpose LISP function) to perform some specific operation which may in-
volve one or more calls to UNIX system functions. For example, a demon 
named "setup init val in simu1a.i np" calls the system functions 
"fi1eopen,1I "cTose,T ana "cprintf" [see Franz Manual] which does formatted 
file write operations. This demon is called by run_rb_ru1el. 
This rule also calls the demon "start sim ll which uses the FRANZ LISP 
function IIprocess· [Franz Manual CH 6] to ftDrk a child process which is 
the actual execution of the simulation program. The code for the rules and 











THEORETICAL BACKGROUND ON QUATERNION 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This appendix reviews the concepts and properties related to 
Quaternion. The definition and the algebra of Quaternion are covered in 
the following sections. 
2. DEFINITION 
In his classical book entitled Elements of Quaternions, Sir W. R. 
Hamilton defined Quaternion as 
"In fact it will be shown •••• that there is an important 
sense in which we can conceive a scalar to be added to a 
vector; and that the sum so obtained, or the combination, 
'Scalar plus Vector,' is a Quaternion." (Hamilton) 
Throughout his book other definitions related to Quaternions can be found, 
where geometrical relations in the cartesian plane and space are involved. 
For example, Hamilton pointed out that 
"this essential connection of the complex relation between 
two lines, and which we have given the name of a geometrical 
quotient, with a system of four numerical elements, we have 
a motive for saying that the quotient of two vectors is 
generally a Quaternion." 
Thus, we can expect from such a concept a variety of possible defini-
tions for various applications. For example, a most widely used definition 
found in the aerospace literature states that 
"a Quaternion is a four-parameter system for uniquely 
specifying the attitude of a rigid body with respect to some 
reference frame." (Grubin) 
The applicability of Quaternions to the solution of digital attitude 
control problems which involve transformations among different coordinate 
systems offers some advantages over the equivalent direction cosine solu-
tion (Ickes). As an example, let us consider the Space Telescope Pointing 
Control System (Glaese, et al.). The initial design was changed in 1974 to 
reduce program cost. They include: 1) moving the annular Support Systems 
Module components nearer to the composite center of mass; 2) elimination 
of the Image Motion Compensation system; 3) employment of four reaction 
wheels instead of single-gimbal control moment gyroscopes; and 4) perfor-
mance of the emergency and backup functions by a magnetic torquer system. 
Significant cost reduction was obtained through the selection of reaction 
wheels as primary controllers and magnetic torquers as auxiliary actuators 
for momentum management and backup to the primary controllers in case of 
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failures. For overall system simplicity, strapdown integration is done in 
terms of the Quaternion, i.e. relative four parameter attitude variables. 
The advantages for using the Quaternion were summarized as: 
1. a single algorithm for all attitude control modes; 
2. small vehicle attitude errors at all times; 
3. c&ntinuous updating of the strapdown calculation through a drift rate 
correction added to the reference frame rate; and 
4. easy shaping of maneuver, scan or other rate profiles. 
In the following, basic algebraic manipulations of Quaternions are 
described. 
3. ALGEBRA OF QUATERNION5 
An extension of the previous definitions on the Quaternion may state 
that the Quaternion is a generalization of the set of complex numbers for 
the study of rotational motion (Glaese and Kennel). The mathematical 
expression for a Quaternion Q is given by 
Q = [Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4] = (Q Q4) = Q4 + iQ1 + jQ2 + kQ3 (C-1) 
where Q represents the vector part or imaginary part of the Quaternion, Q4 
the re~ or scalar component, and 
i = /:I, j = /:I, k= /:I (C-2) 
3.1 5UM OF QUATERNION5 
Let Q and R be Quaternions. Then, the sum of Q and R, called 5, is 
given by: 
5 = Q + R = (Q Q4) + (! R4) = (~54) (C-3) 
where, 
~ = Q + ! = i(Q1+R1) + j(Q2+R2) + k(Q3+R3) (C-4) 
and 
54 = Q4 +R4 (C-5) 
Therefore, the sum of Quaternions is commutative and associative. 
3.2 PRODUCT OF QUATERNION5 
Because a vector and a real number are related to a Quaternion, the 
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following conditions are satisfied (Hamilton): 
i*i = j*j = k*k = -1 (C-6a) 
and 
i x j = k, j x k = i, k x i = j (C-6b) 
The product of two Quaternions is then defined as follows: 
P Q 0 R = (Q Q4) 0 (! R4) = (~P4) (C-7) 
where 
~ = Q~ + R~ + Q x ! (C-8) 
and 
P4 = Q4 R4 - Q . ! (C-9) 
In the above equations, (.) and (x) represent the dot and cross product, 
respectively. 
From equations (C-8) and (C-9) we observe that the (0) product is 
associative and distributive, but it is not commutative. 
3.3 CONJUGATE OF QUATERNIONS 
The conjugate of a Quaternion Q is given by: 
Q = (iQ1 + jQ2 + kQ3 + Q4)* = Q4-iQ l - jQ2 - kQ3 (C-lO) 
3.4 INVERSE OF ~ QUATERNION 
By combining definitions (C-7) and (C-IO) we can define the inverse 
of a Quaternion. First let us consider 
Q 0 Q* = Q* 0 Q = Q12 +Q22 +Q32 + Q42 (C-11) 
then, the inverse of the Quaternion Q, Q(-1), is given by: 
1 1 
Q 1 = [ ------ ] . Q* = ------
- (Q* 0 Q) Q* 0 Q 
(C-12) 
3.5 TRIPLE PRODUCT OF QUATERNIONS 
In order for us to study rotational motions in the three-dimensional 
space, we have to define the triple product of Quaternions, VI. The triple 
product is given by: 
VI = Q* 0 V 0 Q (C-13) 
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This expression does not mix scalar and vector parts. For the vector part 
note from equation (C-13) that . 
(II)* = (Q* 0 I 0 Q)* = Q* 0 V* 0 Q = -Q* 01. 0 Q = _VI (C-14) 
3.6 LENGTH OF VECTORS 
From the previous results, we can find the length of a vector as 
follows: 
I 2 I I I I * 
11. I = 1.·I = 1. 0 (I) = 
* * * 
= (Q 0 1. 0 Q) 0 (Q 0 1. 0 Q) = 
* * * 
= (Q 0 I 0 Q) 0 (Q 0 1. 0 Q) = (C-15) 
* * * 
= Q 0 1. 0 (Q 0 Q ) 0 V 0 Q = 
* 2 * 
= (Q 0 Q) 1. 0 1. 
It can be concluded that the length of a vector V is multiplied by the 
factor (Q* 0 Q) , which is a real number. Thus, from- equation (C-15) we 
notice that the length of a given vector VI in the prime coordinate frame 
is related to the norm of the vector I by -
I!I I = (Q 0 Q*)2 III2 (C-16) 
4. VECTORIAL ALGEBRA OF QUATERNIONS 
This section provides a closer look at the vectorial algebra of 
Quaternions. 
4.1 NORMALIZATION 
* The real number (Q 0 Q) is defined as the ucommon norm" (Hamilton). 
It can be assumed without loss of generality that 
Q* 0 Q = 1 (C~17) 
and the concept of normalized Quaternions is introduced. Equation (C-1) is 
equivalent to the following expression: 
Q = cos(0/2) + sin(0/2) • u (C-18) 
where real and imaginary parts of the Quaternion are distinguished, and 
the vector u is an unitary vector (i.e., u • u = 1 ). Equation (C-18) 
preserves the-vector length. - -
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4.2 ROTATION OPERATOR 
From previous results, the rotation of a vector around another vector 
with some angle may be found using Quaternions. Substituting (C-18) into (C-13), we get 
I 
! = COS(0) • ! + SIN(0) • (~x!) + [1-COS(0)](~ • !)~ (C-19) 
I 
which is the general expression of a rotation of a vector V around the 
axis of the unitary vector ~, with an angle of rotation 0. -




Rot(k, tP) = kZkNverstP + k. sin tP 
kzk •. verstP - k, sin tP 
_ 0 
k ,lkzverstP - k. sin tP 
kN kN verstP + cos tP 
k, k. verstP + kz sin tP 
o 
k.kzverstP + i
,l sin tP 
k. k, verstP - kz sin tP 
k.k.verstP + cos tP 
o 
~] (C-20) 
The vector Vi is obtained by multiplying the matrix Rot(k,0) with V. 
For details, see-(Paul) or (Glaese & Kennel). -
4.3 TIME-RATE CHANGE OF A VECTOR 
The rate of change of the norm with respect to time is obtained by 
taking derivatives of equation (C-17): 
.* . * * d/dt(Q 0 Q) = (Q) 0 Q + Q 0 Q = 0 (C-21) 
From this equation it is shown that 
.* *. *. * Q 0 Q = - Q 0 Q = - (Q 0 Ql (C-22) 
which represents a particular vector. Let 
* . Q 0 Q = 1/2 ~ (C-23) 
Premultiplying this equation by Q, we obtain 
. 
Q = 1/2 Q 0 ~ 
The evaluation of the rate of change of a vector with respect to time 
in two reference frames is performed in the following way: 
I * d/dt(!) = d/dt(Q o! 0 Q ) = 
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I * I * 1.* 
= Q o! 0 Q + Q 0 d/dt(! 0 Q ) + Q 0 v 0 Q (C-25) 
* Substituting d/dt(Q) and d/dt(Q ) obtained from equation (C-24) into 
equation (C-25), the rate of change of the vector! is 
I I * d/dt(l) = Q 0 [d/dt(! ) + ~ x ! ] 0 Q (C-26) 
In this equation w is identified as the relative angular velocity of the 
primed axes with respect to the unprimed (Glaese & Kennel). 
The differential equation represented in equation (C-24) is known as 
the nQuaternion-rate equationn (Grubin). In the next section, a more 
detailed treatment of this equation and its implications are presented. 
5. MATRIX ALGEBRA OF QUATERNIONS 
The matrix representation of a Quaternion turns out to be a more 
convenient way of representing various Quaternion operations. For example, 
equation (C-7) defined the Quaternion product as 
Q.,! + R~ + Q x R 
P=QoR=( - -) (C-27) 
Q4R4 - .Q. • ! 
which can also be written as 
+Q4 -Q3 +Q2 +Ql Rl 
+Q +Q4 -Ql +Q2 R2 I -P = Q 0 R =1 3 = Q R (C-28) 
-Q2 +Ql +Q4 +Q3 R3 
-Ql -Q2 -Q3 +Q4 R4 
-This representation clearly shows that the matrix Q satisfy Quater-
nion properties and comprises "a matrix representation of Quaternion 
algebra with matrix multiplication corresponding to (o)n (Glaese & 
Kennel). The product in equation (C-28) can be also expressed in the 
alternate form: 
+R4 +R3 -R2 +Rl Q1 
P = I 
-R3 +R4 +Rl +~ Q I -2 = R Q (C-29) 
+R2 -R1 +R4 +R3 Q3 
-R1 -R2 -R3 +R4 Q4 
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Therefore we can show that: 
= 
-P = Q R = R Q (C-30) 
- --o = A 0 B 0 C = (A 0 B ) 0 C = (A 0 B) C = ABC = 
= = = = 
(C-31) 
- -
= C B A = A C B = CAB 
===== 
B 0 C = C B (C-32) 
Hence A C = C A, which is a very useful result. 
5.1 QUATERNION-RATE EQUATIONS 
In Section 4.3 the rate change of a vector V and the Quaternion-rate 
_equations were derived. In this section, by applying some of the Quater-
nion matrix operations to them, more convenient representations will be 
derived. 
First, let us consider equation (C-19) in product form: 
* -* - -* -VI =Q oIoQ=Q IQ=Q QI (C-33) 
I 
Vectors V and V in the three-dimensional space are related through 
I 
V = M V (C-34) 
where M is a direction cosine matrix and is a 3x3 matrix which transforms 
I coordinates to the primed coordinates II by means of Q, i.e., 
* = M = Q Q (C-35) 
Referring now to equation (C-19) and substituting ~ by -~, we have 
M = ~uT - sin(~)u + cos(~)[I _ ~~T] (C-36) 
The matrix u is called the ucross product matrix" (Glaese & Kennel) and is 
formed by dropping the final row and final column of u. The identity 
matrix is represented by I and its dimension depends on the current im-
plementation. 
Solving equation (C-35), the expanded form of the direction cosine 
matrix is given in terms of the Quaternion parameters by (Glaese & 
Kennel): 
222 2 Q1 -Q2 -Q3 +Q4 
M = I 2( Q2Q1-Q3Q4 ) 
2( Q3Q1+Q2Q4 ) 
2( Q1Q2+Q3Q4 ) 
2 2 2 2 
-Q1 +Q2 -Q3 +Q4 
2( Q3Q2-Q1Q4 ) 
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2( Q1Q3-Q2Q4 ) 
2( Q2Q3+Q1Q4 ) 
2 2 2 2 
-Q1 -Q2 +Q3 +Q4 
(C-37) 
Finally, the Quaternion-rate equations are expressed in matrix form as 
0 +w3 -w2 +w1 Q1 
-w3 0 +w1 +w2 Q Q = 1/2 Q 0 ~ = 1/2 ~ Q = 1/2 I 2 I (C-38) 
+w2 -wI 0 +w3 Q3 
-wI -w2 -w3 0 Q4 
or 
+Q4 -Q3 +Q2 wI 
Q = 1/2 Q 0 w = 1/2 Q w = 1/2 I 
+Q3 +Q4 -Q1 w2 (C-39) 
-Q2 +Q1 +Q4 w3 
-Q1 -Q2 -Q3 
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(change-param_Tb_rulel ($t~pe (ifall)) 
($i' (triple (change-param_choice param_menu) - TO) 
(cTeated_b~ (samir)) 
(created_an (12_27_S~I)) 
($then ('rem '(initial_value TO» 
(delim_d isp la~) 
(clause-PTint) 
(clause-print 
IEnter new value of .tarting time (TO): I) 
(msg" »") 
('put '(initial_value TO) (read») 
(modified_b~ (I~uan ~. Rodriguez • Bor-~au Hsiehl)) 
(modified_an (16_14_S~I)) 
(change-param_rb_rule4 ($t~pe (ifall» 
($if 







INulti-.tep intecr&tion errorl)) (cre.ted_bv ( •• mir» 
(created_on (12_27_8'1» 




IEnter new value 0' multi-.tep integration error: I) (m.g" »") 
(fput '(initial_value error) (read») 
(modified_bv (I~uan J. Rodriguez ~ Bor-~au H.iehl» (modified_on (16_14_8'1») 
(change-param_rb_rule9 (.tvpe (ifall» 
(tif 
(triple (change-param_choice param_menu) 
• 
IAmplitude 0' input wave .ignall» (created_bv (.amir) . 
(created_on (12_27_8'1» 




IEnter new value 0' amplitude 0' the input wave .ignal: I) 
(m'g" »") 
(fput '(initial_value amplitude) (read») 
(modi'ied_bv (IJuan ~. Rodriguez • Bor-~au H.iehl» 
(modi'ied_on (16_14_8'1») (change-param_rb_rule10 (ttvpe (ifall» 
(tif 
(triple (change-param_choice param~enu) 
• 







'Enter new value 0' initial lowe.t 'requencv: ') (m.g It »") 
(fput '(initial_value init_'requencv_value) 
(read») 
(modi'ied_bv ('Juan J. Rodriguez ~ Bor-Jau H.ieh'» 
(modi'ied_on ('6_14_8"») 
(change-param_rb_rule11 (ttvpe (i'all» 
"if (triple (change-param_choice param~enu) 
• 
INumber 0' decade.'» (created_bv (.amir» 
(created_on (12_27_8"» 
(tthen ('rem '(initial_value number_o'_decade.» 
(deUm_d hp lav) 
(clau.e-print) 
(clau'.-print 
'Enter new value 0' number 0' decade.: I) (m.g It »") 






















• (mod if hd_bV (I.Ju.n .J. Rodl'iguel Ie BOl'-.JIIU Hdllh I» (modifi.d_on (16_14_8~1») 
(chang.-pa l'am_l'b_l'ul.12 (.tvP' (ifa11» 
(.if 
(tl'ipl. (chang.-pal'Am_chaic. pal'am~.nu) 







IEnt.l' n.w value af numb.l' af sampling fl'.~u.nci.s P'l' d.cad.; I) (msg" »") 
(fput '(initial value . 
numb'l'_of_sampling_fl'.~u.ncV-P'l'_d.cad.) (l'.ad))) 
(modifi.d_bV (l.Juan .J. Rodl'igu.i Ie Bal'-.Jau Hsi.hl» 
(madifi.d an (16 14 8'1») (chang.-pa l'am_l'b_l'ul.13 (.tvP' (i'all») - -
(.if 
(tl'ipl. (chAng.-pal'Am_chaic. pal'am~.nu) 
-IPhas. of input wave signall» (cl'.at.d_bv (sAmil'») 
(cl'.at.d_on (12_27_8'1» 




IEnt.l' n.w value af phAs. af the input wave signal: I) (msg" »") 
(fput '(initial_value phas.) (l'.ad») 
(modifi.d_bV (l.Juan .J. Radl'igu.z Ie BOl'-.Jau Hsi.hl» 
(modifi.d_an (16_14_8'1») 
(chang.-pa l'am_l'b_l'ul.17 (.tvP' (ifall») 
(.if 
(tl'ipl. (chang.-pal'am_chaic. pal'Am~.nu) 
-IAmplitud. af impuls.I» 
(cl'.At.d_bV (sAmil'») 
(cl'.at.d_on (12_27_8'1» 
(.th.n (fl'.m '(initial_value impuls._amplitud.» 
(d.1im_d isp lav) 
(c lau .. -pl' int) 
(claus'-Pl'int 
IEnt.l' n.w valu. af amplitude af impuls.: I) (msg II »") 
(fput '(initiAl_value impuls._amplitud.) 
(l'.ad))) 
(modifi.d_bV (l.JuAn .J. Radl'igu,z " Bal'-.Jau Hsi.hl) 
(madifi.d_an (16_14_8'1») 
(chAng.-p a l'am_l'b_l'ul.18 (.tvP' (if All» 
(.if 




























IThe r •• pon •• t~p. mUlt not b. ch.ng.d from thil l.v.l, b.c.uI.ofl) 
(clau'.Jrint 
Ith. lack of conliltancv ch.cking. Pl •••• UI. option 2 of the TOPI) 
(clau'.Jrint 
ILEVEL 11ENU to chang. 'Respon •• tvp.'.I)) 
(modifi.d_b~ (I~u.n ~. Rodrigu •• ~ Bor-~au Hli.hl), 
(modifi.d_on (16_14_8~1'" (chang.-p.r.m_rb_rul.3 (StvP. (if.ll)) 
(Sif 
(tripl. (ch.ng.J.ra~_cholc. p.r.m_m.nu, 
-ID.lt.T (tim. increm.nt,I" 
(cr •• t.d_bV (.amir" (cr.ated_on (12_27_e~I" 




IEnt.r new v.lu. 0' time incr.m.nt (delt.T,: I' 
(mig" »", 
(fput '(i"iti.l_v.lue delt.T, (r •• d", 
(modifi.d_bV (I~u.n ~. Rodrigue. ~ Bor-~.u Hliehl" 
(modified_on (16_14_8~1'" 
(chang.J.r.m_rb_rule~ (StvP. (if.ll" 
(Sif 
(triple (ch.ngeJ.r.~_choice p.r.m~enu' 
-ISt •• dV It.te errorl)' (created_bv (.amir" 
(cre.ted_on (12_27_8~1" 




IE"ter new v.lu. 0' It •• d~ It.t. error: I' 
(m.g" »"' . 
(fput '(initi.l_v.lue It •• dV_It.t._error' 
(re.d", 
(modified_bv (I~uan ~. Rodrigue. ~ Bor-~.u Hliehl" 
(modifi.d_on (16_14_8~1") (chang.-p.r.m_rb_rule14 (stvp. (if.ll)) 
(Sif 




('put '(matrix_chang. matrix) 'Kp) 
(fput '(m.trix_change delir.d) 
'V·,) 
(r •• et_rule_ba •• 'chang._matrix_rb' 
('orward 'chang._matrix_rb" 
(modi'i.d_bV (I~uan ~. Rodrigu •• ~ Bor-~au Hliehl)) 
(modified_o" (16_14_851'" 
(chang.-p.r.m_rb_rulel~ (.t~pe (if.ll" 
('if 
(triple (chang.J.r.m_choice param~enu) - IKd "atrixl)) 

















; (cre.ted_on (12_27_8~1)) 
(Othen (delim_di.pla~) 
(fput 'C~atril_change matril) 'Kd) 
Cfput '(reatril_change de.ired) 
'~ .. ) 
(r ••• t_rule_ba •• 'change_.atril_rb) 
(forward 'change_matril_rb)) 
(modifi.d_b~ (IJuan J. Rodrigue. ~ Bor-Jau H.iehl)) 
(modified_on (16_14_8'1)" 
(change-p aram_rb_ruleI6 (tt~pe (i'all') 
(ti' 






(fput '(~atril_change .atril) 
'inertial_matria) 




(modifi.d_b~ (IJuan J. Rodrigue. ~ Bor-Jau H.iehl)) 
(modified_on (16_14_a~I))) 
(change-param_rb_rule7 (.t~pe (ifall)) 
(.if 
(triple (change-para._choice parem_menu) ."Guaternion)) 
(created_b~ (.amir)) 
(cr.eted_on (12~7_8'1)) 
(.then (deli._di.pla~) (change_quaternion)) 
(modified_b~ (IJuan J. Rodrigu •• ~ Bor-Jau H.iehl)) 
(modified_on (16_14_8'1'" 
(chang e-param_rb_rule6 (.t~pe (i'all) 
(.if 
(triple (change-para._choice para.~enu) 
• 
Ilnitial value. of Omega and Thetal) 
(created_b~ (.amir») 
(cr.ated_on (12_27_8~1)) 
(tthen (delim_di.pla~) (change_V_matria)) 









(change-param_rb_ruleB (*tvpe UhU» 
(cre.ted_bv ( •• mir)) 
(created_on (12_27_B~I') 
(*if 










value 0' Frequencv 
del taT. ) 























(tripll (changl-param_choicl param~lnu' 
-IAli. of input comm.ndl" 
(crlatld_bV (ISamir. Andv. and ~uanl" 





IEntlr thl nlw valul for 'Ali. of input command'I' (clausl-print 
IThl onlv valul' po •• ibll .rl X Y Z or nonll' 
(clau'l-print 
IEntlr X Y or Z (upplr C •• I onlV' or 'nonl' (lowlr c •• I'I' 
(m.g h »"' 
(fput '(initial_valul ali._of_input_command' 
(rlad'" 
Cmodified_bV (samir" 
(modifild_on (16_24_S'I'" (chang l -param_rb_ruI12 (StVPI (ifall" 




IYou can changl thl valul of Tfin.l whln VOU run thl .imulation programl' 
(clausl-print 
lu.ing option 3 of thl TOP LEVEL HENUI' 
(clau.l-print 
INo changl in valul of Tfinal i. po •• ibll nowl" 
(modifild_bV (.a~ir" 
(modifild_on (16_24_S'I'" 





(~atril_chanll (de.ired (rull (changl_matril_rb_rulel""" 
CChanll_matril_rb_rulll (StVPI (ifall" 
CSif (triple (matril_change dl.irld' - VI.' (confirm" (Sthln (changl' 
(rl.lt_rule_b •• e 'changl~atril_rb" 
(Sll.1 Cfrlm 'matril_changl" 





(I.tq r.t_cod. (*proc.ss 'main') 
(cond «n.q r.t_cod. 0) 
(t.rprU 
("'Ig N "+-----------------------------------+") (~Ig N "I Simul.tion t.rmin.t.d .bnorm.II~. I") 
(rtlg N "+-----------------------------------+", (r.turn ni I') 
(t ('put '(us.r limul.tion_run) '.rror_fr •• ) 
(fput '(us.r l.st_r.lpons._run) 
(c.r 
(fg.t_v.lu .. 




(utq i 0) 
100p1(proll (J) 
(utq J 0) 
100p2(ltor. (.rr.~_n.m. i J) 
(Urn •• 1.0 
(c.r 
(fll·t_v.lu •• 
(.rr.~_.cc.II_from_fr.m •• rr.~_n.m. 
(+ i 1) 
(utq J (+ J 1)) 
(cond «.q J 3) (r.turn nil))) 
(110 100p2)) 
(utq i (+ i 1)) 
(cond «.q i 3' (r.turn nil))' 
(go 100p1)')) 
(d •• print.rr.~ 
(l.mbd. (.rr.~_n.m.) 
(proll (1) 
(utq i 1) 
looptcproll (J' 
(utq J l' 
100p2(cprint. "X, " 
(Urn .. 1.0 
·(c.r 
(fll·t_v.lu •• 
(+ J 1)))))) 
(.rr.~_.cc.s'_'rom_.r.m •• rr.~_n.m. i J))')) 
(utq J (+ J 1)) 
(cond «.q J 4' (r.turn nil))) 
(110 100p2)) 
(hrpri) 
(utq i (+ i 1)) 













(cond «e~u.l ret_codel 0.0) 
, (cond 
«e~ual (one_over_tau 0) 0.0) 
(msg N ·Uncontrolled .~stem. Will not reach stead~ .tate.") 
• (nsg " 
"Probable cau.e: Kd or Kp matrix has all 0.0 elements. N) 
(rnsg N "Tflnal has been .et to default value ") 
, (.tore (one_over_tau 0) 1.0») 
(store_values_in_.rame_from_llspvector 'one_over_tau 1) 
(store_value._ln_frame_from_lispvector 'elgr 6) 
_ (store_value._ln_'rame_'rom_ll.pvector 'eigi 6) 





I '(response_cho.en re.pon.e_t~pe») 
'IStep responsel) 
(print (~uotient 1.0 (one_over_tau 0)) 
I (terpri) 
(nsg N "Oiven above i. the calculated value 0' TAU. H) 
(hrprU») 
~ (t (ASg N "Eigenvalue. calculation ha. not been .uccesful.") 
(nsg N "Probable cau.e: the Inertial Matrix is .ingular.") 
(msg N "T'inal has been .et to default value. M) 
I (.tore (one_over_tau 0) 1.0»»» 
(de' fre~uenc~_output_displa~ 
(lambda (x) 
I (prog (a) 
(msg N "Do ~ou want to dhpla~ for II) 
(print x) 
I (m.g N " 1) Amplitude. II) 
(msg N " 2) Pha.e.") 
loopl(msg N "Please enter choice:") 
I (msg N" I") 
(set~ a (read» 
(cond «e~ a 1) 





(exec cat thetaOamp.fr~) 
(wa it_a_wh 11e) 
(clear _dhp1a~» 
(t (exec cat omegaOamp.'r~) 
(wai t_a_wh i le) 
(clear_di.pla~»» 
«e~a2) 




(princ (ascii 27» 
(prine (.scii 91» 
(princ (ascii 72» 
(princ (ascii 27» 
(princ (ascii 91» 
(exec cat thetaOpha. fr~) 
(wait_a_while) 
(clear _dhpla~» 
(t (exec cat omegaOpha.fr~) 
(wAit_a_while) 
(clear_displa~»» 
N "Your entr~ h not recognized.") (go loopl))) 
(prine (ascii 50» 
(prine (ascii 74»» 
(de' char 
(lal1'bda nl1 
(prine (ascii 27» 
(prine (ascii 91» 
(prine (ascii 72» 
(prine (ascii 27» 
(prine (ascii 91» 
(prine (ascii 50» 
(prine (ascii 74»» 
(de' delim_di.plav 
Ualllbda nl1 




( .. tit 1 1) 
















II Modified on Jun-t5-85 (J~r) 
(de' .etup_init_val_in_.imula. inp 
(lambda nil 
(prog (11 12 13 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 x9 .10 xli x12 x13 x14 x15 r ~ m dbin) 
(.et~ dbin ('ileopen ".imula. inp" "III"" 
(.et~ r (car ('get_value. '(re.pon.e_cho.en re.pon.e_tvpe»» 
(.et~ ~ (car ('get_value. '(~u.ternion lII.nted_bv_u.er»» 
(.et~ m 
(c.r (,get_v.lue. '(initi.l_v.lue integr.tion~ethod»» 
(.et~ xl .'T) 
(.etq liZ 'F) 
(cond «e~ r 'IStep re.pon.el) 
(cprint, "X. " xl dbin) 
(cprintf "X. II xiZ dbin) 
(cprintf "X. " xiZ dbin» 
«eq r 'IFrequencV re.pon.el) 
(cprintf "X. " xiZ dbin) 
(cprintf "X. K xl dbin) 
(cprintf "X. " xiZ dbin» 
(t (cprintf "X. " xiZ dbin) 
(cprintf "X. " xiZ dbin) 
(cprintf "X. II xl dbin») 
(cond «eq q 've.) (cprintf "X. " 11 dbin») 
(t (cprintf "X. " xiZ dbin'» 
(cond «.~ m 'Euler) 
(cprintf "X. II 11 dbin) 
(cprintf "X. " xiZ dbin' 
(cprintf "X. " xiZ dbin» 
«eq m 'IFourth-order Runge-Kutt.l) 
(cprintf "X. II xiZ dbin) 
(cprintf "X. " xl dbin) 
(cprintf "X. " xiZ dbin» 
(t (cprintf "X. " liZ dbi") 
(cprintf "X. n aiZ dbin) 
(cprintf "X. II xl dbin')' 
(terpri dUn) 
(.etq xl (time. 1.0 (c.r ('get_v.lue. '(initi.l_v.lue TO»)" 
(.et~ x4 (time. 1.0 (c.r (,get_v.lue. '(initi.l_v.lue error"'" 
( .. tq .50.0) 
( .. tq .6 0.0) 
(.etq .7 0:0) 
( .. tq .8 0.0) 
( .. t~ .90.0' 
( .. tq .10 /).0) 
( .. tq 111 0.0' 
( .. tq l1iZ 0.0' 
( .. tq 113 0.0) 
( .. tq 114 0.0) 
( .. tq 115 0.0) 
(cond «eq r 'IStep re.pon.el) 
• (.etq .iZ 
., 
~ 
(tim .. 1.0 
(car 
(fget_v.lue. '(initi.l_v.lue Tfin.l)'»' 
(utq .3 
(tim .. 1.0 
(c.r 
(fget_value. '(initi.l_value delt.T)"» 
( .. t~ .6 












«eq r 'JImpulse responseJ) 
( •• tq I~ (quotient 1.0 (one_aver_tau 0») 
(setq 13 
(U .. e. 1.0 
(car 
(.etq 17 ('get_value. '(initial_value deltaT"'" 


















(utq 111 '(initial_value init_'requencv_value"'" 
(Urn .. 1.0 
(car 
(fget_value. 




'(initial_value pha.e"')' (setq 11~ 
(Urn .. 1.0 
(car 
(fget_value. 
(cprint, "X, • xl dbin' 
(cprint, "X, • I~ dbin' 
(cprint, "Xf • 13 dbin) 
(cprint, "Xf " 14 dbin' 
(cprint, ·Xf • I' dbin' 
(terpri dbin) 
(cprintf "Xf " 16 dbin) 
(cprintf "Xf • 17 dbin' 
(cprint, ·Xf " IB dbin' 
(cprint, "X, H 19 dbin' 
(cprintf "Xf " xl0 dbln) 
(terpri dbin, 
(cprintf "Xf " xli dbin) 


























('get_v.lue. '(initial v_Iue 









('get_value. '(initial_value axi._o'_input_comm.nd») 
'Z) (.etq xl~ 1.0») 
(cprintf "Xf n x13 dbin) 
(cprint' "X, " x14 dbin) 
(cprintf "X, " xl~ dbin) 
(hrpri dUn) 
(.etq xl (time. 1.0 (car 
(.etq x2 (time. 1.0 (car 
(.etq x3 (time. 1.0 (car 
(.etq 14 (time. 1.0 (car 
(.etq I~ (time. 1.0 (car 
(.etq x6 (time. 1.0 (c_r 
(utq 170.0) 
(utq itS 0.0) 
(utq x90.0) 



















omeg __ x»») 




theh_l) ) ) » 
(car ('get_value. '(quatel'nion roll_angle»») 
(utq xS 
(Ume.l.0 
(c .. r ('get_value. '(quaternian lIaw_angl.»») 
(utq 19 
(Um .. 1.0 
(car ('get_value. '(quatel'nion pitch_angle»»») 
(cprint, "X, • xl dbln) 
(cprintf "X, " x2 dbin) 
(cprintf "Xf " .3 dbln) 
(cprlntf "%, " .4 dbin) 
(cprlntf "X, " .~ dbln) 
Uerpr I dUn) 
(cpl'int' "X, • x6 dbln) 
(cprlntf ,·X, • x7 dUn') 
(cprlntf "%, • xS dbln) 
(cprlnt, "%f " x9 dbin) 
(cpl'intf "%f • 110 dbin) 
Uerpri dUn) 
(prog nil 
(utq 16 1) 
laopl(cond «eq x6 I) (.etq 1t9 'Kp» 
«eq 16 2) (.etq _9 'Kd» 
(t (.etq _9 'inertial~atrl_») 
(prog nil 
(utq x7 1) 
100p2(prag nil 
( •• tll xS I) 
100p3(utq xl 




(cprint, "X, " xl dbin' 
(Ietq .e (+ .e 1" 
(cond «eq .e 4' (return nil'" 
(go 100p3') 
(Ietq .7 (+ .7 I)) 
(cond «eq .7 4) (return nil))) 
(go 100p2)) 
Uerpri dUn) 
(Ietq x6 (+ .6 I)) 
(cond «eq .6 4) (return nil))) 
(go loop!)) 
(clou dbin) 


























(fprint '(~.tril_ch.ng. m.tri.» 
(m.g H hDo vou want to .It.r .nv .l.m.nt. of the .bav. m.trix 7" N) 
Cmlg N " 1) V.I") 
(mig N " 2) no" N) 
loopl(mlg N "Pl ••••• nt.r chaic.:·) 
(mig N" .. ") 
( •• t~ .n. (r •• d» 
(cond «.~ .nl 1) (r.turn '(I (, ,»» 
«.~ .n. 2) (return '(-I " ,»» 
(d.f chang. 
(lambd. nil 
(t (A.g N "Your .ntrv i. not r.cogniz.d. Trv .gain.") (go 100p1»»» 
(prog (raw cal val mat) 
( •• t~ ~at (car ('g.t_valu •• '(matrix_chang. matrix»» 
(m.g f,I "About the .l.m.nt vau w.nt to alt.r. Pl •••• ,·) 
(m.g N "- Ent.r the raw numb.r - ") 
(I.t~ row (r •• d» 
(m.g N "- Ent.r the cal numb.r - ") 
(I.t~ col (r •• d» 
(m.g N "- Ent.r the n.w valu. - .) 
( •• t~ val (r.ad» 
(fr.m (arr.v_.cc.I._'rom_'ram. m.t row col» 
('put (arrav_acc.II_'rom_'r.m. mat row col) val»» (d.' chang._~uat.rnion 
<l.mbda nil 
(prog (a b c d) 
(m.g N 
"Do vou w.nt the Ou.t.rnion block to b. includ.d in .imul.tian 7· 
N) 
(m.g N • 1) V.I·) 
(m.g N " 2) no" N) 
laapl(m.g N "Pl ••••• nt.r chaic.:") 
(mig N" .. ") 
(I.t~ a (r.ad» 
(cand «.~ a 1) 
(prag nil 
('r.m '(~uat.rnian want.d_bv_u •• r» 
('put '(~uat.rnian w.nt.d_bv_uI.r) 'V.,) 
(m.g N "Do VOU want a n.w value 'or Roll angl. 7") (mig N 
"B. lur. VOU had .arli.r .nt.r.d a value '01' Roll angl •. • 
N) 
(mig N " 1) V •• ") 
(m.g N " 2) no· N) 
laap2(mlg N "Pl ••••• nt.r choic.:") (m.g N" .. ") 
( .. t~ b (rud» 
(cond «.~ b 1) 
('r.m '(~uat.rnian roll_angl.» 
(mig N "Ent.r the n.w valu. 0' initial angl.: ") 
(fput '(~uat.rnion ra11_angl.) (r.ad») 
«.~ b 2) (m.g N "No chang. to Roll .ngl •. H»~ 
(t (m.g N 
"Your .ntrv is nat r.cogniz.d. Trv again.·) (go laap2») 
(m.g N "Do vou,want a n.w valu. For Pitch ang1. 1") 
(/II~g N 
"B •• ur. ~ou h~d e~ri.r .nt.red a v~lu. for Pitch ~ngl •. " 
1.0 
(m.g N " 1) ~ •• ") 
(msg N .. ~) no" N) 
loop3(m.g N "Pl ••••• nt.r choic.:") 
(msg N" • ") 
(utq c "-.ad)) (cond «.q c 1) 
('r.m '(qu.t.rnion pitch_.ngl.» 
(m.g N "Ent.r the n.w v.lu. 0' initi.l .ngle: ") 
('put '(qu.t.rnion pitch_angl.) (r •• d») 
«eq c 2) (m.g N "No ch.ng. to Pitch .ngle. H»~ 
(t' (m.g N 
"Your entr~ i. not recognized. Trv .g.in.") (go 100p3») 
(m.g N "Do ~ou w.nt • n.w v.lue 'or Y.w .ngle ?") (m.g N 
"B •• ure ~ou h.d •• rier enter.d • v.lu. 'or Y.w .ngle. " 
N) 
(m.g N " 1) ve.") 
(m.g N " 2) no" N) 
loop4(m.g N "Pl •••• enter choic.:") (m.g N" • ") 
(utq d (rud» 
(cond «eq d 1) 
«.q • 2) 
('r.m '(qu.t.rnion ~.w_.ngl.» 
(mig N "Ent.r the n.w v.lu. 0' initi.l .ngle: ") 
('put '(qu.ternion v.w_.ngle) (re.d») 
«eq d ~) (m.g N "No ch.ng. to Y.w .ngle. H»~ 
(t (mig N 
"Your entrv i. not r.cogniled. Trv .g.in.") (go loop4»») 
(n.g N , 
"The limul.tion progr.m will not u •• the Ou.ternion block.") 
(~Ig N "That i •• vou will be running PROTOTYPE SYSTEM 0." N) 
('rem '(qu.t.rnion w.nted_b~_uler» 
('put '(qu.t.rnion w.nt.d_bv_ul.r) 'no» 
(t (A.g N "Your .ntrv i. not r.cogniled. Trv .g.in.") 
(go 100p1»»» 
II Modifiod bV Ju.n J. Ro~rigu.z-Moscoso L 




loop (eva I_agenda 'top_level_agenda' 
(cond 
(def loop 
«eq (car ('get_values '(top_level_choice top_level~enu)') 











loopl(cond «eq option 'disp' 
(cond «eq (car 
(fget_va1ues 
'(disp_init_val_choice param_menu'), 





«eq option 'change) 
(cond «eq (car 
('get_values 
'(change-Param_choice param_menu)') 




«eq option 'out_disp) 




'IReturn to TOP LEVEL MENUI) 
(return nil» 
(t (w_it_'or_user) 
(c Ie_r _d hp lav) (eva1 __ genda 'output_displ_v __ gend_'»» 
(de' sto"age_o'_initia1_v_lues (l_mbda nil 












Uair.bda nil (prog (a) 
(mig N "D~ vou want to change the value 0' Theta(x) 7" N) (mig N .. 1) vel") 
(mig N .. 2) no" N) 
loopl(mlg N "PI,ale enter choice:") 
(mig N" I") 
(.etq, a (r.ad» 
(cond «eq, a 1) 
('rem '(Y_matril theta_I» 
(n.g N "Enter the new valu. for Th.ta(I' • "' (fput '(Y_matrix theta_I) (read») 
«eq, a 2) (mig N "No change to Th.ta(I) .• » 
(t (m.g N ·Vour .ntrv i. not r.cogniz.d. Trv .g.in.") (go loop!») 
(m.g N "Do ~ou want to chang. the valu. 0' Th.ta(v) 7" N) 
(m.g N • 1) V.,") 
(m.g N " 2) no" N) 
100p2(m.g N "Pl ••••• nt.r choic.:") 
(m.g N" .") 
(utq, a (nad» 
(cond ((.q a 1) 
('r.m '(Y~atril th.ta_v» 
(n.g N "Enter the n.w valu. 'or Th.t.(V) • ") 
('put '(Y~atril th.ta_v) (r.ad») 
«.q. 2) (m.g N "No ch.ng. to Th.ta(v) .• » 
(t (Alg N "Your .ntrv i. not r.cognil.d. Trv again.·) 
(go 100p2») 
(m.g N "Do vou want to ch.ng. the v.lu. 0' Thet.(r) 7" N) 
(mig N " 1) ve.") 
(m.g N " 2) no" N' 
100p3(m.g N "Pl ••••• nt.r choic.:") 
(m.g N" I") 
( •• tq. (r •• d» 
(cond ((eq a 1) 
(fr.m '(Y_matrix th.ta_I» 
(A.g N "Ent.r the n.w v.lu. for Th.t.(z) - ") 
(fput '(Y_matril th.ta_z) (r.ad») 
«.q. 2' (m.g N "No ch.ng. to Th.t.(z) .• ), 
(t (mig N "Your entrv is not r.cogniz.d. Trv .g.in.") (go 100p3')' . 
(m.g N "Do vou w.nt to ch.ng. the v.lu. 0' Omeg.(I) 7· N) 
(m.g N " 1) ve.") 
(mig N .. 2' no" N) 
100p4(m.g N "Pl ••••• nter choic.:") 
(m.g N" I") 
( •• tq a (r.ad» 
(cond ·((eq • 1) 
('r.m '(Y_m.tril omeg._x» 
(A.g N "Enter the new v.lu. for Omeg.(I' - ") 
('put '(Y_matrix om.ga_x) (r •• d») 
«eq a 2) (m.g N "No chang. to Omeg.(I). H»~ 
(t (m'g N "Your entrv i. not recognized. Trv .gain."' 
(go 100p4») 
(mig N "Do vou want to chang. the v.lue of Omeg.(v) 7" N) (mig N " 1) Ve,-) , 




























100p5(msg ~ ~Pl •• s •• ht.r choic.:") (m.g Nit. It) 
(utq, • (r •• d)' 
(cond «.q, • I' 
(fr.m '(Y_m.trix om.g._v" 
(~sg N "Ent.r the n.w value for Om.g.(v' - "' (fput '(Y_m.trix om.ga_v' (r.ad'" 
«.q, • 2' (msg N "Na ch.ng. to Om.g.(v). "" 
(t (~sg N ·Your .ntrv i. not r.cognil.d. Trv .g.in.'" 
(go loopS')) 
(m.g N "Do vou want to chang. the v.lu. of Om.g.(I' ?" N' 
(m.g N " I' V •• ") 
(m.g N It 2' no" N' 
100p6(m.g N .. Pl ••••• nt.r choic.:"' (m.g N" ... , 
( •• tq, • (r.ad" 
(cond «eq a I' 
(fr.m '(Y_m.trix om.g._I" 
(~.g N "Ent.r the n.w v.lu. for Om.g.(I' - "' (fput '(Y_m.trix om.g._I' (r •• d") 
«.q, • 2' (m.g N "No ch.ng. to Om.g.(I). "" 
(t (m.g N "Your .ntrv i. not r.cognil.d. Trv .g.in.") 
(go 100p6")'» 
(de' .rr.v_access_fr~m_'rame 
(lambda (arrav_na~1 row_num col_numl 
(list arrav_name (list row_num col_numllll 
(dl' dl.inl_arrav 
(lambda (arrav_name row_bnd col_bndl 
(arrav arrav_name 'lonum row_bnd col_bndlll 
(dl' store_valuls_in_.rame_.rom_lispvector 
(lambda (arrav_name row_bndl 
(prog (1 I 
( .. til i 1) 
100p1(prog (JI 
( .. til J II 
100p2('re~ (arrav_accIss_'rom_'rame arrav_naml i JII 
('put (arrav_accIss_from_frame arrav_name i JI 
(arrav_naml (- i 1111 
( .. til J (+ J I)) 
(cond «Ill J 21 (return nillll 
(go 100p:Zll 
( .. til i (+ i I)) 
(cond «ell i (+ row_bnd 1» (rlturn nil») 
(go loopl"" 
(dlf 'orm_idlntitv~atril 
(lambda (arrav_na~1 row_bnd col_bndl 
(prog (II 
( .. til i 1) 
100p1(prog (JI 
( .. til J 1) 
100p2(cond «Ill i J) (storl (arrav_naml i J) 1.0» 
(t (storl (arrav_name i JI 0.0)" 
(Sltll J (+ J I)) 
(cond «Ill J (+ col_bnd 1» (rlturn nil») 
(go 100p:Zll 
( .. til i (+ i 1) 
























" II Initializ~tion progr~m for running eithllr: 
II l' NASA Simulation Expert S~ltGm, 
It II 2' CEtUE, 01' 
II 3' Franz Lilp OpUI 38.79 
" ** Writhn by 
• , , Bor-Jau Hsieh (Andy' and 
" Juan J. Rodriguez-Molcoso (HaV-11-8" 
" Revised b~ 
, " .Juan J. Rodriguez-Molcolo and 
" Bor-Jau Hsieh (Andv' (Jun-09-8:" 
, "NEES means NAS~ Expert Simul.tion S~stem requir.d bV us.r in LISP 
,,(defunnell() . 
" (cond «equ.l ans l'(ev.I_.gend. 'It.rt_agenda') 
, " (t (~Ig N "You should us. option 1 to It.rt loading NESS" N ) 
" (It.rtup»» (defun ne •• (' 
• (st.rt_&_iter.te» 
" NESS_LOAD meanl NASA Expert Simulation Svst.m .t "load" tim •. 
I (de' ness_load 
<l.mbd. nil 











" HEADING Itandl for the he.ding 0' the NESS (defun he.ding() (ms, N .+.-•••••.••••••••••••••••• & •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• +", 
(msg N "I Welcome to NASA Expert Simul.tion SVlt.m (NESS) I") (ms, N M+ ••••••••••••••••••• _ ........................................ +M) 
] 




(A.g N ~Do you ~ant to run:") 
(hrprU (alg N ,. 
(alg N " 
(Alg N " 
(hrpri) 
loop 
l' NASA Expert Simul.tion S~ltem 1"' 
2' CENIE (GENeric In •• renc. Engine' 1"' 
3' Fr.nz Lilp 1"' 
(mig N "Pl ••••• nt.r choic.(I):") (msg t~ ,. .") 
(.etq .n.wer (read" 
(cond «.qu.l anlwer l' 
(char_displav' 
(prog (ani' 
(m.g N "Be'ore running the NASA Expert Simul.tion S~.tem,") 
(mig N "did vou type in 'SHELL' while you were und.r VMS1'" 
(hrprU 
(m.g N " 
(mig N " 
1) vel"' 
2) no "' . 
·(fllsg N·II 3) don't kno",") 
loopl 
(terpr 1) 
(fllsg N "Please enter ehoiee(s':"' (msg N" .. ") 
(set~ ans (read" 




«e~ual ans 2' 
(msg N "You are being sent to the Operating ") 
(prine "Svstem vou started in.") 
(msg N "Please tvpe 'SHELL' no", if vou are .. ) 
(prine "und.r VMS O/S. '0) 
(hrpri) 
(r.turn (e.iU» 
«.~ual ans 3) 
(msg N "You ar. being s.nt back to the ") 
(prine "Op.rating Svst.m vou were b.for.") 
(msg N "vau tvp.d in 'll.p'. If vou are ") 
(prine "und.r VMS. tvP. 'SHELL' to .nt.r") 





(m.g N .. Pl ••••• nt.r I. 2 or 3 onIV") 
(go 100pU 
(eo"d «e~ual an.",.r 2) 
(clear_dhplav' 




(cond «e~u.l .n.",er 3)(return nil») 
(eo"d «e~u.l .ns",er 2)(r.turn nil») 
(eond «.~ual .ns",er I)(return nil» 
(t 
(hrpri) 
(msg N .. Pl ••••• nter I. 2 or 3 onlv") 
(go loop] 
II ele.r_displ.V Itandl for ele.ring the dilpl.V on VT100 tvpe termin.l. (d.fun ele.r_displ.V() 
(prine (.Ieii 27» 
(prine (.Ieii 91» 
(prine (ascii 72» 
(prine (ascii 27)' 
(prine (ascii 91» 
(prine (.seii ~O" 
(prine (.seii 74] 










































































































(controller_tvpe_de'ired (,ame_differential_control_for_all_ale • (rule (value_input_rb_rulel0) 
(value_input_rb_ruleI2))) 
(derivative 







J »») continue on the right »») 







J »») continue on the right »») 
) 






















«1 2) • (rule (v~lue_input_rb_ruloI7) 
\ (value_input_rb_rulel~))) ~ 
«1 3) 
(rule (value_input_rb_ruleI7) 






«2 1) (rule (value_input_rb_ruleI7))) 
«3 1) (rule (value_input_rb_ruleI7))) 
, 
«3 2) (rule (value_input_rb_rule17)))) ~ (Kp «1 1) 
(rule (value_input_rb_rule9) 
• (value_input_rb_rulel1) ~ (value_input_rb_rule14) 






• (value_input_rb_rule14) (value_input_rb_rule16))) 
«I 2) 
• (rule (value_input_Tb_ruleI4) (value_input_rb_ruleI6))) 
«I 3) 
• (rule (value_input_rb_ruleI4) (value_input_rb_rule16))) 
«2 3) 
• (rul. (value_input_rb_rule14) (value_input_rb_ruleI6))) 
«2 1) (rule (value_input_rb_ruleI6))) 
• «3 1) (rule (value_lnput_rb_ruleI6))) 





















~ (rule (value_input_rb_rule20))) 
(roll_angle 
(rule (value_input_rb_rule20))) 






(matrix_full (rule (value_input_rb_rule2)))) 
(inertial_matrix 
«1 1) (rule (value_input_rb_rule13))))) (if_removed (d_remave_rule,)) 






























(param_,pec, (frame_full (value_tvpe (literal)) 
(param_cf (no)) 
(find_,trategv (trv_rule,) (a,k))) 




(legal_value, (,tep) (fre~uencv))) 
(tcantral_l (find_'trategv (trv_rule,))) 
(tcantral~ (find_'trategv (trv_rule,))) 
(acantral_l (find_,trategv (trv_rule,))) 
(acantral~ C'ind_,trategv (trv_rule,))) 
(imp_amp_ak (value_tvpe (literal)) 
(value~ultlpllcitv (lingle)) 
(value_re~uired (ve,)) 
(legal_value, (ve,) (no)) 
(prompt_format (menu_input)) 
(me"age_farmat (print 
IDa vau want the calculated value of 'Impulse amplitude' 71) (print 
II. vou 'aV NO, then vou can give vaur own value. I))) (ali,_of_input_command (value_multiplicitv 
(single)) 
(value_re~uired (ve,)) 
I ««< .t.1't b.ct on the l.ft ««< 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
(prompt_form.t 
(menu_input» 




IVou c.n .ppl~ the input comm.nd to onl~ on ••• i. 01' non. of th.ml) 
(print IP1 •••••• l.ct ~our choic. (onl~ on.)I) 








(p.1'.m_conclusion. (initi.l_v.lu. (fr.m._full 
(rule 
(v.lu._'nput_rb_1'ul.3')' 





























































«I 3' (rule (value_input_rb_rule6) 
(value_input_rb_rule7») 



















«1 I) (rule (value_input_rb_rule6»» 
(Kd «I 2) 
(rule (value_input_rb_ruleS) 
(value_input_rb_ruleS')' 


































































(v.lu._input_~b_~ul.3 (Stvpe (ifanv)) 
(Sthen (conclud. (initial_valu. f~am._full) t~u.)) 
(c~e.t.d_bV (.ami~)) 
(c~eat.d_on (12_13_B51) 
(Sif (Sand (tTipl. (initial_valu. fi~.t_.t.p_found) 
-t~u.) 
(t~tpl. (r •• pon •• _cho •• n ~ •• pon •• _tvp.) 





(Snot (triple (initial_valu~ delt&T) - nil» 
(Snot 
(triple (initial_value steadv_state_error) 
-nil») 
(Sand (triple (response_chosen response_tvpe) 
-'Fre~uencv response') 
(triple (initial_value first_step_found) 
true) 
(triple (Initial_value second_step_found) 
-true» 
(Sand (triple (response_chasen response_tvpe) 
-Ilmpulse response') 
(triple (initial_value first_step_found) 
-true) 
(Snot (triple (initial_value deltaT) - nil» 
(triple (Initial_value imp_amp_found) 
-true») 
(modlfied_bv (IJuan J. Rodriguez-Hoscosol» 
(modified_on (16_9_8~1») 
(value_input_rb_rule~ (Stvpe (ifall» 
(cre.ted_bV (samiT» 
(created_an ('3_12_8~1» 
(Sif (triple (controller_tvpe_desired derivative) - no» 
(.then (conclude (Kd_matril rnatrll_full) true) 
(conclude (Kd_matrll matril_tvpe) zero) 
(conclude (Kd (1 1» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (1 2» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (1 3» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (2 1» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (2 2» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (2 3» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (3 1» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (3 2» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (3 3» 0.0) 
(clause-prlnt 
IAll values of the Kd Hatril have been found .• » 
(modified_bv (IJuan J. Rodrlguez-Hoscosol» 
(modified_on (16_9_8~1») 




(triple (controller_tvpe_desired proportional) - no» 
('then (conclude (Kp_matril matril_'ull) true) 
(conclude (Kp_matril matril_tvpe) lero) 
(conclude (Kp (1 1» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kp (1 2» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kp (1 3» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kp (2 1» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kp (22» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kp (2 3» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kp (3 1» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kp (3 2» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kp (3 3» 0.0) 
(clAu,e-print 
IAII vAlue. of the Kp MAtril hAve been found. I)) 
(modified_by (IJuAn J. Rodriguez-Moscosol)) 
(modified_on (16_9_851))) 
(vAlue_input_rb_rule18 (.type (if Any)) 
($then (conclude (Kp_mAtril mAtril_full) true)) 
(cre.ted_by (sAmir)) 
(creAted_on (13_1'_8'1)) 
($if ($And (triple (Kp_mAtril mAtril_type) - diagonal) 
(triple (Kp_matril e~ual_diagonal_terms) 
-true)) 
($and (triple (Kp_matril mAtril_type) - diagonal) 
(triple (Kp_matril e~ual_diagonal_terms) 
-false») 
(triple (Kp_matril matril_type) - symmetric) 
(triple (Kp_matril matril_tvpe) - regular)) 
(modified_bV 
(IJuan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso. Bor-Jau Hsiehl) 
(modified_on (16_9_8'1»)) 
(value_input_rb_rule19 ($type (ifanv» 
($then (conclude (Kd_matril matril_full) true)) 
(created_bV (samir) 
(created_on (13_1'_8'1)) 
($if ($and (triple (Kd_matril matril_tvpe) - diagonal) 
(triple (Kd_matril e~ual_diagonal_terms) 
-true)) 
($and (triple (Kd_matril matril_tvpe) - diagonal) 
(triple (Kd_matril e~ual_diagonal_terms) 
-false)) 
(triple (Kd_matri. matril_tvpe) - svmmetric) 
(triple (Kd~atril matril_tvpe) - regular) (modified_by 
(IJuan J. Rodriguez-Moscosa • Bor-Jau Hsiehl)) 
(modified_on (16_9_8'1))) 
(value_input_rb_rule21 ($tvpe (ifall») 
(created_bv (samir) 
(created_on (14_3o_8'1») 
($if (triple (initial_value init_theta-O_wanted) - ves)) 
($then (conclude (initial_value tcontrol_1) true) 
(conclude (V_matril theta_I) 0.0) 
(conclude (V_matril theta_v) 0.0) 
(conclude (V_matril thetA_z) 0.0) 
(clause-print 
IThe angular position for all a.e. have been initialized. I)) 
(modified_bV 
(IJuan J. Rodriguez-Moscosa • Bor-Jau H.iehl)) 
(modified_on (16_9_8'1))) 
(value_input_rb_rule22 ($type (ifall)) 
(created_by (.amir)) 
_ (created_on (14_30_851») 
.. 
" 





IThe co~mon value of angular position for all a.es. Theta(.). isl) 








• ($not (triple (V_matrix theta_x) • nil») 
(.then (conclude (initial_value tcontrol_2) tru~) 
(conclude (V_matri. thet._v) (V_m.trix thet._x» 
(conclude (V_m.tri. thet._z) (V_m.trix theta_x» 
(clau,e-print 
IAngul.r po.ition h •• been initi.lized. I» (modified_bv 
(I~u.n ~. Rodriguez-MoICo.o & Bor-~.u H.iehl» (modified_on (lb_9_8~1») 
(value_input_rb_rule23 ($tvpe (if.ll» 
(cre.ted_bv ( •• mir» 
(cre.ted_on (14_30_8~1» 
($if (triple (initi.l_v.lue 
e~u.l_thet._v.lue._for_.ll_.xe.) 
-no) 
(cl.u .. -print 
IV.lue. for angul.r po.ition (Thet.» along all aile. a,.. ,..,ui,..d. I' 
($not (triple (V~atrix theta_x) - nil» 
(tnot (triple (V_m.trix thet._v) - .nil»» 
($not (triple (V_matrix thet._z) - nil») 
($then (conclude (initial_value tcontrol_3) true) 
(cl.u.e-print 
IAngul.r po.ition ha. been initiaUud. I» (modifhd_bll • 
(I~u.n ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.o & 80r-~au H.iehl» (modified_on (lb_9_8~1») 
(value_input_rb_rule2b ($tllpe (ifall» 
(value_input_rb_rule27 
(cr •• ted_bll ( •• mir» 
(cre.ted_on (14_30_B~I» 
(tif (triple (initi.l_value 
e~ual_omeg._value._for_.ll_axe.) 
-II") (cl.u .. -print 
IThe common v.lue of .ngul.r r.te. Omega(I). i. re~uired. I) 
($not (triple (V~atrix omeg._x) • nil») 
(tthen (conclude (initi.l_value ocontrol_2) tru.) 
(conclude (V~atrix omeg._II) (V_m.trix omeg._x» 
(conclude (V~.trix omeg._z) (V_m.trix omeg._x» 
(cl.u"Jrint 
IThe angular r.te ha. been initi.Uud. I» 
(modifhd_bll 
(I~u.n ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.o & Bor-~.u H.iehl» 
(modified_on (lb_9_B~I») 
(ttllpe (lfall» 
(cr •• ted_bll (.amir» 
(cre.ted_on (14_30_8~1» 




IV.lue. for angul.r r.te .long .11 •••• • r. r.~ui".d. I) 
($not (triple (V_m.trix omega_x) - nil» 
($not (triple (V_matrix omeg._II) - nil» 
(tnot (tripl. (V_m.trix omeg._z) - nil») 
(.then (conclude (initi.l_v.lue ocontrol_3) true) 
(cl.u'.Jrint 








(IVuan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso • Bor-~~u H~iohl» 
(modified_on (16_9_8~1») 
(value_input_rb_rule29 ($tvpe (ifall» 
($if 
(triple (initial_value integration_method) - Euler» 
($then (conclude (initial_value error) 0.0» 
(cre.ted_bv (IBor-~au Hsieh • ~uan Rodriguez-Moscosol» 
(created_on (16_12_8~1») 
(value_input_rb_rule20 (.tvpe (ifall» 
($if (triple (quaternion wanted_by_user) - yes) 
(Snot (triple (quaternion roll_angle) - nil» 
('not (triple (quaternion pitch_angle) - nil» 
(tnot (triple (quaternion yaw_angle) - nil») (felse 
(conclude (initial_value quaternion_initialized) true» (created_by (samir» 
(created_on (14~9_8~1» 
(.then (conclude (initial_value quaternion_initialized) 
true) 
(conclude (initial_value init_theta-O_wanted) 
ves) 
(clause-print 
IThe Roll. Pitch. and Vaw angles have been initialized. I» 
(modified_by (IBor-~au Hsieh • ~uan Rodriguez-Moscosol» 
(modified_on (16_12_8'1))) 





Ilnitial values for angular rate and/or angular position are requiredl) 
(for (triple (initial_value tcontrol_l) - true) 
(triple (initial_value tcontrol_2) - true) 
(triple (initial_value tcontrol_3) - true) 
(for (triple (initial_value ocontrol_l) - true) 
(triple (initial_value ocontrol_2) - true) 
(triple (initial_value ocontrol_3) - true») 
(modified_by (likes_Tfinal_value» 
(modified_on (16_14_8'1») 
(value_input_rb_rule8 (ttype (ifall» 
(created_by (samir» 
(created_on (13_12_8'1» 
(fthen (conclude (Kd_.atrix matrix_type) diagonal) 
(conclude (Kd (1 2» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (1 3» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (2 1» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (2 3» 0.0) 
(conclude (Kd (3 1» 0.0) 







(value_input_rb_rulel0 (ftvpe (ifall» 
(created_by (samir)) 
(created_on (13_12_8'1» 
($then (conclude (Kd_matrix equal_diagonal_terms) true) 
(conclude (Kd (2 2» (Kd (1 1») 
(value_lnput_rb_ruleI7 
(conclude (Kd (3 3» (Kd (1 1») 
(clau •• -print 
IAII value. of the ~d Matri. have b •• n found. I» 
(Sif (tripl. (controll.r_tVp._d.,ired 







ITh. value of the Kd Controll.r Oain Matrix common to all ax •• I) 
(clau.eJlrint I is r.lluir.d. I) 
(Snot (tripl. (Kd (1 1» • nil») 
(modifi.d_bV (llke'_Tfinal_valu.» 
(modifi.d_on (16_14_8'1») (ftvpe (Hall» 
(creat.d_bv (,amir» 
(cr.at.d_on (13_14_8'1» 
(fthen (conclud. (Kd_matrix matrix_tvp.) r.gular) 
(c lauuJlrint 
IAll valu., of the Kd Matrix have been found. I» 




(triple (Kd_matrix matrix_.vmm.tric) • no) 
(cl.u •• Jlrint 
ISinc. Kd i, neither .vmm.tric nor diagonal. all 9 of it. value.l) 
(clau'eJirint 
lare relluired. A. vou ,ee them prompted for. plea.e enter value •. I) (fnot (triple (Kd (1 1» • nil» 
(Snot (triple (Kd (1 2» • nil» 
(fnot (triple (Kd (1 3» • nil» 
(Snot (triple (Kd (2 1» • nil» 
(fnot (triple (Kd (2 2» • nil» 
(Snot (triple (Kd (2 3» • nil» 
(fnot (triple (Kd (3 1» • nil» 
(fnot (triple (Kd (3 2» • nil» 
(fnot (triple (Kd (3 3» • nil») 
(modlfi.d_bV (like'_Tfinal_value» 
(modified_on (16_14_8'1») 
(value_input_rb_ruleI2 (ftvpe (ifall» 
(created_bv (.amir» 
(created_on (13_12_851» 
(fth.n (conclude (Kd_matrix ellual_di.gonal_term.) fal.e) 
(clau.eJlrint 
IAll value. of the Kd Controller Oain Matrix have been found. I» 
(fif (triple (controller_tvpe_de,ired 








IThe different value, of the Kd Controller O.ln Matrix alongl) 
(c lau.eJlr int 





Ibe prol1lpted in that order. Plea.o onteT volullltl. I' 
(tnot (triple (Kd (1 1" - nil" 
(tnot (triple (Kd (2 2" - nil" 
(Snot (triple (Kd (3 3" - nil'" 
(modified_bv (like._Tfinal_value" 
(mQdified_on (16_14_831'" 
(value_input_rb_rule2 (.tvpe (ifall" 
(cTeated_bv (.amir" 
(created on (12 3 851" 
(.then (conclude (iniUal_value first_.tep_found' true" 
(.if (triple (inertial~at matril_full' - true' 
(triple (Kp_matril matTil_full' - true' 
(triple (Kd_matril matTil_full' - true' 
(triple (initial_value ~uaternion_initialiled' 
-true) 
('not 
(triple (initial_value integration_method' - nil" 
('not 
(triple (re.pon.e_cho.en re.pon.e_tvpe' - nil" 
('not 
(triple (initial_value ali._of_input_command' 
-nil' , 
('not (triple (initial_value TO' - nil" 
(Inot (triple (initial_value error' - nil" 
(triple (initial_value V_matril_full' - true" 
(modified_bv (ISamir. Andv. and ~uanl" 
(modified_an (16_13_83"" 




ctthen (.conclude CiniU.I_value ocontrol_l' true' 
(conclude (V_matril omega_I' 0.0' 
(conclude (V_matril omega_v' 0.0) 
(conclude (V_matri. omega_I' 0.0' 
(clau.e,Jrint 
'The angular rate ha. been iniUaUnd. ", 
(modlfied_bV 
(I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Ho.co.o • Bor-~au Hsieh'" 
(modified_an ('6_16_831'" 
(value_input_rb_rulel (.tvpe (ifall" 




IAII paTadleter value. needed for the .imulation program have been found. I' 
(clau.e,Jrint 
IBV u.ing option 3 of the TOP LEVEL HENU. the .Imulatlon pTogram can bel) 
(c la".eJrlnt run. " 
(modified_bv (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Ho.coso. Bor-~au Hsiehl" 
(modified_an ('6_16_831'" 
(value_input_Tb_rule7 (.t~pe (ifall" 
(created_bv (.amir" 
(created_on (13_12_8'1» 
(Ithen (conclude (Kp_matril matril_tvpe' diagonal' 
(conclude (Kp (1 2)' 0.0' 
(conclude (Kp (1 3') 0.0) 
(conclude (Kp (2 1') 0.0' 
(Sif 
(conclud. (Kp (2 3" 0.0' 
(conclude (Kp (3 I)) 0.01 
(conclude (Kp (3 2') 0.0)) 
(tripl. (controller_tvpe_d •• ired 
prop_cro •• _coup_b.t_ •••• ) 
-no)) 
(modified_bv (I~uen~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.ol)) 
(modified_on (16_16_8~I'" (velue_input_rb_rule9 (Stvpe (if.ll)) 
(creeted_bv (.emir)' 
(cr.~t.d_on (13_12_851" 
(Sth.n (conclude (Kp_metri. e~uel_diegonel_term.) true' 
(conclud. (Kp (2 2" (Kp (1 1'" 
(conclud. (Kp (3 3" (Kp (1 1)" 
(cleul.-print 
IAII v.lu •• of the Kp M.tri. hev. b •• n found. I)) 
(Sif (tripl. (controll.r_tvp._d.lir.d 
prop_croll_coup_b.t_ •••• ) 
-
no' (tripl. (controller_tvp._delir.d 
.eme-proportionel_control_for_.ll_a •• I) 
• 
v··, (cleu'.-print 
ITh. common v.lu. of the Kp g.in for .11 .... 11 relluir.d. It 11 I) 
(cl.u'.-print Ic.ll.d Kp C1 11. I' 
(Snot (triple (Kp (1 I) - nil')' 
(modifi.d_bV (I~u.n~. Rodriguez-Molcolol» 
(modifi.d_on (16_16_8'1')' (v.lue_input_rb_rulell (.tvP. (if.ll)) 
(cr •• t.d_bV (I.mir» 
(cr •• t.d_on (13_12_8'1)) 
($th.n (conclud. (Kp~.tri. ellu.l_di.gon.l_terml) f.l •• ) 
(cl.ul.-print 
IAll v.lu •• Of. the Kp M.trix h.v. bun found. I» 
($if (triple (controll.r_tvpe_d.lir.d 
prop_crol._coup_b.t_ •••• ) 
-no) 
(triple (controller_tvpe_d •• ir.d 
l.m.-prapartian.l_cantral_far_.II_a •• I) 
-no) 
(cl.u •• -print . 
ITh. v.lu.1 of the .le •• ntl of the Kp M.tri. along the ••••• rel) 
(c1.ule-print r.lluir.d. ) 
(.nat (triple (Kp (1 I)) - nil)) 
($nat (triple (Kp (2 2) - nil)) 
(Snat (triple (Kp (3 3)) - nil)') 
(modified_bv (I~u.n ~. Radriguez-Molcalal)) 
(madifi.d_an (16_16_8'1)') 
(v.lu._input_rb_rul.14 (.tvP. (if.ll') 
(cr •• t.d_bV ( •• mir») 
(cre.ted_on (13_14_8'1)) 
($then (conclud. (Kp_matri. m~tri._tvpe) Ivmm.tric) 
(conclud. (Kp (2 I») (Kp (1 2'») 
(conclud. (Kp (3 I)) (Kp (1 31)) 







IAII valu •• of the Kp H~tril h~vo been found. I" 
(tif (tripl. (controll.r_t~p._d •• ir.d 
prop_cro •• _coup_b.t_ •••• , 
~es' 
(triple (Kp_m.tri. m.tri._.~mm.tric) • ve.' 
(clau •• -print 
ISinc. Kp i ••• ~m..trlc m.trl •• onl~ 6 0' it. v.lu ••• r. r.quir.d. I) 
(cl.u.e-print 
lAs ~ou ••• th.m prompt.d for. pl •••• enter v.lu ••. I' 
(tnot (tripl. (Kp (1 1" • nil" 
(tnot (trlpl. (Kp (1 2» - nil» 
(tnot (tripl. (Kp (1 3" - nil') 
(tnot (tripl. (Kp (2 2)' - nil" 
('not (tripl. (Kp (2 3') - nil» 
(tnot (tripl. (Kp (3 3» .. nil») 
(modifi.d_b~ (I~u.n ~. Rodrigu.z-Ho.co.ol)' 
(modifi.d_on (16_16_851')' 
(v.lu._input_rb_rul.16 (tt~p. (if.ll» 
(cr •• t.d_b~ (.amir» 
(cr •• t.d_on (13_14_851') 
(tth.n (conclud. (Kp~.trl. m.trl._t~p.) r.gular' 
(cl.u •• -print 
IAII valu •• of the Kp Hatrl. have been found. ,,) 
(tif (tripl. (controll.r_t~p._d •• ir.d 
prop_cro •• _coup_b.t_ •••• ) 
.. 
~es) 
(tripl. (Kp_matrl •• atrl._.~ ... trlc' - no' 
(cl.u •• -print 
ISinc. Kp i. n.ith.r .~~.tric nor diagonal. all 9 o' it. v.lu •• I' 
(clau •• -print 
'ar. r.quir.d. A. ~ou ••• th.m prompted 'or. pl ••••• nt.r v.lu ••. ') 
(tnot (tripl. (Kp (1 1" - nil» 
('not (tripl. (Kp (1 2)' - nil» 
(tnot (tripl. (Kp (1 3» • nil)' 
(tnot (tripl. (Kp (2 1" - nil') 
(tnot (triple (Kp (2 2') - nil') 
(tnot (tripl. (Kp (2 3" - nil» 
('not (tripl. (Kp (3 1') - nil» 
(tnot (tripl. (Kp (3 2» • nil» 
(tnot (tripl. (Kp (3 3" - nil») 
(modi'i.d_b~ (I~u.n ~. Rodrigu.z-Ho.co.o')' 
(modi'i.d on ('6 16 85')" (valu._input_rb_rul.4 (tt~p. (i';ll" - -
(cr •• t.d_b~ ( •• mir') 
(cr •• t.d_on ('2_13_85'» 
(tth.n (conclude (initi.l_valu ••• cond_.t.p_found' tru.' 
(clau •• -print 
IAII par.m.t.r valu •• 'or FREOUENCY respon •• an.l~.i. have b •• nl, 
(c lau •• -pr Int found. » 
(ti' (clau •• -print 
Ilnitial para •• t.r valu •• 'or FREOUENCY respon •• anal~.I. are r.quir.d. " 
(tnot (tripl. (initial_valu. amplitud.) .. nil)' 
(tnot 








(tripl. (initi.l_v.lu. numb.r_o._d.c.des) - nil)) 
(Snot 
(tripl. (initi.l_v.lu. 
numb.r_o'_ •• mpling_'r.qu.ncv-per_'ec.d.) 
-nil) ) 
('not (tripl. (initi.l_v.lu. pha •• ) - nil')) 
(modi.i.d_bV (IJu.n J. Rodriguez-Mo.co.ol) 
(modifi.d_on (16_16_831») 




IFor the pr ••• nt. the In.rti. m.trix i. as.u •• d to b. diagonal. I) 
(clau •• -print 
lIt is al.o a •• um.d .11 di.gonal .l ••• nt. to b. '.qual'. Thi.l) 
(clau.e-print 
I.s.umption m.k •• the 'SV.t.m' uncouple. in natur •. I) 
(clau •• -print 
IPI •••• ent.r the common .l ••• nt d" the .iagon.l 0' the Inerti.ll) 
(claus.-print Matrix. ) 
('not (triple (in.rti.l_matrix (1 1') - nil'"~ 
('th.n (conclude (in.rtial_m.trix (3 3») 
(in.rtial~atrix (1 1))) 
(conclude (in.rti.l_matrix (2 2)) 
(in.rti.l_m.trix (1 1))) 
(conclud. (inerti.l_m.t m.trix_.ull) true) 
(conclud. (in.rtial_m.trix (1 2) 0.0) 
(conclud. (in.rti.l~.trix (1 3») 0.0' 
(conclud. (in.rtial~atril (2 1)) 0.0) 
(conclud. (in.rti.l_ •• trix (2 3)) 0.0) 
(conclude (in.rtial~atril (3 1)) 0.0) 
(conclud. (in.rtial~.tril (3 2)) 0.0) 
(cl.u •• -print 
IAll valu •• of the 'In.rti. m.tril' have b •• n 'ound. I)) 
(modifi.d_bV (IJu.n J. Rodrigu.z-Mo.co.ol)) 
(modifi.d_on (16_16_891))) 
(value_input_rb_rul.19 ('tvP. (i •• ll)) 
(cr.at.d_bv (.amir)) 
(cr •• t.d_on (13_14_831)) 
('th.n (conclud. (Kd~.tril matril_tvp.) .V ... tric) 
(conclude (Kd (2 1)) (Kd (1 2))) 
(conclud. (Kd (3 1)) (Kd (1 3»)) 
(conclude (Kd (3 2)) (Kd (2 3))) 
(clau •• -print 
IAll valu •• d' the Kd M.trix h.v. been found. I)' 
('if (triple (controll.r_tvp._de.ir.d 
di"_cro.s_coup_bet_ •• e.) 
-ves) 
(tripl. (Kd_m.tril m.tril_.vmm.tric) • ves) 
(clau •• -print 
ISinc. Kd i ••• vmmetric m.tril. onlv 6 0' it. v.lu •• ar. r.quired. I) 
(claus.-print 
lAs vou 5 •• them prompted for. pl •••• enter v.lu ••. I) 
(Snot (triple (Kd (1 1)) a nil') 
(Snot (triple (Kd (1 2)) - nil») 
(Snot (triple (Kd (1 3)) - nil)) 
(Snot (triple (Kd (2 2)) - nil)) 
(Snot (triple (Kd (2 3)) - nil)) 
(Snot (triple (Kd (3 3)) - nil))) 
(modified_bv (I~u.n ~. Rodriguez-Moscosol)) 
(modified_on (16_16_851))) 
(fil._index (fr4llmu.(fih_i.ndex (!limlpert.!» 
(p4llr4llm_sp.c!l (simlp.rt. I» 
(s"stltm_sp.cs (!limlp.rt. 1» 
(value_lnput_rb (rul.s. I» 
(!lim_ltlpltrt·:'.g.nda (simlp.rt. I» 
(start_4IIgltnd411 (simlp.rt. 1» 
(top_level_4IIg.nd411 (simlp.rt. I» 
(top_l.vel_menu (simlp.rt. 1) 
(top_l.vel_control (!limlp.rt. I» 
(stage_l_rb (simlp.rt. 1» 
(change-P 4II ram_control (simlp.rt.l» 
(disp_init_val_control (!limlp.rt. 1» 
(p4llr4llm_m.nu (simlpert. I» 
(disp_init_val_agenda (simlpltrt. I» 
(disp_init_val_rb (!limlp.rt. 1» 
(chang.-param_4IIg.nda (sim.p.rt. 1) 
Unt_rb (as. 1» 




(run_rb (simxpert. 1» 
(run_ag.nda (!limlp.rt.I» 
(us.r_rb (us.r.I» 
(chang.-p.r.m_rb (ch.ng •. l» 
(chang._matrix_rb (chang •. 1») 













(di.p_init_v.l_rb (rul._b ••• » 
(ch.ng.-p.r.m_.g.nd.) 
(output_displ·v_m• nu ) 
(output_displ·v_control) 
(output_displav_ag.nd.) 
(output_displav_rb (rul._b ••• » 
(run_rb (rul._b.s.» 
(run_.g.nd.) ) 
(rul ••. l (v.lu._input_rb (rul._ba •• ») 
(unr.l (uur_rb (rule_b.s.») 
(us.rl. I (us.r_t •• t_rb (rul._ba •• ») 
(ch .... g •. l (chang.-param_rb (rul._ba •• » 
(ch.ng._matrix_rb (rule_b.s.»») 
(svst.m_sp.cs (w.ight. (d.fault «5 5»» 
(par.m_def.ult (mess.g._form.t (print 
IPle •••• ent.r the fo11ollling param.t.r valu.: I) 
(path) ) 
(prompt_format (valu •• » 






















(backup_command. (b) (b.ck) (b.ckup) (up) ("') (undo» 
(help_colll'11ands (help) (?) (hhp) (.hlp» 
(uhll_command. (Whll) (whV?))) 
(param_.p.c. (CF (d.'.ult (1.0» 
(uninown (0.0») 
(valu._tIlP. (num.rical») 
(r.ng. «>- 0.0)) «<- 1.0»)) 
(TO (p.ram_cf (no») 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
(Tfin.l 
ITh. tim. of applic.tion 0' the input .ign.l, .1.0 known •• 1) (print 
Ith. initi.l tim., is r.lluir.d. U.U.l1l1 it. v.lu. is 0.01) (print •• cond •. ) 
(path» ) 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
ITh. tim •• t which the '.imul.tion progr.m' .hould .top computingl) (print 
Ith •• t.t. 0' the ,".t.m i. r.lluir.d. It i •• 1.0 known •• T'in.l. I) (p.th)) 
(proportion.l (v.lu._r.lluir.d (II.')) 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IDo lIoU w.nt • proportion.l (P) tliP. control?l) 
(print I (For P .nd PD tliP. control)I») (prompt_form.t (m.nu_input) 
(l.g.l_v.lu •• (II.') (no))' 
(d.rivativ. (v.lu._r.lluir.d (V.,), 
(l.g.l_v.lu •• (II.') (no» 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IDo IIOU w.nt • dif'.r.nti.l (D) tliP. control?I' 
(print I(For D .nd PD tliP. control)I') 
(prompt_'orm.t (m.nu_input),) 
(numb.r_o'_ •• mpling_'r.llu.ncv-p.r_d.c.d. 
I ««< .t.rt b.ct on the l.ft ««< 
(m •••• g._.orm.t (print 
IEnt.r the numb.r of •• mpling fr.llu.nci •• p.r d.c.d.l) 
(print Ifor FREQUENCY r •• pon •• I' 
(print INorm.1 v.lu. i. 3 'r.llu.nci •• I" 
I »»> continu. on the right »»> 
(prompt_form.t (v.lu •• '») 
(numb.r_o._d.c.d •• (m •••• g._form.t (print 
IEnt.r the numb.r of d.c.d •• 0' input .ignal for FREQUENCY r •• pon •• I) 
(print 
INorm.1 v.lu. i. 3 d.c.d •• I» 
(prompt_form.t (v.lu •• )" 
(m.tria_'lImm.tric (valu._r.lluir.d (V.," 
(l.g.l_valu •• (II.') (no" 
(m •••• g._.orm.t (print 
II. the 'ollowing m.tril 'IImm.tric?l) 
(path') (prompt_form.t (m.nu_input») 
(.am.-proportion.l_ccntrol_'or_.ll_al •• (v.lu._r.lluir.d (V.," 
(l.g.l_v.lu •• (II." (no» 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IDo lIoU w.nt the ,am. proportion.l controll.r g.in alongl) 
(print 
l.all ~In ?I" (prompt_form.t 
( •• m._diff.r.nti.l_control_for_.ll_ •••• (m.nu_Input)' , (v.lu._r.~uir.d (V.," 
(l.gal_valu •• (V." (no" 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
(prompt_form.t 
(m.nu_input)' , (r •• pon •• _tvp. (v.lu._tVp. (lit.r.l" 
(v.lu._multiplicitv (.ingl." 
(v.lu._r.~uir.d (V.") 
IDo vou w.nt the •• m. diff.r.nti.l controll.r g.in fori' (print 
l.ll .... ?I" 
(l.g.l_v.lu •• (ISt.p r •• pon •• I, (IFr.~u.ncv r •• pon •• I)' 
(m •••• g._format (print 
IPI •••••• l.ct from the .ollowing m.nu the tvP. of Sv.t.ml' (print 
Ir •• pon ••. Pl •••• m.k. onl9 on. choic •. I" 
(prompt_for~.t (m.nu_input", 
(lik •• _Tfin.l_v.lu. (v.lu._tVp. (lit.r.l" 
(v.lu._multiplicitv (.ingl." 
(v.lu._r.~uir.d (V.," 
(l.g.l_v.lu •• (V." (no" 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
I~u.t .bov. i. the v.lu. of fin.l ti •• (Tfln.l' •• comput.d bvl) (print 
Ith •• v.t.m. Do VOU think th.t this v.lu. i. wh.t vou w.nt ? I' (print 
IIf vou .n'W.r no th.n vou c.n provide • n.w v.lu. for Tfin.l. I" (prompt_for •• t (m.nu_input", (fr.m._full' ,'. 
(u.nt.d_bv_u •• r (v.lu._tvp. (lit.r.l» 
(v.lu.~ultiplicitv (.ingl." 
(v.lu._r.~uir.d (V.") 
(l.g.l_v.lu •• (V.,) (no» 
(m •••• g._form.t 
(print 
IDo vou w.nt the Ou.t.rnion block to b. includ.d in the .imul.tion?I') 
(prompt_form.t (m.nu_input", 
(roll_.ngl. (prompt_form.t (v.lu •• " 
(v.lu._multiplicitv (.ingl.» 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IPI ••••• nt.r initi.l roll .ngl. (rot.tion .bout the X •• i.'I' 
(print IEnt.r vour v.lu. in r.di.n.I'" (pitch_.ngl. (prompt_form.t (v.lu •• " 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IPl ••••• nt.r initi.l pitch .ngl. (rot.tion .bout the Z •• i.'I' 
(print IEnt.r vour v.lu. in r.di.n.I'" 
(v.w_.ngl. (prompt_form.t (v.lu •• " 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IPI ••••• nt.r initi.l Y.w .ngl. (rot.tion .bout Y •• i.'I' 
(print IEnt.r Vour v.lu. in r.di.n.I'" (init_th.t.-O_w.nt.d (v.lu._tvp. (lit.r.l" 
(v.lu._multiplicitV (.ingl.)' 
(v.lu._r.~uir.d (V.," 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IDo vou w.nt the initi.l v.lu. of .ngul.r po.ition to b. 0.0 fori' 
(print 1.11 •••• ?I" 
(prompt_form.t (m.nu_input" 
~ 
(legal_v.lu •• (V •• ) (no))) 
(init_oA.g.-O_w.nt.d (value_tvpe (lit.r.l)) 
(valu.~ultiplicitv (.ingl.)) 
(v.lu._r.~uir.d (V •• )) 
(l.g.l_v.lu •• (V •• ) (no)) 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IDo vou w.nt the initi.l v.lu. of the .ngul.r v.locitV to b. 0.01) (print 1.11 •••• ?I)) 
(prompt_form.t (m.nu_input))) 
(.~u.l_th.t._v.lu •• _for_.ll_ •••• (v.lu._tvp. (lit.r.l)) 
(v.lu._multiplicitv (.ingl.)) 
(v.lu._r.~uir.d (V •• )) 
(l.g.l_v.lu •• (V •• ) (no)) 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IDo vou w.nt the .ngul.r po.Ition (Th.t.) to h.v. the .am. initi.ll) 
(print 
Iv.lu. for .11 •••• ?I)) (prompt_form.t (m.nu_input») 
(.~u.l_om.g._v.lu •• _for_.ll_ •••• (v.lu._tvp. (lit.r.l)) 
(v.lu._multiplicltv (.ingl.)' 
(v.lu._r.~uir.d (V •• ) 
(l.g.l_v.lu •• (V •• ) (no)' 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IDo vou w.nt the .ngul.r v.locitv (Om.g.) to h.v. the •• m. initl.ll) 
(print 
Iv.lu. for .11 •••• ?I)' 
(prompt_form.t (m.nu_input'») (integr.tion_m.thod (v.lue_tvp. (lit.r.l" 
(v.lue~ultiplicitv (.ingl." 
(v.lu._re~uir.d (V •• " (l.g.l_v.lu •• (Eul.r) 
(IFourth-ord.r Rung.-Kutt.I' 
(IPr.dictor corr.ctorl') (m •••• g._form.t 
(print 
IPle •••••• l.ct on. m.thod of int.gr.tion: I» (prompt_form.t (m.nu_input,)) 
(d.lt.T (m •••• g._form.t (print 
IP1 •••••• nt.r • v.lu. for d.lt._T. Thi. i. the v.lu. of the tim.l) 
(print I incr.m.nt in the simul.tion. I)) 
(prompt_form.t (v.lu •• » 
(r.ng. «) 0.0)' «< 0.1)') 
(.rror (r.ng. «) 0.0)') 
(m •••• g._form.t (print 
IEnt.r the pr.ci.ion w.nt.d for multi-.t.p int.gr.tion •• l.ct.d. I) 
(print 
INorm.l v.lu •• r.ng. from 0.0001 (norm.l pr.ci.ion' to 1.E-l0 I) 
(print I (double pr.cision). I)') 
(w.nt._to_run_.imul.tion (v.lu._tvp. (lit.r.l») 
(v.lu.~ultiplicitv (.ingl.») 
(v.lu._r.~uir.d (V •• ), 
(l.g.l_v.lu •• (V •• ) (no) 
(m •••• g._form.t (print) 
(print 
IDo vou w.nt to run the SImul.tion Progr.m?l) 
(print 
I - If VOU •• V NO. VOU c.n go b.ck .nd r.vi.w p.ram.t.r valu ••. I) (print 
I - If YES. vou will b. running the FORTRAN-77 .imul.tion progr.m. I)' (prompt_form.t (m.nu_Input,), 














ent.r th~ .te~d~ .tat •• rror in p.rcentage. F~r elamp!e, I) 
2.0 for. 2X .t.ad~ .tat •• rror. I» (prompt_format 
(amplitud. (m ••• ag._format (print 




IEnt.r the Amplitud. of the Input wav.form for FREOUENCV r •• pon •• I) 
(print INormal value i. 1.0 ra.i.nl» 
(prompt_format (valu •• ») 
(fr.~u.nc~_d.lt.T (prompt_format (m.nu_input» 
(l.gal_v.lu •• (256) (512) (1024» 
( ••••• g._form.t (print 
IPI.a ••• nt.r • v.lue for d.lt.T for fr.~u.nc~ r •• pon ••. I) 
(print 
Ilf ~ou chao •• '12 fro. the •• nu b.low d.ltaT will b. fi •• dl) (print 
Ito 1/512 or 0.00195312 •• c. I) 
(print 
IThi. valu. of 512 i. raco ... nd.d. I'" (ph ••• (m •••• g._form.t (print 
IEnt.r the pha •• of the input .. vefor. 'or FREOUENCV r •• pon •• I) 
(print INorm.1 v.lu. i. 0.0 r.di.nsl» 
(prompt_format (valu •• ») 
(init_fr.qu.nc~_v.lu. (m •••• g._for •• t (print 
IEnt.r the lowest fr.qu.nc~ 0' input w.y.'orm to b •• ppli.d tal) 
(print 
Ith •• ~.t.m for FREQUENCV r •• pon •• I) 
(print 
IEnt.r ~our v.lue in H.rtzl) 
(print 
INorm.1 v.lu. i. 0.01591'4 Hz corr •• ponding to 0.1 rad/ •• cl» 
(prompt_'ormat (valu •• ») 
(di'f_cro •• _coup_b.t_ •••• (v.lu._multiplicit~ (.ingl.» 
(valu._r.quir.d (~ •• » 
(leg.l_v.lue. (~e.) (no» 
(m •••• g._form.t 
(print 
IFor dif'.r.nti.l control do vou w.nt cro •• -coupling b.tw •• n control •••• ?I» 
(prompt_'orm.t (menu_input»' 
(prop_cro •• _coup_bet_.x •• (v.lue_multiplicit~ (.ingle" 
(valu._required (~es» 
(legal_v.lue. (~e.) (no» 
(m •• sage_'ormat 
(print 
IFor proportion.l control. do vou •• nt cro •• -coupling b.tw.en control •• e.?I» 
(p.r.m_.pec.» (prompt_'orm.t (.enu_input)') 
(.im_ •• p.rt_.g.nd. «fr.m 'V_matri.» 
«frem '~u.ternion» 















(start_ag.nda «arrav eigi 'lonum-block 6» 
«arrav eigr 'lonum-block 6» 
«arrav one_over_tau flonum-block 1» 
«s.t_up_'rames_'rom_'il. 'rul.s.l» 
( (s.t_up_'rames_'rom_' i Ie 'c hang •. 1» 
(<includ. demonar. 1) 
«arrav inertial_matril 'lonum-block 3 3» 
«arrav Kp 'lonum-block 3 3» 







(<inc Iud. demon02.·1) 
(<inc Iud. demonOl. 1) 
«includ. demonOO.l» (Uerpri) ) 
«hrpri) ) 
((msg t4 
"This Elp.rt 6u.t.m provid •• an int.llig.nt int.rfac. to a g.n.ric·» 
«msg t4 
".imulation program 'Or .pac,cra,t attitude control problem •. B.low"» 
«m.g t4 
"i. a menu 0' the 'unction. the .u.t.m can p.r'orm. Control will"» 
«mIg t4 
"r.p.at.dlv r.turn to this m.nu a,ter ••• cuting each u •• r r.~ue.t. H»~ 
«set~ III (wait_'or_u.er») 
«.tart_&_iterat.») 




(top_level_menu (IElit to OENIEI) 
(ISet up initial parameter valu •• I) 
(IRun .imulation programl) 
(IDi.plav curr.nt param.t.r valu •• re~uir.d 'or .imulationl) 
(IDi.plav output. g.n.rated bV .imulationl) 
(IChang' initial param.t.r valu •• r.~uir.d 'or .imulationl) 
(16.t up initial parameter values to d,'.ult valu.sl) 
(Iator. CUrr.nt p.ramet.r valu.s in a di.k ,il.I)) (top_l.vel_control «cl.ar_di.plav)) 
(print) 
(print 1** Pl •••• make onlv one choic •• t a time **1) 
(prompt_sp.c. (g.t_alt.rn.tiv,,_'rom (top_l.v.l_m.nu)) 
(put_data_in (top_lev.l_choice» 
(data_input))) 
(stage_l_rb (i'_r.~ov.d (d_remov._rul •• ) 
(created_bv (samir» 
(created_on (12_20_851») 













































(stage_l_rb_rulel (etvpe (ifall)) 
(created_bv (samir) 
(created_on (14_4_S~I») 
(eif (triple (top_level_choice top_level_menu) 
• 
IDisplav outputs generated bV simulationl) 
(triple (u.er .imulation_run) • error_free») 




(stage_l_rb_rule2 (et~pe (ifall) 
(created_b~ (.amir)) 
(created_an (12_20_S~I)) 
(ethen (eval_agenda 'run_agenda)) 
(fif (triple (top_level_choice top_level~enu) 
• 
IRun .imulation programl) 
(triple (initial_value frame_full) • true» 
(modified_by (Juan» 
(modified_on (16_7_8'1») 
(stag~_1_rb_rule5 (ttype (ifall)) 




IRun .imulation p~og~aml) 
($not (triple (initi~l_valu. framo_full) • truQ») 
(c~eated_bv (.a~ir» 
(created_on (14_29_851» 
(eth.n (clau •• -print 
ITh •• imulation program cannot b. ~un unl ••• the initial param.t.rl) 
(clau.e-p~int 
Ivalue. n •• d.d for the .imulation ar. giv.n. You can u ••• ith.rl) 
(clau •• -p~int loption 2 o~ 7 of the TOP LEVEL HENU. I» 
(modified_bv (I~uan ~. Rod~igu.z-Ho.co.ol» 
(oodifi.d_on (16_11_8'1») 
(.tage_l_~b_~ul.B (etvpe (ifall» 
(cr •• t.d_bV (IJuan J. Rod~iguez-Ho.co.ol)) 
(cr.at.d_on (16_12_8'1)) 
(tif (t~ipl. (top_level_choice top_lev.l~.nu) 
-IS.t up initial paramet.~ valu •• I) 
(triple (initial_valu. frame_full) - tru.» 
(tth.n (~ ••• t_rule_ba •• 'u •• r_rb) 
(back '(u •• r_rb_~ulel) 'u •• r_Tb)) 
(~odifi.d_bV (IJuan J. RodTiguez-Ho.co.ol)) 
(modifi.d_on (16_12_B'I))) 
(.tage_l_Tb_TUl.12 (ttvP. (ifall)) 
(cTeat.d_bv (I~uan J. Rod~igu.z-Ho.co.ol)) 
(creat.d_on (16_11_8'1)) 
(tif (triple (top_level_choic. top_l.v.l_m.nu) 
-IS.t up initial pa~amet.T valu •• I) 
(tnot (tTipl. (initial_valu. f~am._full) - tru.))) 
(tth.n (.val_.g.nda '.im_ •• p.rt_.g.nda) 
(f~.m 'top_l.vel_choic.)) 
("odifi.d_bV (IJu.n J. RodTiguez-Ho.co.ol)) 
(nodified_on (16_12_B'I») 
(.t.ge_l_rb_rule7 (ttvpe (if.ll)) 
(cTe.ted_bv ( •• ~ir)) 
(cTeated_on (12_2'_B'I) 
(tif (triple (top_level_choice top_l.vel_m.nu) 
-IChange initi.l par.meteT value. requir.d faT .imulationl) 
(tTiple (initi.l_valu. fTame_full) - tru.)) 
(tth.n (cl.u.e-print 
IYou will •• e a m.nu of the paT.m.teT. that can be changed. BV u.ingl) 
(cl.u •• -print 
loption 1 of this menu vou can retuTn to the TOP LEVEL HENU. I) 
(clau •• -print) 
(cl.u •• -print 1** BE CAREFULL **1) 
(clau •• -print . 
1 - Th. valu •• vou ent.r will b. p •••• d on to the .imulatlon pTograml) 
(cl.u"-print 1 if VOU Tun it immediahlv. I) 
(cl.u.e-PTint 
I - Th.r. is no int.lligenc. pre •• nt in this function. So. if voul) 
(c l.u. e-pr int 
I tvP. in a wTong value an e~rOT might occur during the ••• cutionl) 
(clau •• -print 1 of the .imulation program. I) 
(f~em 'change-p.~.m_choic.) 
(loop 'ch.nge)) 
(modifi.d_bV (I~u.n ~. RodTigu.z-Ho.co.o ~ Bor-~au H.i.hl» 
(modified_on (16_13_851))) 
(.tag!_1_rb_rulel0 (.tvP. (if.ll» 
(creat.d_b~ ( •• mir») 
(cre.ted_on (I'_'_B'I)) 
(~if (tripl. (top_l.v.l_choic. top_l.v.l_m.nu) 
ICh.ng. initi.l p.r.m.t.r v.lu •• r.~uir8d for .imul.tionl) 
(tnot (triple (initi.l_v.lu. fr.m._full) - tru.)) 
(Sth.n (cl.u"-print 
ITh.r •• r. no v.lu •• in the d.t.b.... Pl •••• u •• option 2 or 7 of I) (cl.u"-print . 
Ith. TOP LEVEL MENU to •• t up the p.r.m.t.r v.lu... Th.~ c.nnot b.l) 
(cl.u"-print Ich.ng.d from thh lev.l. I» . 
(~odifi.d_b~ (I~u.n ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.o ~ Bor-~.u H.i.hl» 
(~odifi.d_on (16_13_a~I») 
(.t.g._l_rb_rul.9 (st~p. (if.ll» 
(fif (tripl. (top_l.v.l_choic. top_l.v.l~.nu' 
• 
IDi.pl.~ output. g.n.r.t.d b~ .imul.tionl) 
(Snot (tripl. (u •• r .imul.tion_run) - .rror_fr •• ») 
(cr •• t.d_b~ ( •• mir» (cr •• ted_on (14_29_a~I)) 
(fth.n (cl.u"-print 
ITh. output fil •• g.n.r.t.d b~ the .imul.tion progr.m c.nnot b. di.-I) (cl.ul.-print 
Ipl.~.d unl ••• the FORTRAN progr.m h •• run .ucc •• full~. If ~ou h.v.I' (cl.uI.-print 
Inot don •• 0. pl •••• u •• option 3 of the TOP LEVEL MENU to run th.l) 
(cl.uI.-print Isimul.tian pragr.m. I') 
(madifi.d_b~ (I~u.n ~. Radrigu.z-Ma.cala & Bar-~.u H.i.hl» 
(madifi.d_an (16_13_a~I'» 
(st.g._I_rb_rul.3 (St~p. (if.ll» 
(cr •• t.d_b~ (I.mir» 
(cr •• t.d_an (12_20_a'I" 
(fif (tripl. (tap_l.v.l_chaic. tap_l.v.l~.nu' 
-IDi.pl.V curr.nt p.r.m.t.r v.lu •• r.~uir.d for .imul.tionl' 
(tripl. (initi.l_v.lu. fr.m._full' - tru." (fth.n (cl.u •• -print 
IYou will I ••• m.nu of the p.r.~.t.rs which v.lu •• c.n b •••• n bVI' (cl.u •• -print 
I •• l.cting the .ppropi.t. choic.s. You c.n r.turn to the TOP LEVELl' 
(cl.u"-print IMENU bV u.ing aptian I. I' 
(c l.us.-pr int) 
(fr •• 'di.p_init_v.l_chaic.) 
<loop 'dhp» 
(~adifi.d_bV (I~u.n ~. Radrigu.z-Mosca.a ~ Bar-~.u H.i.hl" 
(Qadifi.d_an '16_13_a~I'" 
,.t.g._I_rb_rul.13 (ftVP' (if.ll» 
(Sif (tripl. (top_l.v.l_chaic. tap_l.v.l_m.nu, 
IStar. curr.nt p.r ••• t.r v.lu •• in • di.k fil.I' 
(Snat (tripl. (initi.l_v.lu. fr ••• _full' • tru.')' 
(Sth.n (cl.us.-print 
ITh.r •• r. no v.lu •• in the d.t.b •••• h.nc. no .tar.g. is pO.libl.l) (c1.ul.-pr lnt 
lat this paint. You .r •• ugg •• t.d to u •• option 2 of the TOP LEVELl' 
(cl.u.e-print Me:I~U.» 
(cr •• ted_bV 'I~u.n ~. Radrigu.z-Ma.cola & Bar-~.u H.t.hl') 
(cr •• ted_an (16_13_8'1'" (.t.g._I_rb_rul.11 (ttvpe (if.ll» 
(cr •• t.d_bV (samir)) 
(cr •• ted_on (1~_,_a51)' 
























IDisplav current parameter valulS r.~uired for simulationl) 
($not (triple (initiQl_value frame_full' - truG") (Sthen 
(clause-print 
IThere are no values stored in the database. hence no displav is possible. I') 
(rnodi'ied_bv (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso & Bor-~au Hsiehl» 
(nodi'ied_on (16_16_B~I») 




(triple (top_llvll_choicl top_llvll_mlnu) 
-ISet up initial parametlr valuls to dl'ault valulsl» 













(c lausl-pr int 
I~ust abovl is a listing of thl currlnt dirlct~rv. Entlr thl naml 0' thll) (clausl-print 
Ifill which contain. thl dlfault valul'. BI .url thl fill I.ist. in thll) 
(chlusl-print 
Icurrlnt dirlctorv. and it i. a 'ile crlatld u.ing option B 0' thl TOPI) (clausl-print 
ILEVEL 11ENU. If thl 'Ue do .. not .. ht. thIn Inhr thl nalll 0' anv nonl' 
(clauu-print l .. hUng fUI. I) 
(c lauSI-prinU 
(msg" »") 
- (.It_up_'raml._from_fill (rlad»' 
(modifild_bV (I~u.n ~. Rodrigulz-Mo.co.o , Bor-~au H.ilhl» 
(modifild_on (16_16_B~I») 
.. (.tagl_l_rb_ruh4 (ttVPI <1,.11» 
(crlatld_bv (.a.ir» 
(crlatld_on (12~2~_B'I» 





IStorl currlnt paramltlr valuls in a di •• filel) 
(tripll (i"itial_valul framl_full) • truI» 
(tthln (IUC Is) 
(c lausl-pr inU 
(clau.e-print 
I~u.t abOVI I. a li.ting of all 'ile. in the current dlrectorv. Entlr thll) 
(c lau.l-pr lnt 
Iname 0' the .ill whlre thl current parameter value. will bl .tored. BII' 
(clausl-print 
Isure thl name VOU Inter dOls not conflict with the e.i.ting 'illS in thll' 
(c lause-pr int I prlslnt d irlc torv. I) 
(c lauu-pr int) 
(msll II »") 
(storagl_o'_initial_valuls» 




(ch_nge-p_r_m_control (pro.pt __ pecs (get __ ltern_tlves_from (p_r_m_menu" 
(put_d_t __ ln (ch_nge-p_r_m_cholce" (d_t __ input", 
(disp_inlt_v_l_control (pro.pt_spec. (get __ ltern_tives_from (p_r_m_menu" 
(put_d_t __ in (disp_lnlt_v_l_choice,' 
Ld.t. input") 
Cpara._ •• nu CIR.turn to TOP LEVEL MENUI' 
CIR •• pan •• tvP." 
C'Ali. a' input com.and" 
CTO' 
CT'inal' 
CID.ltaT Ctim. incr ••• nt", 
CIMulti-.t.p int.gration .rrorl, 





CIAmplitud. 0' input ~av •• ignall' 
CIInitial low •• t 'r.qu.ncvl' 
CIFr.qu.ncv d.ltaTIJ 
CINumb.r 0' d.cad •• I' 
CINumb.r 0' .a.pling 'r.qu.nci •• /d.cad.I' 
CIPh ••• a. input ~.v •• ignall' 
CISt.adv .tat •• rrorIJ' 
(dl.p_inlt_val~.D.nda «re.et_rule~ba.e 'dl.p_lnit_val_rb» (Cfre. 'disp_init_val_choice" 
«.enu_input 'di.p_lnit_val_control» 
(Cforward 'disp_init_val_rb»' 












































(disp_init_va1_rb_rulel ('tvpe (ifall') 




(fprint '(initial_value TO'» 
(modified_bv (IJuan J. Rodriguez-Mascasol» 
(modified_on (16_15_851») 
(disp_init_val_rb_rule2 (.tvpe (ifal1') 
('if 




(fprint '(initial_value Tfinal»' 
(modified_bv (IJuan J. Rodriguez-Moscosol» 
(modified_on (16_15_851)') 




(triple (disp_init_va1_choice param~enu) 
• 
~DeltaT (time increment)I» 
(.then (delim_displav) 
(fprint '(initial_value deltaT») 
(modified_bv (IJuan J. Rodriguez-Moscosol» 
(modified_on (16_15_851") 
(disp_init_val_rb_rule4 (.tvpe (ifall)' 
(cr •• ted_bv (samir" 
(created_on (12_25_851» 
(.if 
(triple (disp_init_val_choice para.~enu' 
• 
IMulti-ste~ integr.tion errorl') 
(.then (delim_displav) 
(fprint '(initial_value error)') 
(modified_bv (IJuan J. Rodriguez-Moscosol» 
(modified_on (16_15_851») 








(tthen (delim_displa~) ('print '(quaternion») 
(modlfled_b~ (I~u.n ~. Rodriguez-Moscosol" 
(modified_on (16_15_851)" 
(disp_init_val_rb_rule6 (tt~pe (if.ll') 
(cr •• ted_b~ (s.~ir" 
(cre.ted_on (12_25_851)' 
(tif 
(triple (disp_lnit_val_choice para.~enu) 
-IInitial values of O.ega and Thetal)) 
(tthen (delim_displa~) (fprint 'V_matria)) 
(modified_b~ (I~uan~. Rodriguez-Moscolol)' 
(modified_on (16_15_851)) 




(triple (disp_init_val_choice para.~.nu' 




(modified_b~ (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Molcolol') 
(modified_on (16_15_851)' 




Ctriple Cdi.p_init_val_choice para._.enu' 
-IFre~uencv deltaTI" 
C.then (deli __ di.plav' 
(terpri) 
(clau.e-print 





(disp_init_val_~b_~ule9 (_tvpe (ifall" 
(c~.ated_bv (sa.i~" 
(c~eated_on (12_27_S'I" (_if 
(t~iple (disp_init_val_chaice pa~a.~enu' 
-IAmplitude of input wave signall" (_then (delim_displaV' 
(fp~int '(initial_value a.plitude») 
(madified_bv (I~uan ~. Rod~iguel-Moscasal)' 
(modified_on (16_1'_S'I')' 
(disp_init_val_~b_~ulel0 (_tvpe (ifall» 
(c~eated_bv (sami~)' 
(c~eated_an (12~7_S'I)' (_if 
(t~iple (disp_init_val_chaice pa~a.~enu' 
-IInitial lowest f~equencvl» (_then (delim_displav' 
(fp~int 
'(initial_value init_frequencv_value'» 
(modified_bv (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscasol)' 







(triple (disp_init_val_choice param~enu) 




(modified_bll (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.ol)' 




(triple (di.p_init_val_choice param~enu' 
• 





(modi.ied_bv (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.ol" 
(modified_on (16_15_8~1'" 
(di.p_init_val_rb_rule13 (5tvpe (i'all" 
(created_bv (.amir" 
(created_on (12_27_8~1" (.i. 
(triple (di.p_init_val_choice param~enu' 
• 
IPha.e 0' input wave .ignall)' 
(5th.n (delim_di.plav' 
('print '(initial_value pha.e") 
(modilied_bv (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.ol" 
(modili.d_on (16_1~_8~1") 
(di.p_init_val_rb_rul.17 (5tvpe (ifall') 
(cr •• ted_bll (.amir)' 
(cr.ated_on (1~_3_8~1)' 
(.if 
(tripl. (di.p_init_val_choice param~enu' 
• 




(modilied_bll (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.ol)' 
(modified_on (16_1~_8~1") 
(di.p_init_val_rb_rule18 (5tvpe (ifall» 
(cre.ted_bv 
(I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.o • Bor-~au H.iehl') 
(cr.ated_on (16_10_851" 
(5il 





(modified_bll (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.ol" 
(modified_on (16_1~_8~1'" 




(triple (disp_init_val_choice para._Menu) 




IThe Kp matrix is being displaved: I) 
(clauseJrint 
---------------------------------) (printarrav 'Kp) 
(tnpr i) ) 
(modi.ied_bv (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Molcosol)) 
(modi.ied_on (16_1~_8~1))) 




(triple (dilp_lnlt_val_choice param_menu) 




IThe Kd matrix il being dilplaved: I) 
(clauleJrint 
---------------------------------) (printarrav 'Kd) 
nerp,. i) ) 
(modi.ied_bV (I~uan ~. Rodriluez-Moscosol)) 
(modi.ied_on (16_1~_8~1))) 









IThe Inertial matrix il being dilplaved: I) 
(clauseJrint 
---------------------------------------) (printarrav 'ine~tial_matri.) 
(tnpri" 
(modi.ied_bv (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscosol)) 
(modi.ied_on (16_1~_8~1))) 
(dilp_init_val_rb_rule19 (.tvpe (i'all)) 
(.if 
(triple (disp_init_val_choice param~enu) 

























(modified_b~ (IJu_n J. Rodriguez-Motcosol» 




(output_displ_v_menu (IReturn to TOP LEVEL MENUI) 
(IPlot of omeg_l) 
(IPlot of thet_l) 
(ICh_r_cteristics of the step response _n_IVsisl) 
(INumeric_l output gener_ted bV simul.tionl» (output_displ_v_control (print 
IThe simul_tion progr_m gener_tes the following outputs: I) 
(print I - Options 2 _nd 3 ue ASCII file plottings. I) 
(print I - Options 4 _nd , _re numeric.l outputs. I) (print 
IBe sure to h.ve run the simul.tion before observing thel) (print 
loutputs. The outputs shown will correspond to the out-I) (print 
Iputs gener.ted when the simul.tion III_S l.st run. I) (prompt_specs (get __ Itern_tives_from 
(output_displ.v~enu» (put_d_t __ in (output_displ_V_choice» 





















































(output_di.plav_r b_rule12»»» (output_di.plav_rb_rule4 (.tvpe (ifall» 
(created_bv (,amir» 
(created_on (14_4_8'1» 
(.then (e.ec cat numerOout .• tp» (.if (triple (output_di.plaV_choice 
output_di.plav_menu ) 
-INumerical output generated bV .imulationl) 
(triple (u.er la.t_re.pon.e_run) 
-IStep re.pon.el» 
(modified_bv 
(I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.o. Bor-~au H.iehl» 
(modified_on (16_9_8'1») 
(output_di.plav_rb_rule7 ($tvpe (ifall» 
(.then (exec cat thetaOcha. imp» 
(created_bv (.amir)' 
(created_on (1'_4_8'1» 
(.if (triple (output_di.plav_choice 
output_di,plav~enu) 
-ICharacteri.tic. of the anal~i.l) (triple (u.er la.t_re,pon.e_run) . 
-IImpul.e re.pon.el» 
(modified_bv 
(I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.o • Bor-~au H.iehl» 
(modified_on (16_9_8'1») 
(output_di.plav_rb_rule8 (ttvpe (ifall» 
(.if (triple (output_di.plav_choice 
output_di.plav_menu ) 
-INumerical output generated bV .imulationl) 
(triple (u.er la.t_re.pon.e_run) 
-limpul.e re.pon.el» 
(tt~en (e.ec cat numerOout. imp» (created_bV (.amir» 
(created_on (1'_4_8'1» 
(modified_bv 
(I~uan~. Rodriguez-Mo.co.o. Bor-~au H.iehl» 
(modified_on (16_9_8'1») 
(output_di.plav_rb_rule9 (.tvpe (ifall)' 
(.then (exec cat numerOout.fr~» 
(created_bv (,amir» 
(created_on (1'_4_851» 















INumericel output gengroted bV ~imulotionl) 
(triple (uler lelt_relponle_run) 
IFre~uencv relponlel» 
(modified_b~ 
(:~uan ~. Rodriguez-Molcolo & Bor-~au Hliehl» 
(modified_on (16_9_B~I») 
(output_dilple~_rb_rulel0 (St~pe (ifell» 
(Sthen (fre~uenc~_output_dilplev 'thete» 
(creeted_b~ (Iemir» 
(creeted_on (1~_4_B~I» 
(Sif (triple (output_dilplev_choice 
output_dilplev~enu) 
• 
IPlot of theta I) 




(I~uen J. Rodriguez-Molcolo & Bor-~au Hliehl» 
(modified_on (16_9_B51))) 
(output_di.plav_rb_rulel1 (Stvpe (ifell) 
(Sthen (fre~uencv_output_di.plev 'omege)a 
(created_bv ('emir)) 
(creeted_on (1~_4_B~I) 
(Sif (triple (output_dilplev_choice 
output_dilplav_menu) 
• 
IPlot of omegel) 




(I~uen ~. Rodriguez-Molco.o & Bor-~eu Hliehl» 
(modified_on (16_9_B~I)) 
(output_dilplav_rb_rulel (Stvpe (ifall») 
(created_bv (.emir») 
(created_on (14_4_B~I') 
(Sif (triple (output_di.plav_choice 
output_dilplev~enu) 
• 
IPlot of omegel' 
(triple (uler lelt_re.ponle_run) 
• 
IStep re.ponlel') 
(.then (exec cet omegeOplt .• tp) (clear_di.plav') 
(modified_bv 
(IBor-~eu Hlieh & ~uan ~. Rodriguez-Mo.colol» 
(modified_on (16_13_B~I)) 
(output_di.plev_rb_rule2 (.t~pe (ifell» 
(creeted_bv (Iamir») 
(created_on (14_4_B~I') 
(.if (triple (output_dilplav_choice 
output_dilplav_menu' 
• 
IPlot of thetal' 
(triple (u.er la.t_re.pon.e_run) 
IStep relpon.el)) 
(Sthen (exec cet thetaOplt .• tp) (clear_dilplav)' 
.• 
~ 
(,.lIod if ied_b II 
(:Bor-~.u Hsi.h & ~u.n ~. Rodriguoz-Movcosol» 
(modifi.d on (16 13 8'1») (output_di.pl.lI_rb_rul.S (ftIlP. (if.ll» - -
(cr •• t.d_bll ( •• mir» 
(cr •• t.d_on (1'_4_8'1» 
(fif (tripl. (output_di.pl.V_choic. 
output_di.pl·v_m.nu) 
-IPlot of om.g." 
(tripl. (u •• r la.t_r •• pon •• _run) 
-Ilmpul •• r •• pon •• I» 
(.th.n ( ••• c c.t om.g.Oplt. imp) (cl •• r_di.pl.V» 
(modifi.d_bV 
(IBor-~au H.i.h & ~uan~. Rodrigu.I-Mo.co.ol» 
(modifi.d_on (16_13_8'1») (output_displ.v_rb_rul.6 (.tIlP. (ifall» 
(cr.at.d_bv (s.mir» 
(cr •• t.d_on (1'_4_8'1» 
(.if (tripl. (output_displ.V_choic. 
output_di.plav_m• nu ) 
-IPlot o. th.tal) 
(tripl. (u •• r l •• t_r.spon •• _run) 
-Ilmpul •• r.spons.I» 
(sth.n (.x.c cat th.taOplt. imp' (clear_displav') 
(modi.i.d_bV 
(IBor-J.u H.ieh & Juan J. Rodriguel-Moscosol» 
(modified_on (16_13_851») 
(output_displ.v_rb_rule3 (stvpe (ifall') 
(cr.at.d_bll (.amir» 
(cr.at.d_on (14_4_851» 
(Sth.n ( ••• c c.t th.taOch •. stp» 
(.if (tripl. (output_displ.V_choic • 
output_displav~enu) 
-IChar.ct.ristics o' the st.p r.spons •• n.lvsisl) 
(tripl. (u •• r I •• t_r.spon •• _run) 
-IStep r •• pon.el» 
(modifi.d_bV (IBor-J.u H.i.hl» 
(modifi.d_on (16_17_851») 
(output_di.plav_rb_rul.12 (ftIlP. (ifall» 
(cr.at.d_by (wants_to_run_simulation» 
(cr.ated_on (15_5_851 U 
(fth.n (claus.-print 
IThis option is for STEP r •• ponse only. for FREQUENCY re.pon.el) 
(clau •• -print 
Ipl •••• u.e option. 2. 3 •• nd 5.1» 
(.if (tripl. (output_di.plav_choic. 
output_displaV_m.nu) 
-ICh.ract.ristics of the .t.p r.spon •• an.lvs'sl) 





















(rules (run_rb_rule2) (run_rb_rulel)) 
(params_in_if. (response_chosen 
(response_tvpe (rule (run_rb_rule2) (run_rb_rulel)))) 
(user (likes_Tfinal_value (rule (run_rb_rule2))) 
(Tfinal_value_found (rule (run_rb_rulel))) 
(wants_to_run_simulation (rule (run_rb_rulel)))) 
(initial_value ('rame_full (rule (run_rb_rulel))) 
(param_specs (frame_full (find_strategv (fget»))) 
(param_conclusions (user (Tfinal_value_.ound (rule (run_rb_rule2»»» (run_rb_rule2 (.tvpe (i'all» 
(creat.d_bv (samirt» 
(created_on (14_28_8~1» 
(.if (triple (response_cho.en relpon.e_tvpe) • IStep relponsel) (prog nil 
(frem '(initial_value Tfinal» 
(fput '(initial_value Tfinal) 
(~uotient '.0 (one_over_tau 0») 
(fprint '(initial_value T.inal») 
(triple (user likes_T'inal_value) • ves» 
(.then (conclude (user T.inal_value_found) true» 
(.elle (conclude (uler Tfinal_value_.ound) true) 
(frem '(initial_value Tfinal» 
(claule-print 
IEnter vour delired value for 'final time' (T'inal): I) (msg N" »") 
(fput '(initial_value T'inal) (read») 
(modified_bv (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Molcolo • 80r-~au Hliehl» (modified_on (16_13_B~I») 
(run_rb_rulel (.tvpe (ifall» 
(cr.ated_bV (.amir» 
(created_on (14_22_B~I» 
(.if (triple (initial_value frame_full) • true) 
(.or (.and (triple (re.ponle_cholen relponle_tvpe) 
• 
IStep responsel) 
(triple (uler Tfinal_value_found) • true» (.and 
(triple (responle_cholen re.ponle_tvpe) 
• 
IFre~uencv re.pon.el» 
(triple (re.pon.e_cho.en re.ponle_tvpe) 
• 
J Ilmpul.e re.pon.el» 
(triple (u.er want._to_run_.imulation) • ve.» 
(.then (clear_di.plav) 
J (clau.e-print 
Ilnitial parameter value. are being put into 'input file'l) 
( •• tup_init_val_in_'imula. inp) (clause-print) 
(clause-print 
IThe 'simulation program' i. now being run ... (Be patient)l) (start_sim» 
(mo~ified_bv (I~uan ~. Rodriguez-Molcoso • Bor-~au H.iehl» 
(modified_on (16_16_B~I);~ 
(run_agenda «'rem 'eigr» 
«'rem 'eigi) 
«frem 'one_over_tau» 
I «'rern 'user») 
«store_values_in_lisparrav_.rom_.rame 'Kp» 
I 
(((q~-un~, (l.ln~-q~-un~), ~'.q» 
((q~-un~, .I~q-.ln~-~.I.~» 
((.w.~.-u,-•• nl·A-u.6'.-P.Ol» 
((=l~~~W-l~"~.Ul, ~w~~.-wo~.-h.~~.dl'l-u,-•• nl.A-.~O"» 
«(P~, .w.~.-wo~.-h.~~~dl'1-u,7 •• nl.A~.~C~'» 
(uslr_rb (if_removld (d_remove_rules') 
(cre~ted_b~ (s~mir» 
(created_on (1'_4_851', 
(param_,plc, (deci,ion_about_rlmoving_valul' (valul_t~pl (litlral" 
(valul_multiplicit~ (.ingli, ) 
I ««< ,tart back on thl 11ft ««< 
(valul_r.~uirld (~I'" (prompt_format 
(mlnu_input" 
(find_'trat.g~ (a,k" 
(llgal_valul' (~I" (no" 
(ml,.agl_format (print 100 ~ou wi.h to changl thl 'RI.pon.1 t~PI' ?I, (print 
1 - If ~ou .a~ VES. all thl currlnt paramltlr valul' will bl ,avldl) (print 
,.. 1 and ~ou will bl promptld for a nlw 'Illction of 'RI'pon'l t~PI'. I) (print 
1 - If NO. thl 'RI.pon.1 t~PI' will bl .avld and all thl currlntl) 
(print I paramlter valull will bl rlmovld. I» 
I »»> continul on thl right »») 
) 
,.. (die 11 ion_about_rlmoving_valul) ) 
(rull' (u'lr_rb_rulll» 
(param._in_if. 
.. (u'lr (dlci.ion_about_rlmoving_valul' (rull (u'lr_rb_rulll»»» (u'lr_rb_rulll (crlatld_b~ (,amir» 
(crlatld_on (1~_4_8~1» 
.. (SI1.1 (rl'lt_rull_ba'l 'valul_input_rb) 
(frlm '(u'lr dlci.ion_about_rlmoving_valul.» 
('rim 'rl,pon.l_cho'ln' 
.~ (back '(val~l_input_rb_rulll) 
'valul_input_rb» 
"t~PI (1fall)' 
.. (Sif (tripll (u'lr dlci.ion_about_rlmoving_valul') • no» 
(Sthln (frlm '(u'lr dlci,ion_about_rlmoving_valul") 
(Ival_aglnda "im_Ilplrt_aglnda» 










c I C~pyright (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Center I 
c I Hunstville. Alabama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c ******* •• **.*************** ••••• *** •••••••• * •••••• * ••••• * ••••• ********* 
c * 
c * Subroutine ANALVSIS * * 
c * * 
c **************************.*********************.********************** 
c 
c This soubroutine will an.lv,e: 
c 
c 1) step response: 
c Percent of Maximum Overshoot 
c Peak Time 
e Rising Time (10% - 90%) 
c Delay Time (OX - 50X) 
c Settling Time (within SSE which was provided bV the user) 
c 
c 2) Frequencv response: 
c when svstem in steadv-state. the routine will ealcualte 
c the summations of sine and cosine series. 
c 
e 3) Impulse response: 
c Peak Vaule 
c Peak Time 
c Settling Time (within Steadv State Error) 
c 
e Written bV Bor-Jau Hsieh (AndV) (Apr-03-8S) 
e Revised bV Bor-Jau Hsieh (AndV) ~ 
c Juan J. Rodrigue,-Moscoso (Jun-12-B~) 
SUBROUTINE ANALVSIS ( ndim. t. V. Therr. Omerr ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSION ARRAVS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
COMMON I FLAG I FLAG(7) 
COMMON IREADINI Bound(15) • Vin(10) • Kp(3.3) + Kd(3.3) 
· 
INMATC3.3) • INMATV(3.3) 





+ DT(3) • ST(3) • PT(3) 
+ RH3) • RHmin(3) 
· 
RTemin(3) 




COMMON I FR02 I THAMP(3) • THFEE(3) 
· 
THAOL(3) 
+ THPOL(3) • THS(3) • THC(3) 
+ X1(3) • X2(3) 
+ OM AMP (3) • OMFEE(3) • OMAOL(3) 
+ OMPOL(3) • OMS(3) • OMe(3) 
+ X3(3) • X4(3) • XN COMMON I IMPU I ST_imp(3) • PT_imp(3) 
· 
Thpeak_imp(3) 
COMMON I PI I PI 












Kp • Kd 
FLAG 
Therr(3) Oml!Tl' (3) 
• INMAT • INMATV 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMPUTATIAONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------











IF ( FLAGH) ) 
THEN 
I .. 3 
IF ( FLAO(4) ) I - I + 4 
Calculate Maximum Overshoot (Thpe.k) 
DO K .. 1. 3 
IF ( DABS( V(K+I) ) .OT. Thpeak(K) 
THEN 
7hpeak(K) a V(K+I) 
PT<K) - t 
END IF 
END DO 
If no damping. onlv PMO ~ PT are computed. 
IF ( damp_flag . EO. 0 ) OOTO 5 
DO ~. 1. 3 
Calculate Rising Time (RT) 
IF ( DABS( DABS(V(~+I» - O. ldO*Thcom(~) 
· LT. RTimin(~) ) 
THEN 
RTimin(~) - DABS( DABS(V(~+I» - O. ldO*Thcom(~) 
RTini(~) • t 
END IF 
IF ( DABS( V(~+I) - 0.9dO*Thcom(~) ) 
· LT. RTemin(~) ) 
THEN 
RT.min(~) - DABS(V(~+I) - 0.9dO*Thcom(~» 
RTend(~) • t 
END IF 
Calculate Delav Time (DT) 
IF ( DABS(V(~+I) - 0.5dO*Thcom(~» 
· LT. DTmin(~) ) 
THEN 
DTmin(~) .. DABS(V(~+I) - 0.5dO*Thcom(~» 
DT<~) .. t 
END IF 
Calculate Settling Time (BT) 
IF ( Y(~+I) .NE. O.ODO ) THEN 
IF ( DAnS(V(~+I) - Thcom(~» 
.GT. (Bound(6)*Thcom(~)/l00.dO) 
THEN 
5T(~) = O.ODO 
ELSE 

































IF C t . LT. ts ) OOTO 10 
Integrate SINE and COSINE Series 
THS(1) - THS(1) + DSINCOmega*t)*TherrCI) 
THS(2) • THS(2) + DSINCOmega*t)*TherrC2) 
THS(3) - THS(3) + DSINCOmega*t)*TherrC3) 
THCCI) - THCCI) + DCOSCOmega*t)*TherrCI) 
THC(2) - THC(2) + DCOS(Om.g.*t)*Th.rr(~) 
THC(3) - THC(3) + DCOSCOmega*t)*Therr(3) 
OMS(1) ~ OMS(1) + DSINCOmega*t)*Omerr(l) 
OMS(2) - OMS(2) + DSINCOmega*t)*Omerr(2) 
OMS(3) - OMS(3) + DSINCOmega*t)*Omerr(3) 
OMC(1) - OMC(1) + DCOS(Omega*t)*Omerr(l) 
OMC(2) • OMC(2) + DCOS(Omega*t)*Omerr(2) 
OMC(3) ~ OMC(3) + DCOSCOmega*t)*Omerr(3) 
Compute the new Angular Position & Rat. errors. and 
check Quaternion. 
CONTINUE 
IF ( FLAO(4) THEN 
protot~pe D 1.0 
ELSE 
protot~pe = 0.0 
END IF 
TherrCl) - TherrCl) + Amp*DSINCOmega*t+Phase)*BoundC13) 
Therr(2) - Therr(2) + Amp*DSINCOmega*t+Pha.e)*BoundC14) 
Therr(3) - Therr(3) + Amp*DSINCOmega*t+Pha.e)*BoundC1S) 
Omerr(l) - OmerrCl) + Amp*Omega*DCOS(Omega*t+Pha.e)* 
Bound(13)* (l.O-protot~pe) 
Omerr(2) - Omerr(2) + Amp*Omega*DCOS(Omega*t+Pha.e)* 
Bound(14)* (l.O-protot~pe) 




C -------------------- IMPULSE ANALVSIS ------------------------------C 
IF ( FLAG(3) ) THEN 
c *** Checking out Quaternion Flag 
1-3 
IF C FLAG(4) ) I D I + 4 
DO J • 1. 3 
c *** Calculat.e I'r~k Value CThpea"_imp) 
IF C V(J+Il .GT. Thpeak_imp(J) ) THEN 
Thpeak_imp(J) - V(J+I) 







~ - (r)dw~-.L5 
N3Hl (OP"O "03' (r)dw~-lS) ~I 
3513 
OP "0 = (r)dw~-.L5 
N3Hl ( (OP "001/(9) punOB) "H)" « I+r)A)SBV ) ~I 







C I Copyright (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Center I 
c I Hunstville. Alabama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 










Routine written by ~u.n ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso 
Revised by ~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso & 
Bor-~.u Hsieh (Andy) 




c* COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSIONS ARRAVS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
COMMON IREADINI Bound(lS) • Vin(10) • Kp(3.3) 
+ Kd (3.3) • INMAT(3.3) • INMATV(3.3) 










stilte vac tor. 
darivativa of state 





• Kd • INMAT. INMATV 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c *** BODV DVNAMICS *** 
DO i-l.3 
ia ~ i*(11-3*i)/2-2 
ib a i*(3*i-13)/2+8 
tmp (1) • O. OdO 
tmp 1( 1) • O. OdO 
DO J"1.3 
tmp(i) • tmp(i) + V(J)*INMAT(ib.J) 
tmpl(i) a tmpl(i) + V(J)*INMAT(ia'J) 
END DO 
tmp(!) • V(ia)*tmp(i) 
tmpl(i) • V(ib)*tmpl(i) 
tmp(i) • Torque(!) - tmp(i) + tmpl(i) 
END DO 
DO i"'1. 3 
Vdot(i) .. O. dO 
DO k=1.3 



















END DO ' 
Ouaternion check out. If the Ouaternion block is present during 
the SIMULATION. then RETURN and let the OUATERNION routine make 
the computational work to forming the ~uaternion-rate e~s. 
IF ( FLAQ(4) ) RETURN 
Vdot( 4) a V( 1) 
Vdot( 5) a V( 2) 









c I CoPVright (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Center I 




c • • 
c • Subroutine CHECK_ERROR • 







This subroutine check error flag'nihlf" for both 
Runge-Kutta and Predictor-Corrector integration methods. 
Written b~ Bor-Jau Hsieh (And~) ~ 
Juan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso (Mav-12-B5) 
SUBROUTINE CHECK_ERROR ( ihif. ICODE 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSIONS ARRAYS • 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
COMMON I FLAG I FLAG(7) 
LOGICAL.1 FLAG 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. COMPUTATIONS • 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------ICODE .. 0 
ivar .. ihif - 10 
IF ( ivar ) SO. SO. 10 
10 GO TO ( 20. 30. 40 ). ivar 
20 CONTINUE 
c... Check FLAG(i) [i-1.2.3] to determine OUTPUT unit 
DO i-1.3 





ICOOE .. 1 
RETURN 
30 CONTINUE 
c... Check FLAG(i) [i-1.2.3] to determine OUTPUT unit 
DO i-l.3 
IF ( FLAGU) ) 
THEN 
WRITE( i. 35) 
END IF 
END DO 
ICODE ... 1 
RETURN 
40 CONTINUE 
c... Check FLAG(i) [i=1.:2.3] to determine OUTPUT unit 
DO i=I.3 





ICODE = 1 
RETURN 
SO RETURN 
C===E.=_=============~=== FORMATS _a==_=_.a_z_==== ••• ==_ ••• =a_== __ === ••• c 
25 FORMAT ( 1HO. 15X. 
+ ' __ a~==== •• a_ •• _._. ERROR DETECTED •••• ===._.=_z ••••••• ' 
+ 11H.15X. 
+ There ~as no Convergence bV applving this method of 
+ 11H ,15X. 
+ IntegNltion. Execution stopped. ') 
3S FOR HAT ( tHO. 15X, 
+ 'a=.===== ••••••• ___ ERROR DETECTED •• --•••• _.-.-=.=_ ••• ' 
+ 11H • 15X. 
+ ' Doth. initial and final values o. the inteTva1 under 
+ 11H • 15X. 
+ • consideration. are zeTO. Execution stopped. ') 






,===== ••••••••••••• ERROR DETECTED --_ ••••••••••••• __ •• ' 
11H ,15X, 
'The final value of the interval under consideration is ' 
11H ,15X, 
'less than the initial value. Execution Stopped. ') 








C I CQPyrigh~ (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 




c * * 
c * Subroutine CONTROLLER * 












External subroutine to compute the right hand sides Ydot of the 
system to given valu.s I and Y. Thi. routin.. if acc •••• d. 
should not destro~ x and Y. 
For this particular application. w. consid.r Ydot a. the 
derivative of omega and theta in THE BOd~ D~Namics .~uation •. 
Routine written b~ ~uan~. Rodrigu.z-Mosco.o (~an-24-8S) 
Last revis.d by ~uan ~. Rodrigu.z-Moscoso 
Bor-~au Hsi.h (And~) (Mav-OS-8S) 
SUBROUTINE CONTROLLER ( ndim. Th.rr. Om.rr. Torqu. ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------




IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
COMMON IREADINI Bound(15) • Yin(10) • Kp(3.3) 
Kd(3.3) • INMAT(3.3) • INMATV(3.3) 
Thcom(3) • Omcom(3) 
DIMENSION 
REAL*8 
Torque(3) • Therr(3) • Om.rr(3) 
Kp • Kd • INMAT • INMATV 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c *** Th. tor~ue dimensioning will b. 3 [- ndim/21. Its computation i. 
c don. in this subroutin •• but it can b. modifi.d to anoth.r rou-
c tin. which mav be call.d from this on.1 i. e. the torque calcula-
c tions will be .nclosed in this block of programing. 
c *** Also. the Input commands (desir.d output) i. pass.d thru the 
c COMMON stat.m.nt: 
c 
c COMMON IREADINI Bound(lS) • YinUO) • Kp(3.3) 
c Kd(3.3) • INHATl3.3) • INMATY(3.3) 
c Thcom(3) • Omcom(3) 
c wher •• 
c Bound: Boundarv conditions arrav. 
c Yin: Vector of stat ••. 
c Kp: Matrix Kp(i'J) Controller. 
c Kd: Matrix Kd(i. J) Controll.r. 
c INMAT: Inl!rtia Matrix. and 
c INMATV: Invl!rse Inertia Matrix. 
e Thcom: Position Command. 
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c ' {i 
c * SUBROUTINE DRAW.-AXES * 
c * * 
c *********************************************************************** 
c ..... W~itten b~ Juan J. Rod~iguez-Moscoso on 22-Ma~-85 
c Last ~avised on 22-Jun-85 
c. . . . . This ~outine d~aws the ve~tical and horizontal ales of tha scraan 
c ..... plot generated b~ SCR_PLOTTER. 
SUBROUTINE DRAW_AXES ( iunit. Vmal. Vmin. t. nt ) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
COMMON I FLAG I FLAG(7) 

















BAR. PLUS. MENOS. blank 
AXIS 
DATA BAR/'I'I. PLUS/'+'I, MENOS/'-'I, blank/' '1 
call cu~sor_home( home, I. idumm~ ) 
call cursor_up( upl. I. idum. 1 ) 
WRITE(iunit.*) home 
IF ( Vmax . EO. 0.0 . AND. Vmin . EO. 0.0 
THEN 
Ymax • 1.0 
Ymin III -1.0 
END IF 
WRITE(iunit,*) home 
call cursor _right( movarl0, I. idulIlIlI!". 10 ) 
do i=1,21 
V III Ymal - (i-l)*(Vmal-Vmin)/20 
WRITE(iunit.l010) V, BAR 
end do 
IF ( FLAG(2) ) ! Onl~ for FREOUENCY Plotting. 
THEN 
DO i-l.number_decadas-l 
muavete .. i*60/number dacadas + 10 
call cursor _right( ze;-oJos. 1, idulllm~. muavete ) 
WRITE(iunit.*) homa 
DO J=1.21 




call cur,sor _rigl]tC zero-pos. I. idummll' 70 ) 
WRITE(iunit.*) home 
do i"1.21 
WRITECiunit •• ) zero-pos. BAR 
end do 
IF ( FLAO(1) ) 
THEN 
do i=1.6 
it = 10.i-9 
AXIS(ii: ii) a PLUS 
do J'"1.9 
iJ • ii + J 





AXIS(J:J) - MENOS 
END DO 
AXISC1: 1) .. PLUS 
do J=l.number_decades-l 
ntemp • J*60/number_decade. + 1 
AXISCntemp:ntemp) • PLUS 
end do 
END IF 
AXIS(61:61) • PLUS 
WRITECiunit •• ) upl. mover10. AXIS 
IF C FLAOC:2) ) 
THEN 
00 TO C 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60 ). number_decade. 
10 WRITECiunit.l030) t. upl 
GO TO 70 
20 WRITECiunit.1040) t. upl 
GO TO 70 
30 WRITECiunit.l050) t. up1 
GO TO 70 
40 WRITECiunit.1060) t. up1 
00 TO 70 
50 WRITE(iunit.1070) t. up1 
00 TO 70 
60 WRITE(iunit.1020) t. upl 
GO TO 70 
ELSE 
WRITE(lunit.l020) t. up1 
END IF 
70 CONTINUE 
IF ( Ymin . QT. 0.000 
THEN 
cero-po •• 1 
ELSE 
!O 
cero a - 20*Ymin/C Ymal - Ymin ) + 1.000 
cero-po. • NINT( Cero ) 
END IF 
zero_posCl:S) = blank 
call cursor_up ( zero-pos. I. idummll' cero-pos 




ipos = idumm9 - 1 
WRITE(iunit •• ) zero-pos(l: ipos). moverl0. AXIS. upl 
END IF 
WRITE(iunit.*) home 
WRITE(iunit.*) moverl0. AXIS 
RETURN 
















c -----------------------------------------------------------------------. . 
c I Copyright (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 





















Subroutine written by ~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso (Apr-18-85) 
Revised on Apr-19-85 Includding computation of A matrix. 
where the A matrix i. fixed by Kp. 
Kd. and the Inertia matrices. Also. 
it i. given that INMAT - .*Identltv. 
Commenting out first approach of the 
eigenvalues computation. 
on May-09-85 
SUBROUTINE EIQEN( KP. KD. INMAT. TAU. EIQR, EIOI, IERR 
If IERR .. 0 
IERR !-O 
I then Eigenvalues Computation is successful. 
• then an ERROR ha. been produced and no .01-
ution has been reached. 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------




IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL*8 
DIMENSION 
DATA Al36*O. DOl 
KP. KD. INMAT. INMATV 
KP(3.3), KD(3.3). INMAn 3. 3), EIGR(6), EIOI(6)' 
A(6. 6) I INMATV(3. 3). INT(6)' SCALE(6) 
Finding the inver.e of the Inertia matrix 
DO 5 1"1.3 
DO 4 ~=1.3 








CALL MATINV( INMATV.3.1CODE ) 
If ICODE i. not zero .... > The Inertia matrix is singular. 
IF( ICODE .NE. 0 ) THEN 
IERR :0 -1 
RETURN 
END IF 
Forming the A matrix where 
IERR - -1 No inverse 
I - Kd*INMATV - Kp*INMATV I 
A • I .•..•.•.•...•.••••••••••• I 

















DO 20 1=',,3 
DO 10 ..1=1,3 
A ( I, ..I) = O. DO 
DO 10 K=I,3 
A(I,J) = A(I,J)-INMATV(I,K)*KD(K,J) 
.CONTINUE 
DO 20 ..1=1,3 
..II .. ..1+3 
DO 20 K=I,3 
A(I,JI) .. A(I,JI)-INMATV(I,K)*KP(K,J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 30 1=4,b 
A(I,I-3) .. 1.00 
CONTINUE 
Computing the Eigenvalues 01 A 
CALL BALANC( 6, 6, A, LOW, IOH. SCALE ) 
CALL ELMHES( b, b, LOW, IGH, A, INT ) 
CALL HGRe b, b, LOW, IGH, A, EIGR, EIOI, IERR ) 
End 01 Eigenvalues Computation 
Computing the malimum eigenvalue in module. We assume that 
real parts of the eigenvalues are less than zero. 
TAU - DABS( EIOR(I) ) 
DO 40 1=2,b 





c * * C * SUBROUTINE BALANC * 







Routine written b~ Juan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso (Apr-3-a5) 
Revised b~ Juan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso (Apr-la-aS) 
SUBROUTINE BALANC( NM,N,A,LOW, IGH,SCALE 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION A(NM,N), SCALE(N) 
LOGICAL NOCONV 
RADIX specilies the Base 01 the machine Iloating point representation 
RADIX .. 2. DO 
B2 .. RADIX*RADIX 
K .. I 
L .. N 
GoTO 100 
Elchanging row and column 





IF( .J . NE., M ) THEN 
DO 30 I:zl,L 
F = AU,.J) 
AU,.J) = ACI,M) 
A(I.M) a F 
CONTINUE 
DO 40 I-K,N 
F ... A(.J, I) 
A(.J, Il so A(H, I) 
A(M, I) .. F 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
GOTO( 80,130), IEXC 
Searching for rows isolating an eigenvalue and 
push them down 
80 IF( L . EO. 1 ) THEN 
LOW - II. 
IGH os L 
RETURN 
END IF 
L - L-l 
100 DO 120 .J-L,l,-l 
DO 110 1-1, L 
IF( I .NE . .J ) THEN 
IF( A(.J,I) .NE. O.DO ) OOTO 120 
END IF 
110 CONTINUE 
M .. L 




130 II. = 11.+1 
140 DO 170 .J=K,L 
DO 150 IaK,L 
IF( I .NE . .J ) THEN 








IEXC - 2 
M .. II. 
GOTO 20 
CONTINUE 
Balancing the submatril in rows II. to L 
DO 180 I .. K,L 
SCALE(I) .. 1.DO 
Iteration for Norm Reduction 




DO 270 I=K.L ~ 





R .. O.DO 
DO 200 .J=K.L 
IF( ..I .NE. I ) THEN 
C = C+DABS( A(.J. I) 
R m R+DABS( A(I • .J) 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
o - R/RADIX 
F .. 1. DO 
S - C + R 
IF( C . LT. 0 ) THEN 
F '"' F*RADIX 
C = C*B:2 
GOTO :210 
END IF 
o '"' R*RADIX 
IF( C .OE. 0 ) THEN 
F .. F/RADIX 




IF( (C+R)/F . LT. 0.9SDO*S ) THEN 
SCALE(I) - SCALE(I)*F 
o .. 1. DO/F 
NOCONV - . TRUE. 
DO 2S0 .J=K.N 
A(I • .J) s A(I • .J)*O 
2S0 CONTINUE 
DO 260 .J'"'l.L 




IF( NOCONV ) OOTO 190 
LOW .. K 













SUBROUTINE ELMHES( NM. N. LOW. IOH.A. INT ) 
Routine written by ..I. Rodriguez-Moscoso (Apr-03-BS) 















IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION A(NM,N), INT(IGH) 
LA .. IGH-l 
KPI .. LOW+l 
IF( LA .LT. KPI ) RETURN 
DO 180 M=KP1,LA 
MM1 - M-1 
X .. O.DO 
I .. M 
DO 100 ..... M,IGH 
IF( DABS(A("',MM1)) .OT. DABS(X) ) THEN 
X .. A("',MM1) I..... 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
INT(M) .. I 
IF( I .NE. M ) THEN 
Interchanging Rows and Columns of A *********** 
DO 110 ..... MM1, N 
V .. A( I .... ) 
A(I .... ) .. A(M,"') 
MM, ... ) .. V 
CONTINUE 
DO 120 "'=I.IOH 
V·Al .... I) 
M .... I) .. Al .... M) 
A( .... M) - V 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
End of the Interchange *********************** 
IF( X .NE. O.DO ) THEN 
MPI - M+l 
DO 160 I~MP1,IOH 
V .. AU. MMU 
IF( V .NE. O.DO ) THEN 
V .. V/X 
AU. MMO .. V 
DO 140 "'=M.N 
A(I,"') - A(I,"')-V*A(M, ... ) 
CONTINUE 
DO 150 ..... I.IOH 




























Routine written b~ ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso (Apr-02-8S) 
Revised b~ ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso (Apr-18-8S) 
SUBROUTINE HGR( NM,N,LOW,IGH,H,WR,WI, IERR') 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL*8 MACHEP 
INTEGER EN, ENM2 
DIMENSION H(NM,N), WReN), WI(N) 
LOGICAL NOTLAS 
MACHEP specifies precision of floating point arithmetic 
MACHEP a I.DO/2.DO**55 
MACHEP a .280-16 
IERR - 0 
Storing Roots isolated b~ BALANC 
DO 50 1-1, N 
IF( I . LT. LOW .OR. I .OT. IOH ) THEN 
WR (I) - HU, I) 




EN .. IGH 
T .. O,DO 
Searching for nelt Eigenvalues 






ITS .. 0 
NA a EN-l 
ENM2 .. NA-l 
Looking for single small sub-diagonal element 
DO 80 L .. EN,LOW,-l 
IF( L .EG, LOW) GOTO 100 
RINTER = MACHEP*( DABS(H(L-l,L-l» + DABS(H(L,L» 
IF( DABS(H(L,L-l» .LE. RINTER ) OOTO 100 
CONTINUE 
Forming shift 
x - H(EN,EN) 
IFe L .EO, EN ) GOTO 270 
Y = H(NA,NA) 
W - H(EN.NA)*H(NA.EN) 
IF( L .EO. NA ) GOTO 280 
IF( ITS . EO. 30 ) THEN 











IFC ITS . NE. to. AND. 
• ITS .NE. 20 ) GOTO 130 
T '" T+X 
DO 120 I=LOW.EN 
HCI.I> .. HCI. 1)-X 
CONTINUE 
S .. OADSCHCEN.NA»+OABSCHCNA.ENM2» 
X ... 0.7500*S 
V a:: X 
W = -0.437500*5*5 
END IF 
ITS a IT5+1 
Looking for two consecutive sm~ll sub-diagon.l elements 
DO 140 H - ENH~.L.-1 
ZZ = HCM.M) 
R .. X-ZZ 
S .. Y-ZZ 
P = C R*S-W )/HCM+l.M)+HCM.M+l) 
o .. HCM+1.M+1)-ZZ-R-S 
R = HCM+2. M+1) 
S = DABSCP)+DABSCO)+DABSCR) 
P .. PIS 
o '" O/S 
R = RIS 
IFC M . EO. L ) GOTO 150 
IFC DADSCHCM.M-l».C DABSCO)+DABSCR) ) .LE. 
• MACHEP*DABSCP).C DABSCHCM-1.M-1) )+DABSCZZ)+ 
• DABSCHCM+l.M+l» ) ) OOTO 150 
140 CONTINUE 
150 MP2 = M+2 
DO 160 I=MP2.EN 
HCI.I-2) .. O.DO 






Doubling OR step involving rows L to EN .nd columns M to EN 
DO 260 K=M.NA 
NOT LAS ... FALSE. 
IFC K .NE. NA ) NOTLAS ... TRUE. 
IFC K .NE. M ) THEN 
P - HCK.K-l) 
o .. HCK+l.K-1) 
R - O.DO 
IFC NOTLAS ) R .. HCK+2.K-l) 
X .. DADSCP)+OABSCO)+OADS(R) 
IFC X .EG. O.DO) GOTO 260 
P III PIX 
o so Q/X 
R so R/X 
END IF 
S - SIGNe DSGRTCP*P+G*O+R*R).P ) 
The ne.t change has been introduced in order to get 














S = DSORT( P*P+O*O+R*R ) 
IF( P . LT. 0.00 ) S = -1. DO*S 
IFC K .NE. M ) THEN 
HCK. K-l) .. -S*X 
ELSE 
IFC L .NE. M ) HCK.K-l) a -HCK.K-l) 
END IF 
P .. P+S 
X PIS 
V - O/S 
ZZ .. RIS 
o .. Q/P 
R .. RIP 
Row Modification 
DO 210 ')=K.EN 
P .. HCK.,))+Q*HCK+l,,)) 
IFC NOTLAS ) THEN 
P a P+R*HCK+2.,)) 
HCK+2.')) a HCK+2,,))-P*ZZ 
END IF 
HCK+l.') a HCK+l,,)-P*V 
H(K.')) • HCK.,)-P*X 
CONTINUE 
,) - MINO( EN.K+3 
Column Modification 
DO 230 I=L.,) 
P .. X*H(I.K)+V*HCI.K+l) 
IFC NOTLAS ) THEN 
P .. P+ZZ*H(I.K+2) 
HCI,K+2) • HCI.K+2)-P*R 
END IF 
HCI,K+l) .. HCI,K+l)-P*O 




One root found 
WRCEN) - X+T 
WI CEN) .. O. DO 
EN .. NA 
GOTO 60 
Tlilo roots found 
P - ( V-X )/2.DO 
o .. P*P+W 
ZZ a DSORT( DABS(O) 


























IF ( Q .9E. O.Dq) THEN 
Real Pair 
ZZ a P+SIGN( ZZ.P ) 
This change is introduced in order to get a compiled 
version of the routine under EUNICE F77 compiler (---------------
IF( P . LT. O.DO ) ZZ - P+ZZ 
IF( P .GE. O.DO ) ZZ = P-ZZ 
WR(NA) .. X+ZZ 
WR(EN) .. WR(NA) 
IF( ZZ .NE. O.DO ) WR(EN) • X-W/ZZ 
WI(NA) = O.DO 




WR(NA) - X+P 
WR(EN) - X+P 
WI (NA) .. ZZ 
WHEN) - -ZZ 





c Co~yright ~c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Centar I 
c Hunstville. Alabama I 
c 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 
c * * 
c * Subroutine EULER * 







This routine uses the Euler method for solving a system of 
differenti~l equations. 
Written by ~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso ~ 
Bor-~au Hsieh (May-12-8S) 
Revi.ed on ~un-02-85 : Re.tructure of Program. 
SUBROUTINE EULER ( ndim. to. tf. ddt-t. V. Vdot 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------




IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
COMMON IREADINI Bound(IS) , Vin(10) 
DIMENSION 
REAL*8 
Kd(3.3) , INMAT(3.3) 
Thcom(3) • Omcom(3) 
VUO) 
Kp • Kd 
, Vdot(lO) 




c* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------. DO 100 t=tO.tf.delt~t 
CALL SVS_DVNAM ( ndim. t. V. Vdot 
CALL OUTPUT_17 ( ndim. t. delt~t. V. Vdot ) 
DO i=l.ndim 

















c * * 
c * 
c * 


















































Written by Juan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso (Apr-21-85) 
Revised on (May-OS-8S) Adding unit as an argument to each 
routine in order to use them on file 
~riting. 
R.vis.d on (Mau-07-8S) 
Revised on (May-10-8S) 
on May-13-85 
Including comment. for each subroutine. 
and addition of ne~ subroutines 
Including ne~ subroutines and 
modification of the main routine •. 
Adding type of format (formatted or un-
formatted) on the ~riting routines. 
SUBROUTINES: 
• a.sa:a=_:lCI:I 
Enter_graph_mode( iunit ) 
Exit_graph_mode( iunit ) 
Enter_hold_screen_mode( iu 
Exit_hold_screen_mode( iu 
Clear_display( iunit. ans 
Transmit-page( iunit. an. 
Transmit_curr_line( iunit 
Transmit_char_at_cursor( iu ) 
Transmit_2Sth_Iine( iu ) 
Cur.or_up( .tr. is. ie. n 
Cur.or _do..,n( .tr. i •• ie. n ) 
- Cursor _right( s. is. ie. n ) 
Cur.or _left( s. is. ie. n ) 
- Cursor_home( iunit ) 
Enter_alt_char_set( iunit 
Exit_alt_char_set( iunit ) 
PURPOSE: 
_c_ac: •• 
Thi. routine sets graphic mode. 
This routine reset. normal 
mode of operation. 
Thi. routine sets the terminal 
to be hold. 
Thi. routine reset. the termi-
nal to normal mode. 
Clears screen. 
Transmit. new page to the out-
put screen or unit 'iunit'. 
Transmit. the current line of 
output to the screen (iunitc 6) 
or unit 'iunit'. 
Transmit. the current character 
at the cursor to output screen 
on unit 'iu'. 
Transmit. the 2Sth line to out-
put .creen on unit 'iu'. 
Moves the cursor forward n pos-
ition •. Result. are ~ritten in 
string '.tr'. 
Moves the cur.or backward. n 
position. and re.ult is stored 
in strinll 'str' 
Moves the cursor to the right 
n positions and result i. 
.tored in .tring '.'. 
Moves the cur.or to the left 
n positions. 
Haves the cursor to home posit. 
Set. the alternate character 
set of instructions. 

























Enter_al~_char_qraph_set( iu ): 
Elit_alt_char-9raph_set( iu ) 
- Cursor off( iunit ) 
- Cursor-on( iunit ) 
Save_c~rsor-p05ition( iunit 
Cursor _to_save-posit,ion( iu 
*.* WARNING .** 
Enter the alternate character 
graphic set of instructions. 
Disables the action of the 
above routine. 
Turns off the cursor. 
lurns on the cursor. 
Saves the current cursor pos-
ition. 
Sets the cursor to the previous-
l~ saved position. 
------) Do not modif~ these routines without 
talking to ~uan~. Rodriguez-Moscoso (-------------------
subroutine enter _graph_mode ( el_codigo. is. ie ) ! (Ma~-10) 
(ESC)[10m 
character.(*) 81_codigo 
el_codigo(is: is+4) D char(27)//char(91)//char(49)//char(4S) 
/lcharCl09) 
ie .. is + 5 
return 
end 
subroutine exitJraph_mode ( e1_codigo. is. h) ! (MaV-10) 
(ESC)[l1m 
character.'.) el_codigo 
el_codigo(is:is+4) - char(27)//char(91)'/char(49)//char(49) 
+ //char(109) 
ie .. is + 5 
return 
end 
subroutine enter_hold_screen_mode ( el_codigo. is. ie ) 
c --- (ESC)[)3h . 
character.'.) el_codigo 
el_codigo(is: is+4) - char(27)//char(91)/lchar(62)I'char(51) 
+ /lchar(104) 




subroutine elit_hold_screen_mode ( el_codigo. is. ie ) 
c --- (ESC)[)31 
character.(.) el_codigo 
el_codigo(is: is+4) • char(27)llchar(91)I'char(62)//char(51) 
+ l'char(10S) 
c ---
ie .. is + , 
return 
end 




el_codigo(1:3) a char(27)//char(91)//char(72) 
el_codigo(4:7) .. char(27)//char(91)llchar(SO)llchar(74) 





















subroutine transmit-page ( iunit. ans) (Adding unit number) 




el_codigo = char(27)//char(91)//char(112) 







subroutine transmit_curr_line ( iunit ) ! (Adding unit number) 
c --- <ESC)tlp 
c 
character*4 ~l_codigo 




subroutine transmit_char_at_cursor ( iunit ) (unit number) 







subroutine transmit_2Sth_line ( iunit) ! (Adding unit number) 













icounter - 0 
icounter a icounter + 1 
if ( nsave . ge. 100 ) then 
nsave - nsave/l0 
goto 1 
end if 
icoc .. nsave/l0 
imod ~ mod(nsave. 10) 
el_codigo(is: is+l) = char(27)//char(91) 
if( icoc . ell. 0 ) then 
(l1a~-10) 
el_codigo(is+2: i5+3) = char(nsave+48)//char(bS) 










el_codigoCis+2: is+2) .. charC48+icoc) 
el_codi~oCis+3:\s+4) .. charC48+imod)I'charC65) 




subroutine CUrsor _do ... n C el_codigo. is. ie. n ) 
(ESC>[PnD 
character*C*) el_codigo 
nsavil • n 
icounter - 0 
icounter - icounter + 1 
if C nsave . ga. 100 ) then 
nsave .. nsave/lO 
goto I 
end if 
ieDe - nsave/lO 
imod .. modCnsave. 10) 
el_codigoCis: is+l) .. char(27)I'charC9l) 
ifC icoc . eq. 0 ) then 
el_codigoCis+2: is+3) - charCnsava+48)llcharC66) 
ie = is + 4 
return 
else 
al_codigoCis+2: is+2) - charC48+icoc) 
el_codigoCis+3: is+4) - charC48+imod)I'charC66) 




subroutine cursor_right C el_codigo. is. ie. n ) 
(ESC:>[PnC 
character*C*) el_codigo 
nsave - n 
icounter .. 0 
I icounter - icounter + 1 
c 
c 
if C nsava . ga. 100 ) then 
nsave - nsave/lO 
goto I 
end if 
icoc = nsave/lO 
imod .. modCnsava.10) 
el_codigoCis: is+l) .. char(27)I'charC91) 
if C icoc . eq. 0 ) then 
al_codigoCis+2: is+3) .. charC48+nsave)llcharC67) 
ie = is + 4 
return 
else 
el_codigoCis+2: is+2) .. charC48+icoc) 
el_codigoCis+3: is+4) .. charC48+imod)/lcharC67) 



















icounter .. 0 
icounter icounter + I 




. ge. 100 ) then 
nsave/IO 
icoc = nsave/IO 
imod = mod(nsave. 10) 
el_codigo(is: 15+1) - char(27)//char(91) 
if( icoc . eq. 0 ) then 
el_codigo(is+2: is+3) - char(4B+nsave)//char(bB) 











subroutine cursor_home Cal_cod igo. il. ie 










el_codigoCis:i&+2) • char(27)//char(91)//char(72) 
ie .. is + 3 
return 
end 
subroutin" enter _aU_char _Iet( el_codigo. is. h ) 
<ESC)U 
character*(*) el_codlgo 
el_codigoCis:is+2) = char(27)//char(40)llchar(49) 
ie .. is + 3 
return 
end 
subroutine exit_alt_char_'etC el_codigo. is. h ) (ESC)(0(ESC)[1Im 
character*(*) el_codigo 
el_codigo(is:is+2) = char(27)//char(40)/lchar(4B) 
is .. is + 3 
call exitJraph_mode( el_codigo. il. ie ) 
return 
end 
subroutine entar_alt_charJraph_let( el~codigo. is. ie (ESC)C;;! 
character*C*) el_codigo 
el_codigoCis:is+2) .. char(27)//charC40)//charCSO) 
ia .. is + 3 
return 
end 
subroutine exit_alt_char -lIraph_,.t( .l_codigo. is. i. 
(ESC)CO(ESC)[11m 
character*C*) el_codigo 
el_codigoCis: is+2) = char(27)/lcharC40)/lcharC4B) 



















call I!lit_graph_modI!C I!l_codigo. is. il! 
rl!turn 
I!nd 














subroutina save_cursDr "'positionC el_codigo. is. ia 
c --- <ESC)[s 
c 
charactl!r*C*) el_codigo 
el_codigoCis:is+2) • char(27)//charC91)//charCllS) 
ie .. is + 3 
return 
and 
subroutine cursor _to_ •• v • ...P0.itionC al_codigo. i •• ia ) 
c --- <ESC)[u 
character*C*) el_codigo 
al_codigoCi.:is+2) • char(27)//charC91)//charC117) 










C I COPllrlght' (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight C~nhr I 
c I Hun.tville, Alabama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 




-• c ------.------_____ • __________________________ • ____ • ___ -------______ • __ _ 
c L •• t revised bll Bor-~.u Hsieh CAnd,,) ~ 
c ~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso C~un-22-B') 
SUBROUTINE INITIALIZE C Nrt, ndim, to, tf, delt.t, V ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. COMMON AREAS DEFINITIONS AND DIMENSIONS ARRAYS • 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION CA-H,O-Z) 
c -*-
Common Are.s Definitions: 
COMMON I FLAg I FLAQ(7) 
COMMON IREADINI BoundC1') , Yin(10) • KpC3,3) 
+ KdC3,3) • INMATC3,3) , INMATVC3,3' 
+ Thcom(3) , Omcom(3) 
COI'II'ION I STEP I PMO(3) , RTini (3) , RTend(3) 
+ DT(3) , ST(3) • PT(3) 
+ RT(3) , RTimin(3) , RTeminC3' 
+ DTmin(3) , Thpeak(3) 
CDI'IMDN I FROI I Amp • Omega , Phase 
+ h 
COMMON I FR02 I THAMP(3) , THFEE(3) , THAOL(3) 
+ THPOL(3) , THS(3) , THC(3) 
+ X1(3) , X2(3) 
+ OMAMP(3) • OMFEE(3) , OMAOLC3' 
+ OMPOL(3) • OMSC3' , OMC(3) 
+ X3(3) • X4(3) , XN COMMON I FR03 I Fre~ • Const • Tau COMMON I PI I PI 
DIMENSION VUO) • Vhmp(10) 
LOgICAL-I FLAg 
REAL-B Kp • Kd • INl'tAT , INMATV 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c- COMPUTATIONS • 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------DO 1-1. 10 ! Store initi.l state •. 
VtempCI) • VinCI) 
END DO 
IF C FLAg(3) ) 
THEN 
IF ( Nrt .EO 1) THEN 
DO I-I. 1;) 
YCi' = Yhmp (1) 
END DO 
IF C FLAG(4) , THEN 
ndim '" 7 
IMPULSE Response. 
Res.t initi.l stat ••. 
Check Ouat.rnion. 
CALL JNIT OUATERN ( V ) 
END IF -
END IF 
to - (Nrt-l)*(tf+deltat) + (2-Nrt)*tO 
tf - (Nrt-l)*Bound(2) + (2-Nrt)/Bound(7) 
DO ... " 3 
Theom(.) - (2-Nrt)*Bound(7)*Bound(.+9) 




V( 1) • Vtemp( 1) 
V( 2) - Vtemp( 2) 
V( 3) m Vtemp( 3) 
V( 4) - Vtemp( 4) 
V( 5) - ytemp( 5) 
y( 6' - ytemp( 6' 
y( 7) - Vtemp( 7) 
V( B) - ytemp( B) 
V( 9) - ytemp( 9) 
V(10) - ytemp(10) 
IF ( FLAO(4) ) 
THEN 
ndim - 7 
CALL INIT_OUATERN ( Y ) 
END IF 
IF ( FLAO(1) ) RETURN 
DO I - I. 3 
THC( I) - O. dO 
THS( I) - O. dO 
oMC(I) • O. dO 
oMS( I) - O. dO 
END DO 
Freq • Freq * Const 
Period·1.dO/Freq 
deltat - l.dO/Bound(3) 
nstep • INT( Period/deltat 
Period. DFLoAT( nstep ) * del tat 
Omega - 2. dO * PI I Period 
ts - 6.dO * Tau 








Co~pute current 'requenev. 
Compute Period. 
deltat is find. 
Compute integer • of 
deltat's in 1 period 
Truncate Period. . 






c I Capljright '(d NASA Marshall Space Flight Center I 
c I Hunstville, Alabama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 














This routine compute. the initial quaternian given the initial 
Rall-Pitch-Vaw angla., or Euler angles, in term. of the V frame. 
Written bV 
Revised an 





Saving initial value. RPV. 
Cleaning up the routine. 
Program re.tructure. 
SUBROUTINE INIT_OUATERN ( V ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSION ARRAVS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,D-Z) 
c *** Dimensioning of Arrav. 
DIMENSION 00(4), 
+ V( 10) 
Initial Ouaternian Storage 
Vector of state. 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------






The initial RPV angle. are stared in V(7), V(8), and V(9) of the 
V(i) arrav. The initial quaternion will be stored in OO(i) where 
i a l,2,3, and 4. After quatarnion's computation., the initial qua-
tarnian will be stared in V(i), i-4,5,6,7. 
c Computing Scalar Part of the initial Ouaternion: 00(4). 
OO( 4) = DCOS(V(7)/2.DO)*DCOS(V(B)/2.DO)*DCOS(V(9)/2.DO) -
DSIN(V(7)/2.DO)*DSIN(V(8)/2. DO)*DSIN(V(9)/2. DO) 
c Computing Vector Part of the initial Quaternian: OO(i) [i-l,2,3]. 
c *** 
c *** 
OO( 1) .. DSIN(V(7)/2. DO)*DCOS(V(B)/2.DO)*DCOS(V(9)/2. DO) + 
DCOS(V(7)/2.DO)*DSIN(V(B)/2. DO)*DSIN(V(9)/2. DO) 
OO( 2) = DSIN(V(8)/2. DO)*DCOS(V(7)/2. DO)*DCOS(V(9)/2. DO) + 
DCOS(V(B)/2. DO)*DSIN(V(7)/2. DO)*DSIN(V(9)/2. DO) 
QO( 3) - DSIN(V(9)/2.DO)*DCOS(V(7)/2.DO)*DCOS(V(B)/2.DO) -
DCOS(V(9)/2. DO)*DSIN(V(7)/2.DO)*DSIN(V(B)/2. DO) 
Saving initial values of Theta (RPV) 
V(IO) .. V( 9) 
V( 9) = V( B) 
V( 8) = V( 7) 
Storing the initial Ouaternian into V(i) [1-4,5,6,7] 











• ( 1 )00 .. (tr )A (~ )00 .. (S )A 
t (E: Illo = (9 IA 
,> 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
C I C~pyright (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Cent~r I 
c I Hunstville. Alabama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 
c * * 
c * SUBROUTINE INTEGRATION * 















Written by Juan .1. Rodriguez-Moscoso ~ 
Bor-Jau Hsieh (Andy) (May-02-85) 
Revised on May-Ob-85 
on May-12-85 Adding aUI. Return 
on Jun-02-8S : Program restructure. 
This routine checks out what type 0' integration method has been 
selected by the user. Then. it makes the appropriate calls to 
the integration routine •. 
The type 0' integration method is indicated by: 
If FLAG(S) •. TRUE. 
I' FLAG(b) a .TRUE. 







SUBROUTINE INTEGRATION ( ndim. to. t,. del tat. V. Vdot. *. * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c! COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSION OF ARRAVS 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
COMMON IREADINI Dound(IS) • Vin(tO) • Kp(3.3) 
+ Kd (3. 3) • INMAT<3.3) • INMATV(3.3) 
+ Thcom(3). Omcom(3) 








• Kd • INMAT • INMATV 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* INTEGRATION * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c *** Checking out type of integration to be applied. 
c --- EULER Integration when FLAG(S) - . TRUE.-
IF ( FLAG(5) ) 
THEN 
CALL EULER( ndim. to. tf. del tat. V. Vdot ) 
RETURN 
END IF 
c --- RUNGE-KUTTA FOURTH ORDER Integration when FLAO(b) - . TRUE. 
IF ( FLAQ(b) ) 
THEN 
EPS = Bound( 4) 
CALL RUNGE_KUTTA ( ndim. to. tf. del tat. EPS. V. Vdot. ~100 ) 
RETURN 
END IF 




IF ( FLAQ(7) ) 
THEN 
EPS .. Bound( 4) 
CALL PRED_CORREC ( ndim. to. tl. d.ltat. EPS. V. Vdot. ~110 ) 
RETURN 
END IF 










C I Copyright (cl NASA Marshall Space Flight Centar I 
c I Hunstville. Alabama I 
c 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 
c * * 
c * GENeric SIMulation program (FORTRAN-77 portion of NESSI * 

















































This program has been designed for salving in a generic farm the 
simulation problem stated by the following set of equations: 
PROTOTYPE 0: 
Torque(il = Kp(i. JI*[ Thcam(il-Thact(i) 1 + 
Kd(i.J)*[ Omcam(il-Omact(i)] (ConTRoLLER) 
Ydot(il a INMATV(i. J'*[ Torque(il -
Omega(il X INMAT(i. J'*Omega(il 1 (BOdy 
DYnamicsl 
with the assumptions: 
Steering Dvnamic. 






Gdat(i) '" F( t. G. Omega_v (Guaternian 
rate-equations) 
(Rotation Matril VR to 
determine Theta_v) 
Theta_v(il - Q( [VR] ) 














.. X Stead II S. 
( 7) - blank 
( 8) III blank 
( 9) .. balnk 
(10) III Omega_I (Inp) 
(111 '" Omega_II 
(12) = Omega_z 
(I ']) Theta_x 
( 141 Theta_y 

























(initial time I 
(final time & tau) 
(increment timel 
(error for Integ) 
(Stop Condition) 
(Steady State E. & 
alis for anallilel 
(Inp. Sinu. Amp.) 
(lowe.t Freq. I 
(Omega_I Input & 
Phase for FRO) 
(Omega_II Input & 
(. of decadesl 
(Omega_I Input & 
( •• amp. f/dec. I 
(Inp. axi ... 0.1 
for FRO. anll value 
for STP. ) 
Omega_I (0) (Initial Omega_II 
, 
c 2).= Omega_yeO) Omega_yeO) Uni tial O'mega_y) 
c 3) .. Omega_z (0) Omega_z(O) (Initial Omega_z) 
c 4) = Theta_I(O) blank (Initial Theta_I) 
c 5) = Theta_y(O) blank (Initial Theta_y) 
c b) = Theta_z (0) blank (Initial Theta_z) 
c 7) = blank ROLL<O) Unit. Roll ang1&) 
c B) .. blank YAW(O) Unit. Yaw angle) 
c ( 9) .. blank PITCH(O) Unit. Pitch ang. ) 
c (10) .. blank blank 
c *** Written by Bor-Jau Hsieh (Andy) L 
c Juan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso (01-May-B5) 









IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
COMMON IREADINI Bound(15) 
Kd(3.3) 
Thcom(3) 
COMMON I FLAg I FLAQ(7) 














c * COMPUTATIONS * 
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------











PI a DATAN2( 0.000 , -1.000 ) 
Reading in the input fi1.: "SIMULA.INP" 
OPEN (unit .. I. status "'old', file a 'SIMULA.INP') 






Closing Input Unit 
CLOSE( unit"'ll 
Typ. of response L integration. 





Open output files according to specified response type. 
CALL OUTPUT_FILES 
initiate integration routine 
CALL SIMULATION ( ICODE ) 
May-31-B5 
Closing files and deletion of FOROI7.DAT L FORDI8.DAT. 






















c *** Check return codes 
IF ( ICODE ) 10.30.20 
c *** If ICODE < 0 then. No Response AnAIvsis WAS chosen. 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6. 15) 








+ ,------ NO RESPONSE ANALYSIS WAS CHOSEN ------'/1H • 
+ FORTRAN STOP 15 FOUND FROM THIS EXECUTION ') 
STOP 
If ICODE > 0 then. Error detected during the Integration process 
or Inversion routine 
CONTINUE 
GO TO ( 21. 23. 25 ). ICODE 
WRITE(6.22) 
FORMAT(IHO. '************** ERROR DETECTED ***************'/1HO. 
'--- THE INERTIA MATRIX IS NOT INVERSIBLE ----'/1H • 
FORTRAN STOP IS FOUND FROM THIS EXECUTION. I) 
STOP 
WRITE(6.24) 
FORMAT(IHO. '************** ERROR DETECTED ***************'/1HO. 
'--- NO CONVERGENCE DURING THE INTEGRATION ---'/1H • 
PROCESS FOR RUNGE-KUTTA 4TH ORDER SELECTED '/1H • 
FORTRAN STOP IS FOUND FROM THIS EXECUTION. I) 
STOP 
25 WRITE(b.2b) 





'--- NO CONVERGENCE DURING THE INTEGRATION ---'/1H • 
PROCESS FOR PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR SELECTED '/1H. 
FORTRAN STOP IS FOUND FROM THIS EXECUTION. I) 
If ICODE - 0 then. Execution suceeded. 
CONTINUE 
















c * * 
c * SUBROUTINE MATINV * 
c * * 
c *********************************************************************** 
c *** Subroutine written bV ~uan ~. Rodriguaz-Mo.coso (lS-Apr-S5) 
SUBROUTINE MATINV ( A, N, ICODE ) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION A(N,N), MU(25) 
ICODE = 0 
DO 5 l=l,N 
MU(!) .. I 
5 CONTINUE 
DO 100 l .. l,N 
IPI .. 1+1 
IF( IPI .LE. N ) THEN 
L - I 
AMAX .. DABS( A(I,I) 
DO 30 K-IP1,N 
IF( AMAX . LT. DABSCACK, I» ) THEN 
L .. K 








IF( L .EG. I ) OOTO 50 
K .. MU(I) 
MU(I) = MU(L) 
MU(U .. K 
DO 40 ~=l.N 
P - AU,~) 
A( I.~) .. ACL.~) 
A(L.~) .. P 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
P .. AU. I) 
Tasting Singularitv 
IF( DADS(P) .LE. 0.28D-16 ) THEN 
IeODE .. 1 
RETURN 
END IF 
CDmputing the inverse D' the A matri. 
DO 60 ~=I.N 












DO 80 1\=I.N 
IFC I'. . EO. I ) GOTO 80 
DO 70 ""I.N 
IF( ".EO. I ) GOTO 70 
ACK.J) = A(K.J)-A(K.I).A(I.J) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 90 K=I.N 
ACK. I) - -A(K.I)/P 
CONTINUE 
AU. I) .. -AU. I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 140 J=I.N 
DO 11 0 K-.J. N 
IFC MUCK) .EO. J ) GOTO 120 
CONTINUE 
IF( I'. .NE. J ) THEN 
MU(K) = MUCJ) 
DO 130 I=l.N 
P .. AU. 1'.) 
AUdO .. AU. J) 


























C I Cop~right (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Center I 
c I Hunstville. Alabama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 
c * * 
c * Subroutine NEW_VALUES * 















This subroutine perform. the following operations: 
1.- Normalization of the Ouaternion b~ appl~ing the 
following relations: 
N - DSQRT*( 01**2+02**2+03**2+04**2 
and. 
o - OliN 
2.- Computation of the [VRl Matril from the updated 
quaternion. 
3.- Computation of the new .et of angular positions from 
the [VRl matril b~ appl~ing eq. 2.9 (Attitude Module 
representation paper .ent b~ K. Fernandez). 
Written b~ Juan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso ( 04-Ma~-85 ) 
Last revised on 02-Jun-85 
SUBROUTINE NEW_VALUES ( ndim. V ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSION ARRAVS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.D-Z) 




Vector of states. 
The [VRl matril 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c *** Chacking out for Ouaternion flag 
c *** 
c *** 
IF( . NOT. FLAG(4) ) RETURN 
Computing the quaternion norm and update o' Ouatarnlon. 
the norm - V( 41*V( 41 + V( 51*V( 51 + V( 61*V( 61 + V( 7)*V( 71 
tha:norm • DSORT( the_norm ) 
V( 41 - V( 41/the_norm 
V( 51 • V( 51/the_norm 
V( 61 ~ V( 61/the_norm 
V( 71 = V( 71/the_norm 
Computing the [VRl matril 
DO i a l.3 
DO J=I.3 
















DO i=I,3 . ! (May-l0) 
DO J=1,3 ! (May-10) 
k • J*( -66+i*(98-27*i)+J*(13+i*(-21+6*i)) ) + 
+ i*( -10:2+:27*i ) + 76 
c *** 
e: 
kk = JIABS( k ) 
ksign = JISIQN(l,k) 
VR(i, J) a VR(i,J) + DFLOTJ(ksign)*Y(7)*Y(kk+3) 
VR(i, J) a 2. dO*VR(i, J) 
END DO 
END DO 
DO i .. l,3 
VR(i, i) • VR(i, i) - 1.0dO 
END DO 
(Hay-IO) 
The .et of value. for Theta are eltrae:ted from the [VRl matril. 
The.e value. will be stared at V(i) far i-B,9, 10. 
temp - DSQRT( VR(2,2)*VR(:2,2)+VR(3,2)*VR(3,2) 
Y( 8) - DATAN2( - VR(3,2), VR(2,2) ) 
Y( 9) - DATAN2( -VR(1,3), VR(l,l) ) 


























c I Copvright (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Cent~r I 
c I Hunstville, Alabama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c • • 
c • SUBROUTINE OUTPUT_FILES • 
c * • 




Written bV Juan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso ( 02-Mav-B5 ) 
Last revised bV J. Rodriguez-Moscoso ~ 
Bor-Jau Hsieh (Andv) on 02-Jun-85 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT_FILES 
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------
c • COMMON AREAD DEFINITIONS AND ARRAYS DIMENSIONING • 
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
c ••• Common Areas Definitions: 
COMMON I FLAG I FLAG(7) 





CHARACTER.5 THETA, OMEgA, NUMER 
CHARACTER*3 CHA, PLT. AMPLIT. PHA9. FRO. IMP. 9TP. OUT 
CHARACTER. 1 ZERO. DOT 
LOGICAL.l FLAG 
c... Initializing a few variables 
DATA THETA/ 'THETA' I. OMEgA/'OMEGA' I. NUMERI 'NUMER' I. 
+ PLT/'PLT'I. AMPLIT/'AMP'I. PHAS/'PHA'I. 
+ FRO/'FRO'I. IMP/'IMP'I. STP/'STP'I. OUT/'OUT'I. 
+ CHA/'CHA'I. ZERO/'O'I. DOT/'.'I 
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------












EXTO a THETAIIOMEGA 
EXT! - CHAIIPLTIIAMPLITIIPHAS 
EXT2 - STPIIFROIIIMP 
Open Output Files of 
The output files are 
NUMERICAL OUTPUT: 
-:> UNIT .. 1 
-:> .. 2 
-) .. :3 
STEP RESPONSE; 
-) UNIT .. 7 
-) = B 
-:> 9 
Simulati on. 
given bV the following relationships: 
I NUMEROOUT.STP (Step Response) 
NUMEROOUT.FR~ (Freq Response) 
NUMEROOUT. IMP. (Impulse Response) 
I THETAOCHA.STP (Characteristics) 
I THETAOPLT.STP (Plot of Theta) 










































FREQ. RESPPNSE: (QODE plotting) 
-:> UNIT .. 10 THETAOAMP.FRQ (Amplitude of Theta) 
-:> = 11 THETAOPHA.FRO (Phase of Theta) 
-:> .. 12 J OMEGAOAMP.FRO (Amplitude of Omega) 
-:> .. 13 J OMEGAOPHA.FRO (Phase of Theta) 
IMPULSE RESPONSE: 
-:> UNIT = 14 J THETAOCHA. IMP (Characteristics) 
-) .. 15 J THETAOPLT. IMP (Plot of Thet.) 
-) 
- 16 J OMEGAOPLT. IMP (Plot of Omega) 
TEMPORARY STORAGE: 
-) .. 17 J FOROI7.DAT 
PRINTER OUTPUT: 
-) .. IB I PRINTER.DAT 
DO i .. 1. 3 
FILEDUTC1: 10) - NUMERIIZERDIIOUTIIDOT 
IF ( FLA(H i) ) THEN 
i1 - 3*i - :2 
12 - it + 2 
(Time series data) 
(Printer Output) 
iunit .. i*(3+i)/2 + 4 ! (Mall-04-B5) 
FILEOUT(II: 13) .. EXT2(il: 12) 
OPEN( unit=i. statul-'new'. name-FILEOUT ) 
" .. i*( 4-i ) ! (Hall-04-B5) 
DO J-l.k 
JO D J*( -155+J*(75-10*J) )/6 +16 ! (Hall-04-B5) 
JOO - JO + 4 
Jl - (i-2)*(i-2)*( J*(15-3*J)/2-5 ) +! (Mall-04-B5) 
+ (i-l)*(3-i)*( J*( 34+J*(-15+J*2) )-14 ) 
Jll - Jl + 2 
FILEOUT(I:5) • EXTO(JO:JOO) 
FILEOUT(7:9) - EXT1(~I:~11) 
iunit .. iunit + 1 




OPEN( unit=17. status-'new' ) 







c I Copyright o(c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Center I 
c I Hunstville, Alabama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 
c * * 
c * Subroutine OUTPUT_17 * 







This subroutine handles all related to output of Simulation. It 
is recording partial results. 
Written by ~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso ( 22-~an-85 ) 
Last revi.ed on 13-May-85 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT_17 ( ndim, t, delt.t, V, Ydot ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSIONS ARRAYS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
COMMON I FLAG I FLAG 
DIMENSION 
LOGICAL*1 
V(10) , Ydot(10) 
FLAG(7) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------







IF ( FLAG(2) ) RETURN 
Checking out if Pt" is a to "t + m*deltat" 
RES a DMOD( t, del tat ) 
IF ( RES .GT. O.lD-12 ) 
THEN 
IF ( DABS( RES - deltat ) .OT. O.lD-12 ) RETURN 
END IF 
c *** Checking FLAG(4) for Guaternion 
IF ( FLAO(4) ) 
THEN 
WRITEU7, *) t 




Omega and Theta 



























c I Co~yright ;cl NASA Marshall Space Flight Center I 





c * SUBROUTINE PRED_CORREC * * 












Subroutine to solve a system of first order ordinary general dif-
ferential equations with given initial values. 
This method is based on Hammings modified Predictor-Corrector me-
thod. This is a fourth order method using 4 preceeding points for 
computation of a n.~ vector V of the dependent variable •. 
The adJustment of the initial increment and computation of the s-
tarting values is done by a Fourth-order Runge-Kutta method sug-
gested by Ralston. 
Written by ~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso on 21-Apr-B5. 
Last revised on 01-~un-B5 
SUBROUTINE PRED_CORREC ( ndim. to. tf. tincr. EPS. V. Vdot. * 1 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSION OF ARRAVS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
DIMENSION V(10) • Vdot(IO) • aux(lb.IO) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------






ihlf - 0 
t .. to 
tend .. tf 
deltat .. tincr 
ICODE .. 0 
DO I"l.ndim 
aux (1b. iI 






IF( deltat*( tend - t ) ) 30. 20. 40 
ihlf .. 12 
GO TO 40 
ihlf = 13 
CONTINUE 
CALL SVS DVNAM r .. " m. t. V. Vdot ) 
CALL OUTPUT_17 ( .,( m. t. tincr. V. Vdot ) 
CALL CHECK_ERROR' h if. ICODE ) 
IF ( ICODE .NE. C ' HETURN 1 











is", = 1 
GOTO 1000 
90 tat + deltat 
DO i=l, ndim 
aUI (2, i) .. V<i) 
END DO 
110 ihlf .. ihlf + 1 
t - t - deltat 
DO i .. l,ndim 
aUI(4,i) .. aUI(2,i) 
END DO 
deltat - 0.5dO*delt.t 
n - 1 
is", = 2 
GOTO 1000 
130 t .. t + deltat 
CALL SVS DVNAH ( ndim, t, V, Vdat ) 
n ":2 -
DO i-l,ndim 
aUI(2, i) .. VU) 
aUI(9,i) .. VdatU) 
END DO 
is", a 3 
GOTO 1000 
150 DELT .. 0.000 
DO i"l,ndim 
DELT .. DELT + aUI(15,1)*DABS( V(1)-aul(4, 1) ) 
END DO 
DELT a 0.Obbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb7*DELT 
IF ( DELT - EPS ) 190, 190, 170 
170 IF ( ihlf - 10 ) 110, 180, 180 
180 ihlf .. 11 
t .. t + deltat 
GO TO 40 
190 t ., t + deltat 
CALL SVS_DVNAH ( ndim, t, V. Vdat ) 
DO i=l. ndim 
aUI (3. 1) .. V<i) 
aUIUO.1) .. VdatU) 
END DO 
n .. 3 
is", .. 4 
GOlD 1000 
210 n .. 1 
t .. t + deltat 
CALL SVS_DVNAH ( ndim. t. V. Vdat ) 
t = to 
DO i"l,ndim 
aUI(I1'1) .. VdotU) 
Veil .. aUI(I.i) + deltat*( 0.375dO*aul(8,i) + 











t - t + deltat 
n = n ... 1 
0~20B33333333333333*auICI0. i) + 
0.04166666666666667*VdotCi) ) 
CALL SVS DVNAM C ndim. t. V. Vdot ) 
CALL OUTPUT 17 C ndim. t. tincr. V. Vdot ) 
CALL CHECK ERROR C ihlf. ICODE 
IF C ICODE~NE. 0 ) RETURN I 
IF C n .OE. 4 ) GOTO 2000 
DO ial.ndim 
. aUICn.i) a VCI) 
aUICn+7.i) - VdotCi) 
END DO 
IF C n - 3 ) 270. 290. 2000 
270 DO i-l.ndim 
DELT • 4.0dO*auIC9.i) 
VCi) • aUICI.i) + deltat*C aUICB.i)+DELT+aux(IO.i) )/3.dO 
END DO 
GO TO 230 





DELT - aUIC9.i) + aUICIO.I) 
DELT - DELT + DELT + DELT 
VCI) • aUICI.I)+0.375dO*deltat*C auxCB.i)+DELT+auxCll. I) 
END DO 
GO TO 230 
The following part of the routine computes bV means 0' Runge-




I a deltat*auICn+7.1) 
aUICS.i)-1 
VCi) a aUICn. i) + 0.4dO*z 
END DO 
I = t + 0.4dO*deltat 
CALL SVS_DVNAM C ndim. I. V. Vdot ) 
DO i-l.ndim 
I a deltat*VdotCi) 
aUIC6.i) - I 
VCi) = aUICn. i)+0.2969776092477S360dO*auxC5. i)+ 
+ O. ISB759644971035B3dO*z 
END DO 
z - t + 0.45573725421B7B943dO*deltat 
CALL SVS_DVNAH C ndim. I. V. Vdot ) 
DO i-l.ndim 
I a deltat*VdotCI) 
aUIC7. i) a I 
VCi) .. auxCn. i)+O. 2IBl003B822592047dO*auxCS. i)-
+ 3.0509b514Bb92930BOdO*auICb.i)+ 
+ 3. 8328b47b04b701030dO*1 
END DO 






CALL SVS_DyNAM ( ~dim, I, V, Vdot ) 
DO i=l,ndim 
V(i) a aux(n,i)+O. 1747b02822b2b9037dO*aux(5,i)-




GO 10 ( 90, 130, 150, 210 ), i.~ 
i.tap • 3 
IF ( n - 8 ) 2040, 2020, 2040 
DO n=2,7 
DO i=l,ndim 
aux(n-l, i) .. aux(n, i) 
aux(n+b,i) .. aux(n+7,i) 
END DO 
END DO 
n - 7 
n .. n + 1 
DO i=l,ndim 
aux(n-l,i)" VB) 
aux(n+b, i) = Vdot(i) 
END DO 
t = t + deltat 
istep a istep + 1 
DO i-l,ndim 
DELl .. aux(n-4, i) + 1.3333333333333333*deltat*( aux(n+b,i) + 
+ aux(n+b, i) - aux(n+5.i) + aux(n+4. i) + aux(n+4.i) ) 
V(i) - DELl - 0.925bI98347107438dO*aux(16. i) 
aux(lb, i) a DELl 
END DO 
CALL SVS_DVNAM ( ndim. t. V. Vdot ) 





DELl .. 0.125dO*( 9. dO*aux(n-l.i)-aux(n-3. i)+ 
+ 3. dO*deltat*( Vdot(i)+2. dO*aux(n+b.i)-aux(n+5. i) ) ) 
aux(lb. i) - aux(16. i) - DELl 
V(i) a DELT + 0.07438016528925b20dO*aux(lb.i) 
END DO 
Testing ~heth.r "deltat" must be halved or doubled. 
DELl .. O.ODO 
DO i=l.ndim 
DELl" DELT + auxUS. i)*DABS( auxUbd) 
END DO 
IF ( DELT - EPS ) 2100. 2220. 2220 
"deltat" cannot be halved. ~hich means that V(i) are good. 
CONTINUE 
CALL SVS DVNAM ( ndim, t, V, Vdot ) 
CALL OUTPUT_17 ( ndim, t, tiner. V, Vdot ) 
CALL CHECK ERROR ( ihlf, ICODE ) 
IF ( ICODE-.NE. 0 ) RETURN 1 
IF ( i h If . GE. 11 ) RETURN 
IF ( deltat*( t - tend) .GE. O.OdO ) RETURN 















IF ( DELT .QT. 0.02dO*EPS ) OOTO ~010 
• • 
"deltat" might be doubled if all nacesge~v value. ~~. availablo. 
IF ( ihlf .LE. 0 ) GOTO 2010 
IF ( n . LT. 7 ) GOTO 2010 
IF ( istep . LT. 4 ) GOTD 2010 
imod .. istep/2 
IF ( istep .NE. imod + imod ) OOTO ~010 
deltat .. del tat + del tat 
ihlf .. ihlf - 1 
istep '" 0 
DO i"l.ndim 
aux(n-l.i) .. aUI(n-~.i) 
aUI(n-2.1) ... ul(n-4. 1) 
aUI(n-3.i) = aUI(n-b.i) 
aUI(n+b.i) .. aUI(n+S.i) 
aux(n+5.i) .. aux(n+3.i) 
aUI(n+4.i) .. aUI(n+l.i) 
DELT .. aUI(n+b.i) + aUICn+S.i) 
DELT - DELT + DELT + DELT 
aUIClb. i) .. 8.9b29b29b29b~9b3dO*C V(i)-aux(n-3. i) ) -




c *** "deltat" has to be halvld. 
~:220 ihlf .. ihlf + 1 
IF C ihlf . QT. 10 ) OOTO ~100 
deltat .. O.SdO*deltat 
illtep .. 0 
DO ic:l.ndim 
VCi) .. 0.390b2Sd-2*C 8.dl*auICn-l,i)+13S.dO*auxCn-~.i)+4.dl* 
+ aUICn-3. i)+auICn-4,i) ) - O.117187SdO*C aUICn+b. i)-
+ b.dO*auICn+S,i)-auICn+4, i) )*dllt.t 
aUICn-4. i) .. O.390b2Sd-2*C 12. dO*auICn-l,i)+13S.dO*auICn-2. i) 
+ +10B.dO*.uICn-3,i)+auICn-4,i) ) - O.023437SdO*C 
+ aUICn+b,i)+18. dO*auICn+S,i)-9. dO*aux(n+4.i) )* 
+ deltat 
auxCn-3, i) .. aUICn-2,i) 
aUI(n+4,i) .. aUI(n+S,i) 
END DO 
t .. t - daltat 
DELT .. t - ( deltat + dlltat 
CALL SVS_DVNAH ( ndim. DELT, V, Vdot ) 
DO i-l,ndim 
aUI(n-2,i) .. VCi) 
aux(n+5, i) .. Vdot(i) 
veil .. aUI(n-4,t) 
END DO 
DELT .. DELT - 2.0dO*deltat 
CALL SVS_DVNAH C ndim, DELT, V, Vdot ) 
DO i=l.ndim 
DELT = 3. DO*( aUICn+S. i)+aux(n+4,i) 
aUI(lb. i) .. 8.9b29b29b29b29b3dO*C aUICn-l.I)-V(i) ) -
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= n 'c+u)xne 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c I Cop~right ic) NASA Marshall Space Flight Center I 
c I Hunstville. Alabama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 
c * * 
c * SUBROUTINE POLFRCAL * 
c * Pseudo Open Loop Fre~uenc~ Response CALculations) * 
c * * 
c *********************************************************************** 
c Last revised b~ Bor-Jau Hsi.h (And~) L 
c Juan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso on 02-Jun-85 
SUBROUTINE POLFRCAL( del tat ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
c* COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSION ARRAYS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.o-Z) 
COMMON / FLAG / FLAG(7) 
COMMON / USER / user_choice 
COMMON / FROI / Amp • Omega • Ph •• e 
+ ts 
COMMON / FR02 / THAMP(3) THFEE(3) • THAOL(3) 
+ THPOL(3) • THS(3) • THC(3) 
+ Xl (3) • X2(3) 
+ OMAMP(3) I OMFEE(3) I OMAOL(3) 
+ OMPOL(3) I OMS(3) I OMC(3) 
+ X3(3) I X4(3) I XN 




c* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c *** 
IF( . NOT. FLAG(2) ) RETURN 
XN = 2.dO*PI/( Omega*deltat ) 
Calculate clo.ed-Ioop amplitude L phase 
DO 10 1-1.3 
THS(I) - THS(I)/XN 
THClI) • THC(I)/XN 
THAMP(I) - O.ODO 
THFEE(I) a O.ODO 
IF ( THS(I) .EO. O.ODO . AND. THC(I) . EO. O.ODO ) GOTO 5 
THAMP(I) = 2.*DSORT(THS(I)*THS(I)+THC(I)*THC(I») 
THFEElI) a DATAN2l THC(I), THS(I) ) 
c *** Pseudo Open-Loop Computations 
THAOLlI) - THAMPlI)/DSORTl THAMP(I)*THAMPlI) 
+ + 2.0DO*THAMPlII*DCOSlTHFEE(I» + 1.0DO ) 
THAOLlI) a 20.0DO*LOGI0( THAOL(I) ) 
















X2(I) = THAHP(I)*DCOS( THFEE(I) ) + 1.000 
THPOL(I) E THFEE(I) - DATAN2( Xl(I),X2(I) ) 
THPOL(I) c THPOL(I)*180.DO/PI - lBO.OdO 
CONTINUE 
OMSII) = OMS(I)/XN 
OMC(I) = OMC(I)/XN 
OMAMP(I) = 0.000 
OMFEE(I) = 0.000 
IF ( OMS(I) .EG. 0.000 . AND. OMC(I) .EG. 0.000 ) 
OHAMP(I) = 2.*DSGRT(OMS(I)*OMS(I)+OMC(I)*OMC(I» 
OMFEE(I) = DATAN2(OMC(I),OMS(I» 
OOTO 10 
c *** Pseudo Open-Loop Computationa 
OMAOL(I) a OHAMP(I)/DSORT( OMAMP(I)*OMAMP(I) 
+ + 2. *OMAMP(I)*DCOSIOMFEEII» + 1.000 
OMAOL(I) a 20. DO*L00101 OMAOLII) ) 
X3(1) - OMAMP(I)*DSIN(OMFEE(I» 
X4II) a OMAMP(I)*DCOSIOMFEEII» + 1.000 
OMPOL(I) - OHFEE(I) - DATAN21 X3(I),X4(I) 
OMPOL(I) • OMPOLII)*lBO.ODO/PI - lBO.OdO 
10 CONTINUE 
1000 
IF I user_choice .EG. 1 ) THEN 
WRITE(6,1000) Omega/(2.*PI), Omega, deltat, 
+ THAOL, THPOL, OMAOL, OMPOL 
END IF 
WRITE (17, *) Omega, 
+ ( THAOL(J), THPOUJ), 
















5X, ,** Current freiluencli ',012. 5, , Hz (',012.5,' r', 
'ad/sec ), '/1H ,BX, 
Time increment - ',012.5,' (deltaT)'/1H ,lOX, 
'ANGULAR POSITION: '11H , lOX, 16( '-')/1H , 18X, 'Amplitude " 
'(db)', 19X, 'Phase (degrees) '11H , lOX,' X-axis ',' V-', 
'axia ',' Z-axis ',2X, , X-axis ',' V-axia ',' Z', 
'-axis '11H, 10X,3(Gl0.3),2X,3(GlO.3)/1HO, lOX, 
'ANGULAR RATE: '/lH ,lOX, 12( '-')/1H , 18X, 'Amplitude (db) " 
19X, 'Phase (degreea) '11H , lOX,' X-axis ',' V-axia " 
, Z-axis ',2X,' X-axia ',' V-axia ',' Z-axis '1 





















c I Cbp~righ~ (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight C~nter 
c I Hunstville. Alabama 
c I 1985 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 
c * * 
c * SUBROUTINE OUATERNION * 








This subroutine take. care of OUATERNION's computations. The cal-
culations pre.ent in this routine involve the computation of the 
Ouaternion-Rate equations in terms of the angular rate. in V and 
R frames. In this 1st phase we consider Vr(i) - 0.0. 
Subroutine written b~ ~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso on 22-Apr-85 
Last revised on IO-Mev-BS 
SUBROUTINE OUATERNION ( ndim. V, Vdot ) 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------~---




IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.o-Z) 







Vehicle Theta ~ Omega 
Vehicle Theta ~ Omega Rates 
Moveable Reference 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------












Equating e.plicitl~ Vr(i) - 0.0 
Vr( 1) = 0.000 
Vr( 2) .. 0.000 
Vr( 3) - 0.000 
Vr( 4) - 0.000 
Vr( 5) .. 0.000 
Vr( b) - 0.000 
Vr( 7) .. 0.000 
Vr( 8) - 0.000 
Vr( 9) III 0.000 
Vr(10) - O.ODO 
If FLAG(4) • . FALSE. then no Ouaternion computation i. performed. 
IF( . NOT. FLAO(4) ) RETURN 
Ouaternion's computations are done in arrav. V(i) and Vdot(i), 
previousl~ to Integration. 
Thus. we have that: 
Odot(l) Vdot(4) .. 0.5*[ 0(4)*( Vv(l)-Vr(l) ) 
- 0(3)*( Vv(2)+Vr(2) 
+ 0(2)*( Vv(3)+Vr(3) ) ] 
Odot(2) = Vdot(5) = 0.5*[ 0(3)*( Vv(I)+Vr(l) ) 














, - 0(1)*( Vv(3)+Vr(3) ] 
Odot(3) Vdot(b) • 0.5*[ - 0(2)*( Vv(l)+Vr(l) 
+ 0(1)*( Vv(2)+Vr(2) 
+ 0(4)*( Vv(3)-Vr(3) ] 
Odot(4) = Vdot(7) • 0.5*[ - 0(1)*( Vv(l)-Vr(l) 
- 0(2)*( Vv(2)-Vr(2) 
- 0(3)*( vv(3)-Vr(3) ) ] 
Forming the Ouat~rnion Rate ~quation •. 
Vdot(4) D O.5dO*( V(7)*( V(l)-Vr(l) - V(b)*( V(2)+Vr(2) 
V(S)*( V(3)+Vr(3) ) ) 
Vdot(S) - O.SdO*( V(b)*( V(l)+Vr(l) + V(7)*( V(2)-Vr(2) 
V(4)*( V(3)+Vr(3) ) ) 
Vdot(b) - O.SdO*( -V(S)*( V(l)+Vr(l) + V(4)*( V(2)+Vr(2) 
V(7)*( V(3)-Vr(3) ) ) 
Vdot(7) - O.SdO*( -V(4)*( V(l)-Vr(l) - V(S)*( V(2)-Vr(2) 














c I Cop~right (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Center : 
c I Hunstville. Al~bama 
c I 19B5 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 













This routine take. the data generated b~ the OUTPUT routine from 
the temporar~ file. (unit-17) and build. the output file. for 
each t~pe of response. 
Written b~ Bor-Jau Hsieh (And~) and 
~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso on 12-MaV-85 
La.t revised on 02-Jun-B5 
SUBROUTINE RESULTS ( Y ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
c* COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSION OF ARRAYS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
COMMON I FLAO I FLAO(7) 
COMMON IREADINI Bound(15) • YinClO) , Kp(3.3) 
+ Kd(3.3) , INMAT<3.3) • INMATVC3.3) 
+ Thcom(3) , Omcom(3) 
COMMON I STEP I PMO(3) , RTini (3) , RTend(3) 
+ DT(3) , ST(3) , PT(3) 
+ RTC3) , RTiminC3) • RTemin(3) 
+ DTmin(3) , Thpeak(3) 
COMMON I FR02 / THAMP(3) , THFEE(3) , THAOL(3) 
+ THPOL(3) , THSC3) , THC(3) 
+ Xl(3) , X2(3) 
+ OMAMP(3) , OMFEE(3) , OMAOLC3) 
+ OMPOL(3) , DMS(3) , OMC(3) 
+ X3(3) , X4(3) , XN 
COMMON I IMPU / ST_impC3) , PT_imp(3) , Thpeak_imp (3) 
COMMON / PI / PI 
COMMON / SCRP I record_counter , nduml 
· 
ndum2 
DIMENSION Y( 10) 
REAL*8 Kp , Kd , INMAT , INMATV 





c* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------CLS = char(27)llchar(91)llchar(72)//char(27)/lchar(91)/lchar C50) 
IIchar(74) 



















IF I FLAG!4) ) T~EN 
pro_tllpe = 1 
END IF 
IF I FLAGI 1) ) STEP Response. 
THEN 
DO J = 1. 3 
IF I ThcomlJ) .NE. 0.000 ) THEN 
PMOIJ) = ( DABSIThpeak(J)-ThcamIJ))/ThcamIJ) )*100.000 
RT(J) - RTend(J) - RTini(J) 
END IF 
END DO 
NUNITI • 1 
NUNIT2 = 7 
ASSIGN 1000 TO NLINEI 
ASSIGN 1010 TO NLINE2A 
ASSIGN 1020 TO NLINE2B 
ASSIGN 1030 TO NLINE2C 
ASSIGN 1040 TO NLINE3 
END IF 
IF I FLAIH2) 
THEN 
nduml - INTI Boundlll) 
ndum2 - INTI Baund(12) 
NUNITI - 2 
ASSIGN 2000 TO NLINE1 
ASSIGN 2010 TO NLINE3 
END IF 
IF ( FLACH3) ) 
THEN 
NUNITI • 3 
NUNIT2 • 14 
ASSIGN 3000 TO NLINE1 
ASSIGN 3010 TO NLINE2A 




The next portion of the routine will take care of storing results 
of simulation. 
REWIND 17 
record_counter • 0 
page_counter • 0 
Initializing number of records. 
Initializing number of page •. 
c *** Telling the user to use the NO-SCROLL kel,l to see page bl,l 
c page the output. 
WRITEINUNIT1.*) CLS 
CALL ENTER_HOLD_SCREEN_MODE I HOLD. 1. IDUMMY ) 
WRITEINUNIT1.*) HOLD 
WRITEINUNIT1.900) 
c *** Storing values in Numerical Output 
10 CONTINUE 

















reco~d count~r record_counter + 1 





i = i + 5 
GO TO 20 
END IF 











IF ( i . LT. 14 ) GO TO 15 
WRITE(NUNITl.910) 
WRITE(NUNITl.*) HOLD 
FR. TEMPI. TEMP2. 
( V(J)' J-l.10 ) 
FR. TEMPI. TEMP2. 
( V(J)' J-l.10 ) 
t 
V( J). J-l.10 
t 
V( J). J'"I.3 ) 
V( k). k=8. 10 ) 
t. V( J). J-l.6 





GO TO 10 Return and write new page 
CONTINUE 
Exiting from hold-screen mode. 
CALL EXIT_HOLD_SCREEN_MODE( HOLD. 1. IDUMMV ) 
WRITE(NUNITl.*) HOLD 
IF ( FLAO(2) ) GO TO 40 
IF ( FLAG(3) ) GO TO 35 
Entering hold-screen mode in unit NUNIT2-7 
WRITE(NUNIT2.*) CLS 
CALL ENTER_HOLD_SCREEN_MODE( HOLD. 1. IDUMMV 
WRITE(NUNIT2.*) HOLD 
WRITE(NUNIT2.900) 
Storing Characteristic. of Step Response in THETAOCHA.STP 
WRITE(NUNIT2.*) CLS 
WRITE(NUNIT2.*) HOLD 
WRITE(NUNIT2.NLINE2A) PMO( 1). i-l.3 ). 
PTU). i-l.3 ) 
WRITE(NUNIT2.*) CLS 
WRITE(NUNIT2.*) HOLD 
WRITE(NUNIT2.NLINE2B) RTU) • i-l.3 ). 
DTU) • i-l.3 ) 
WRITE(NUNIT2.*) CLS 
WRITE(NUNIT2.*) HOLD 
WRITE(NUNIT2.NLINE2C) ST( 1) • 1"1.3 
Exiting the hold-scre.n mode 
CALL EXIT_HOLD_SCREEN_MODE( HOLD. 1. IDUMMV 
WRITE(NUNIT2.*) HOLD 












































WRITECNUNIT2 •• ) CLS 
WRITECNUNIT2.NLINE2A) Thpeak_impCi). i"1.3 ). 
PT_imp C i). i"1.3 ). 
ST_impU). i-1.3 ) 
Calling the Plotting routine to perform plots of the re.ults 
and store them into the appropiate output file •. 
CONTINUE 
CALL SCR_PLOTTER 
Caneration of output file for tha printar: PRINTER.DAT 
REWIND 17 
page_counter ~ 0 
CONTINUE 
page_countar .. page_counter + 1 
WRITECIB.NLINE3) page_counter 
DO 60 1 .. 1.50 
record_counter - record_counter + 1 
IF C FLAC(2) ) 
THEN 
READC17.*.END-70) FR. TEMPI, TEMP2, 
C V(J)' J-l,10 ) 
WRITE(lB.950) FR, TEMPI. V(3). V(7). 
CO TO 60 
END IF 
IF ( FLAC(4) 
TEMP2. V(4). V(B). 
V(l), V(S), V(9)' 
V(:U, V(b), VUO) 
THEN 
READC17.*.END-70) t 
( V(J). J-l,10 
WRITEUB.930) t 
ELSE 
( V(J), J-l.3 ), 
( V(k). 11-8.10 ) 
READ(17.*.END-70) t. ( V(J). J-l.6 








GO TO 50 Return and write new paga 
70 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
C *************************** FORMATS ******************************C 
900 FORMAT(lH 11H 11H 11H 11H 11H 11H 11H 11H .SX. 
+ 'In order for ~ou to see the output generated b~ the'l 
+ IH .5X. 'SIMULATION Program, please. PRESS the NO-SCROLL lIe~'1 
+ IH. 51. 'to start looking at the Output ... 'I 
+ IH IIH 11H 11H 11H 11H 11H 11H 11H 11H 11H ) 
910 FORMATCIH 11H .2X. 'Plaase. Press tha NO-SCROLL lIa~ to conti'. 
+ 'nue on next page ... ') 





FORI1AT< lH , G12. 6.p(G20. 12» 
FORI1A T< GS. 3, 3 ( -4G 18. 61 8X) 
FORMAT(lH, 13G10.2) 















































FORMAT(lH ,lOX, 'NUMERICAL OUTPUT FOR STEP RESPONSE ANALYSIS', 91, 
'Page ',I3/1H , 
lOX, '======c=2~=-E.c •• ~.c=_mac ••• =_.~_. ______ a_m'/1H I 
'Time',6X, 'OMEGA(x)',4X, 'OMEGA(II)',4X, 'OMEGA(I)', 
4X, 'THETA(x)',4X, 'THETA(II)',4X, 'THETA(I)'I'(sec)', 
2X,3( 3x,'(rad/sec)' ),3( 3x,'(radians)') 
14('-'),2X,6(4X,8('-'») 
FORMATUH ,20X, 'Characteristics of Step Response', lOX, 'Palle l' 
11H ,20x,32('-')/IH 11H I 
lH , lOX, '1.- PERCENTAGE OF MAXIMUM OVERSHOOT' 
, (PMO)' 11H , 14X, 37( '-' )/IH I 
IH , 14X, 'PHO (x-axis) - '.012.6,' X '1 
IH , 14X, , (II-axis) - '.012.1 .. ' X '1 
IH , 14X, , (I-axis)" '.012.6.' X '/IH I 
IH , lOX. '2. - PEAK TIME (PT> '/IH .14X, 14( '-')/IH I 
lH .14X.' PT (x-axis) - '.012.6,' .ec.'1 
lH .14X.' (II-axis)" '.012.6,' .ec. '1 
IH • 14X. ' (z-axis)" ',012.6.' sec. '/IH 11H I 
IH , 2X, 'Please. Press the NO-SCROLL .ell to continue ' 
'on next palle ... '/IH 11H ) 
FORMAT(lH ,20X, 'Characteristics of Step Respon.e'.10X. 'Palle 2' 
11H .20x,32('=')/1H 11H I 
lH , lOX. '3. - RISINO TIME (RT> '/IH • 14X, 16( '-')/IH I 
lH ,14X,' RT (x-axis) ',012.6,' sec. '1 
IH ,14X,' (II-axis) - ',012.6,' sec. '1 
IH ,14X,' (I-axis) • ',012.6,' sec. '/IH I 
IH ,lOX, '4.- DELAY TIME (DT>'/IH ,14X.15('-')/IH I 
IH,14X,' DT (x-axis)" '.012.6,' sec. '1 
lH ,14X,' (II-axis) - ',012.6,' sec.'1 
IH • 14X. ' (I-axis) - ',012.6,' sec. '/IH 11H I 
IH • 2X, 'Please, Press the NO-SCROLL kell to continue ' 
'on next page ... '/IH 11H ) 
FORMATUH ,20X, 'Characteristics of Step Response " lOX, 'Palle 3' 
11H ,201.32('-')/1H 11H I 
IH , lOX. '5. - SETTLINO TIME (ST> '/IH , 14X, 18( '-')/1H I 
IH ,14X,' ST (x-axis) - ',012.6.' sec. '1 
IH ,14X,' (II-axis) - '.012.6,' sec.'1 
lH .14X.' (z-axis) - ',012.6.' sec.') 
FORMAT(IHl,25X, 'NUMERICAL OUTPUT FOR STEP RESPONSE ANALYSIS'.5x, 
'Page ',I3/1H , 25X, '_=a= •••••• zc_= •••••• ____ ••• ______ ••• __ •• ___ '/IHOI 
IH , 2X. 'Time', 12X, , OMEGA ( x) '. 12X, 'OMEGA( II) " 12X, 'OMEOA( '. 
, z ) '. 12X. 'THETA( x) '. 12X. , THETA ( II) '. 12X. 'THETA ( I) , 
11H .2X,'(sec)'.3( llX.'(rad/sec)' ).3( llX.'(radians)') 
11H ,2X.5('-').6(11X.9('-'» 
11H ) 
Cac ••• a_ •••• c =====: FORMATS FOR FREGUENCY ANALYSIS =aa:_======== ... ======C 
2000 FORMAT(lH • lOX. 'NUMERICAL OUTPUT FOR FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS' 






lOX, ,-.==-==== ••••• -----.----.=.-----=-==-=.-----.... ' 
IIH 11H I 
'Freq. '.6X. 'THETA_AMP (x) '. 6X. 'THETA_PHA( x) '. 
6X. 'OMEGA_AMP (x) '. 6X. 'OHEGA_PHA( x) , I 




















') 6X. 'OMEGA_AMP (II) '. 6X. 'OMEGA_PHA( II) , I 
'.6X. 'THETA_AMP (z) '. 6X. , THETA_PHA ( 1) '. 
6X. 'OMEGA_AMP(I)'.6X. 'OMEGA_PHACz)' 
FORMAT(IH1.33X. 'NUMERICAL OUTPUT FOR FREGUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS' 
• 5x. 'Page '. I3/1H • • 
33X. '=.~a=~~==_=_==~~a~=a=c.a=._ ••• __ =_=Ka_.c= __ ====_' 
11HO/IH .13('+---------'). '+'/IH • 
, I Frequenc III '. 2lX. 'ANGULAR POSITION'. :22X. ' I '. :23X. 
'ANGULAR RATE'.:24X. 'I '/IH ,'1 '.9X.'I' 
.9X. 'Amplitude', 11X, '1'.lIX, 'Phil5e'.13X, '1',9X. 
'Amplitude'.llX. '1'.llX. 'Pha5e'.13X. 'I' 
IIH • '1'.9X. '1'.9X. 'CDecibels) '.lOX. '1'.9X. 'CDegrees)', 
11X, '1',9X. '(Decibels) ',lOX. '1',9X, 'CDegre.s) ',llX, 'I' 
I1H , ·I',7X.4C2X.'1 X-alis',4X. 'Y-axis',4X, '2-ali5'), 
I '/1H , 13( '.---------'), '.' 





























FORMATCIH ,lOX, 'NUMERICAL OUTPUT FOR IMPULSE RESPONSE ANALYSIS' 
) 
, 5X. 'Page ',I3/1H , lOX, , ___ s ______ ._a_. _____ a_. _____ a_a ____ . ________ •• ' 
11H/IH , 'Time',6X. 'OMEGACI)',4X, 'OMEGACII)',4X, 'OMEGACz)', 
4X. 'THETACI)',4X, 'THETACII)',4X, 'THETACz)'/IH ,4C'-'), 
2X,6C4X,8C'-'» 
FORMAT(1H ,20X, 'Characteristics of Impuille Response'/lH ,201, 
35C ',,')/IHO.I0X. 'ANGULAR POSITION'/IH ,lOX,16C '-')1 
IHO,lOX,'l.- Peak value (x-axis)· ',012.6,' Crad)'1 
IH ,lOX,' (II-alill) • ',012.6,' (rad)'1 
IH ,lOX,' (I-alis). ',012.6,' (rad)'1 
IHO,IOX, '2.- Peak tim. (I-alis) • ',GI2.6,' (sec)'1 
IH ,lOX,' (II-alill). ',G12.6.' (lIec)'1 
IH ,lOX,' (z-alis). ',012.6.' (lIec)'1 
IHO, 101, '3. - S.ttl ing tim. (1-011 is;) .. ',012.6,' (lIec)' I 
IH ,lOX.' (II-Ollis) - ',G12.6.' (.ec)'1 
IH ,lOX,' (I-alis) - ',cH2.6,' (sec)' 
) 
FORMAT(lHI,25X, 'NUMERICAL OUTPUT FOR IMPULSE RESPONSE ANALYSIS' 
,51, 'Page ',13/1H , 
END 
~5X, '._.=caa •••••••• =._._._. ___ c ••••• ___ ._ •••••••• _' 
IIHOI 
IH ,2X, 'Time', 12X, 'OMEOA(I) ',12X, 'OMEOA(II)', 12X, 'OMEGA( " 
, I) '. 12X, , THETA ( x) " 12X, , THETA C II) " 12X, 'THETAC z) , 
























c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ , , J 
C I Copyright (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight C~nter I 
c I Hunstville. Alabama I 



















Solution of a system of first order ordinary differential 
e~uations with given initial values. 
Particular .ituation: b variable. devided into two set •• , one for 
position and the other for angular velocity. 
If Quaternion'. Computation. are going to be performed a new .et 
of 4 variables is added. 
The method applied is by means of 4th order Runge-Kutta formul-
ation by using the modification due to gill. 
Written by Juan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso on 22-Jan-85 
Last revised on 01-Jun-S5 













Array of States. 
Derivative of States. 
Error Return code . 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c COMMON AREAS DEFINITIONS AND ARRAVS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
DIMENSION V( 10) 
a(4) 
, VdotUO) 




c* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
DO i-1,ndim 
aUICS,l) - 0.066666b6bb6b6b6667dO*Vdot(i) 
END DO 
t cz to 
tend .. tf 
deltat = tincr 





CALL SVS_DVNAM ( ndim. t, V, Vdot ) 
IF ( deltat*( tend-t ) ) 380. 370, 20 


















a( 2) = ~ 292893~1881345248dO 
a( 3) = 1.7071067811865475dO 
a( 4) .. O. 16666b66666666667dO 
b ( 1) ~ 2.0dO 
b ( 2) .. 1. OdO 
b ( 3) .. 1. OdO 
b( 4) 2.0dO 
e ( 1) .. 0.5dO 
e( 2) '" a( 2) 
c( 3) .. a( 3) 
e( 4) .. 0.5dO 
DO i=l.ndim 
aux ( 1. i) = V( i) 
aux( 2. i) .. Vdot(i) 
aUK( 3. i) - O. dO 
aUI( b. i) .. o. dO 
END DO 
irae 0 
daltat = deltat + delt.t 
ihlf .. -1 
htap 0 
iend - 0 
First Runga-Kutta stap . 
IF ( (t + daltat - tend)*deltat ) 70. 100. 50 
del tat = tend - t 
iend .. 1 
CONTINUE 
CALL OUTPUT_17 ( ndim. t. tiner. V. Vdot ) 
CALL CHECK_ERROR ( iree. ICODE 
IF ( ICODE .NE. 0 ) RETURN 1 
itest = 0 
istep • istep + 1 
J • 1 Start of innermost Runge-Kutt. loop. 
100 aJ .. a( J) 
bJ-b(J) 







rl .. deltat*Vdot(i) 
r2 - aJ*C rl-bJ*aux(b. i) 
Veil - veil + r2 
r2 - r2 + r2 + r2 
aUICb. i) .. aUI(b.i) + r2 - cJ*rl 
END DO ' 
IF ( J - 4 ) 120. 150, 150 
J .. J + 1 
IF ( J - 3 ) 130, 140. 130 
t - t + 0.5dO*deltat 
CALL SVS_DVNAM ( ndim, t. V. Vdot 
GO TO 100 
IF ( 1 test ) lbO, 1100. 200 Test of Accurracv 
DO i=l.ndim 



























itest .. ~ ) 
istep .. istep + istep - 2 
ihlf = ihlf + 1 
t = t - del tat 
del tat .. 0.5dO*deltat 
DO· i=l. ndim 
VC i) 
Vdotei) 
aUK e 6. i) 
END DO 
GO TO 90 
imod .. istep/2 
.. aUKe I. i) 
aUKC 2. i) 
= aUI( 3. i) 
IF e istep - imod - imod ) 210. 230. 210 
CONTINUE 
CALL SYS DVNAM e ndim. t. V. Vdot ) 
DO i-l. ndim 
aUle5.i) .. veo 
aUle7. i) .. VdotCU 
END DO 
GO TO 90 







delt - delt + aUICB.i)*DABSC aUKC4.i)-VCi) ) 
END DO 
IF C delt - EPS ) 2BO. 2BO. 250 
IF C ihlf - 10 ) 260. 360. 360 
DO i-l.ndim 
aUKC 4. i) - aUKC 5. 1) 
END DO 
istep a istep + istep - 4 
t ... t - deltat 
iend .. 0 
00 TO lBO 
Result value. ere good 
CONTINUE 
CALL SYS_DYNAM e ndim. t. V. Vdot ) 
DO i a l.ndim 
aUIC I. i) ... VCil 
aUle 2. i) .. VdotCi) 
aUIC 3. i) .. aUIC 6. 1) 
Vei) .. aUKC 5. i) 
YdotCi) .. aUK( 7. i) 
END DO 
CALL OUTPUT_17 C ndim. t-deltat. tiner. V. Vdot ) 
CALL CHECK_ERROR C ihlf. ICODE ) 
IF C ICODE .NE. 0 ) RETURN 1 
DO i"l.ndim 
VCU co aUIC I. 1) 
. YdotCi) .. aUKC 2. i) 
END DO 
iree .. ihlf 
IF C tend ) 320. 320. 390 
ihlf - thlf - t Increment gets doubled. 
istep istep/2 
del tat del tat + deltat 
IF ( ihlf)) 40. ~30. 330 
33~ imod = istep/2 
IF ( istep - imod - imod ) 40. 340. 40 
340 IF ( delt - 0.02dO*EPS ) 350. 350. 40 
350 ihlf ~ ihlf - 1 
istep = istep/2 
del tat ~ del tat + del tat 
GO TO 40 
360 ihlf = 11 
CALL SVS DVNAH ( ndim. t. V. Vdot ) 
GO TO 390 
370 ihlf - 12 
GO TO 390 
380 ihlf a 13 
390 CALL OUTPUT 17 ( ndim. t. tiner. V. Vdot ) 
CALL CHECK_ERROR ( ihlf. ICODE 













* C *********************************************************************** 
C ...•• Written b~ Juan J. Rodriguel-Moscoso on 07-Ma~-B5 
c ..... This routine reads in a file FOR017.DAT pr.viou.l~ created with 
c ..... all data to be plotted. Then. it proceeds to build a screen plot 
c ..... of this data for VT100's like terminals. 
SUBROUTINE SCRJPLOTTER 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMMON AREAS AND ARRAVS DEFINITIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
c *** Common Areas Definitions: 
c *** 
c *** 
COMMON IREADINI Bound(15) 
+ Kd(3,3) 
+ Thcom(3) 




, Kp (3,3) 
INMATV(3,3) 












Plot of au. 
Variable definitions 
LOGICAL*l FLAG(7) 
REAL*B Kp. Kd • INHAT • INMATV 
CHARACTER*l plot_s~mbol(lo). blank. bode_s~mbol(4) 
CHARACTER*3 home-pos 
CHARACTER*4 upl. TITUL02A 




















TITULD4B. TITULOlo. TITUL09 
plot_s~mbol/'x'.'~'.'l', 'x', 'V'. '1'1. blank/' '/ 
TITUL01/'PIot of Angular'l. 
TITULD2A/'RATE'I. TITULD2B/'PD9ITION'I, 
TITULD3A/'[Dmega('I. TITULD3D/'[Theta('I. 
TITULD4A/')] (rad/sec)'I, TITULD4B/')] (radians)'/ 
• TITULD5/'vs Time (seconds)'I, 
















UNIDAD/'(decibel)'. '(degrees)'. '(rad/sC!c)'1 
TITULO/' 'I. blanco/' '1 
bode_svmbol/'A'. 'P'. 'A'. 'P'I 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* PLOTTING * 
c----------------------------------------------------------------~-------
c *** Check out FLAGs to determine how man V plotting files are needed. 
REWIND 17 
call cursor _right( moverl0. 1, idumm. 10 
call cursor_up ( up!. 1. idumm. 1 ) 
call cursor _home( hORleJos, 1. idummv 
DO i"'I.3 
IF ( FLAOU) 
THEN 
GO TO ( 1. 2. 3 ). i 
END IF 
END DO 
c=a~c==_=~=c=====a.=== THETAOPLOT.STP ~ OMEOAOPLOT.STP =a.=",a"'._.m~==_._c 
1 CONTINUE 
is_saito a (number_records - 1)/60 
is_resto - MOD( number_records - 1. 60 ) 
is_re •• l is_s.lto 
kt - 1 
IF ( FLAO(4) ) 
THEN 
READCl7.*) tCl). (YCk.U. k-l,3), TEMP. TEMP. TEMP. TEMP. 
( Y(k. U. ka4.6 ) 
DO I - 1.60 
DO J .. 1. is_resal 
READCl7.*) tckt+1). (V(k.I+U. k-l.3). TEMP, TEMP. 
TEMP. TEMP. ( YCk. 1+1). k-4.6 ) 
END DO 
IF ( MOD(I.I0) .EQ. 0 ) kt - kt + 1 
END DO 
ELSE 
READU7.*) t(1). ( VCk.U. k-l.6 ) 
DO I .. 1.60 
DO J - 1. is_resal 
READU7. *) tCkt+U. ( V(kol+U, k-l.6 
END DO 
IF ( MOD(I.I0) . EO. 0 ) kt - kt + 1 
END DO 
END IF 
DO I ... 1.6 
Vmal(l) .. 0.0 
Ymin(l) .. 0.0 
END DO 
DO I .. 1.60 
DO J .. 1.6 
IF (Y(J.I) .OT. Ymax(J) 
IF ( Y(J. I) . LT. Ymin(J) 
END DO 
END DO 
Vmax(J) .. V(J. I) 











iunit = 9 
DO I = 1~ b ~ -! Plotting fi~st OMEGAOPLT.STP fo~ eve~~ alis. 
and then THETAOPLT.STP 
TITULO = • • 
TITULO(1:2B) = TITUL011Ibl~nkIITITUL02AllblankIITITUL03A 
TITULO(29:59) = plot_symbol(i)IITITUL04AllblankIITITUL05 
IF ( I . GT. 3 ) 
THEN 
iunit .. B 
TITULO(17:b3) • TITUL02BllblankIITITUL03Bllplot_symbol(i) 
IITITUL04BllblankIITITULO~ 
END IF 
call clea~_displ~y( iunit. '.' ) 
call d~a", ales( iunit, Vmal (I), Vmin<I), t. kt 
WRITE(iuntt,*) home-pos, blanco. TITULO 
call cu~so~ _do",n( moved. 1, idummy. 21 ) 
idummy a idummy - 1 
WRITE(iunit.*) mav.dB: idumm~', upl 
posit a 20.0*( V(I.l) - Vmin(I) )/( Vmal(i)-Vmin(I) )+1.0DO 
ne",_position = NINT(posit) 
call cu~so~ _up ( moved. I. idumm. nelll-posi tion ) 
idumm = idumm-l . 
WRITE(iunit.*) moved(l: idumm). move~10. plot_svmbol(i). upl 
old-pos .. posit 
DO J=l.bO 
posit a 20.0*( V(i'J+I)-Vmin(i) )/(Vm~x(i)-Vmin(i»)+1.0 
is-posic • NINT(posit) - NINT(old-pos) 
old-pos - posit 
ne",-position a is-posic 
IF ( n.",-position .OE. 0 
THEN 
call cu~so~_up( cu~s-po •• 1. idum. ne"'-position 
ELSE 
call cu~.o~ _do",n( cu~s-pos. 1. idum. 
IABS(n.",-position) 
END IF 
idum a idum-l 
call cu~sor _right( mover, 1. idumm. J , 
idumm a idumm - 1 
IF ( ne"'-position . EO. 0 ) 
THEN 
WRITE(iunit.*) move~10. mover(l: idumm). 
plot_svmboIU). upl 
ELSE 
WRITE(iunit •• ) curs-pos(l: idum). move~10. 
move~(l:idumm). plot_svmbol(i). upl 
END IF 
END DO 
WRITE(lunit •• ) home-pos 
call cursor _do",n( moved. 1. idummy. 21 ) 




c~·==~a_.aaa~c==~~a~_a THETAOAMP.FRG & THETAOPHA.FRG -E----___________ =_c 
c OMEGAOAMP.FRO & OMEGAOPHA.FRO c 
2 CONTiNUE 
kt .. 0 
number_recbrds = number_decades*number_samp_' + 1 
DO i=l,number records 
IF ( Dound(13) .EO. 1.000 ) 
THEN 
READ(17,.) tUt+1), (V(kd)' k=I,4), (TEMP, k=I,8) 
iaxis :0 I 
ELSE 
IF ( Bound( 14) . EO. 1.000 ) 
THEN 
READC17,.' tUt+1), (TEMP. 11"1.4). ( VCk.O. 11-1.4 ) 
• ( TEMP. 11-1.4 ) , 
iaxis .. 2 
ELSE 
READU7 •• , t(kt+1). (TEMP. k-l.8). ( Y(k, I), k-l.4 ) 
iaxis .. 3 
END IF 
END IF 
IF ( MOD( i-I.number_samp_' ) . EO. 0 ) kt .. kt + 1 
END DO 
DO i=I,4 
Vmax (i) .. 0.000 




IF ( V( J. i) .OT. Vm .. (J) 




TITULO - ' , 
Vm •• (J) .. Y(J.i) 
Ymin(J) .. Y(J.i) 
TITULO(I: 13) .. TITUL0611blank 
TITULO(14:22) .. TITUL02Bllbiank 
IF ( I . QT. 2 ) TITULO(14:22) a' '1ITITUL02AII' 
IF ( MOD(I-l.2) . EO. 0 ) 
THEN 
TITULO(23:36) .. TITUL07AII' far ' 
TITULO(37:55) .. plat_svmbal(ia.is)IITITUL081Iblankll 
TITUL09 
blanca .. UNIDAD(I) 
ELSE 
TITULO(23:32) .. TITUL07BII' 'or' 
TITULO(33:51) .. plat_svmbal(ia.is)IITITUL081Iblankll 
TITUL09 
blanca .. UNIDAD(2) 
END IF 
iunit '" 9 + I 
call clear _displav( iunit. '.' ) 
call draw_axl!s( iunit, Vmax(l), Ymin(l). t. kt ) 
WRITE(iunit •• ) hame-pas. blanca.' '. TITULO(I:55) 
blanca .. ' , 
call cursor_dawn( moved, 1. idummv. 20 ) 
call cursor _right( mavl!r. I. idum. 71 ) 
idummv .. idumm\l -. 1 
idum .. idum - 1 
WRITE(iunit.*1 moved(l:idummv), mover(l:idumm', UNIDAD(3). 
hame-pos 























• idumm~ a idumm~ - 1 WRITE(1unit.*~ moved(l: idumm~) 
posit - 20.0*( Y(I.l) - Ymin(I) )/( Ymax(I)-YminCI) )+1.0dO 
new-position = NINTCposit) 
call cursor_up ( moved. 1. idumm. ne"'-position ) 
idumm = idumm-l 
WRITECiunit.*) moved<1: idumm). moverlO. bode_sllmboHI)' upl 
old-pos = posit 
DO ~=l.number records-l 
posit =-20.0*C yei'J+l)-Yminei) )/eYmaxCi)-YminCi»+1.0 
is-posic .. NINTCposit) - NINTCold-pos) , 
old-pos .. posit 
ne"'-position .. is-posic 
IF C ne"'-position .OE. 0 
THEN 
call cursor_upe curs-pos. 1. idum. ne"'-position 
ELSE 
call cursor_do",ne curs-pos. 1. idum. 
IABSCne"'-position) 
END IF 
idum .. idum - 1 
K .. bO*J/C number_records - 1) 
call cursor _righte mover. 1. idumm. K ) 
idumm • idumm - 1 
IF C ne"'-position . EO. 0 ) 
THEN 
WRITECiunit.*) moverl0. moverCl: idumm). 
bode_slllllbolCi)' upl 
ELSE 
WRITECiunit •• ) curs-posCl:idum). moverl0. 




call cursor _do",n( moved. 1. idulllmll' 21 ) 















c I Copyright~(c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Cent~r I 
c I Hunstville, Alolllbama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * 
c * * 
c * Subroutine SIMULATION • 




Written by Bor-Jau Hsieh (Andy) L 
Juan J. Rodriguez-Moscoso on OJ-Jun-85 
SUBROUTINE SIMULATION ( ICODE ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSION ARRAVS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
COMMON / FLAG / FLAG(7) 
COMMON / USER / user_choice 
COMMON /READIN/ Bound(15) , Yin(10) • Kp(J.3) + Kd(3,3) • INMATC3.3) • INMATV(3.3) 
+ Thcom(3) • Omcom(3) COMMON / STEP / PMO(3) • RTini (3) • RTend(3) 
+ DT(J) , ST(3) • PT(3) 
+ RTCJ) • RTimin(J) • RTemin(3) + DTmin(3) • Thpeak(3) COMMON / FROl / Amp • Omega • Phase 
+ ts 
COMMON / FR02 / THAMP(3) • THFEE(3) • THAOL(3) 
+ THPOL(3) • THS(3) • THC(3) 
+ Xl (3) • X2(3) 
+ OMAMP(3) • OMFEE(3) • OMAOU3) 
+ OMPOL(3) • OMS(3) • OMC(3) 
+ X3(3) • X4(3) • XN COMMON / FROJ / Freq • Const • Tau COMMON / IMPU / ST_imp(3) , PT_imp(3) • Thp .. k_imp (3) COMMON / DAMP / damp_flag 
DIMENSION V( 10) • Vdot (10) 
INTEQER user _choice. damp_flag 
REAL*B Kp • Kd • INMAT • INMATV 
LOGICAL*l FLAG 
CHARACTER*9 Response_type 
DATA Response_type/' '/ 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c .** Initializing of the common input parameters. 
ndim - 6 ! dimension of the _v.tem 
to - Bound(l) initial time 
tf ~ Bound(2) final time 












Ch~ck if damping ~Iits. 




IF ( Kd(I,J) .NE. 0.000 
THEN 






Computing the inverse of the Inertia Matril. 
DO 1=1. 3 
DO J=1,3 
INMATyel,J) a INMATel.J) 
END DO 
END DO 
CALL MATINye INMATY. 3, ICODE 
IF e ICODE .NE. 0 ) RETURN 
Checking FLAG(i) [i=1.3] for determining t~pe of anal~sis 
IF ( FLAGel) ) THEN 









S~tting Input Commands to step. 
DO J=1,3 
Thcom(J) a Bound(J+l2) 
Omcom(J) - DoundeJ+9) 
END DO 
Ma~-OlB-BS 
Initialization for stap response characteristics anal~sis 
DO J"'1, 3 
RTimin(J) = Thcom(J) 
RTemin(J) • Thcom(J) 
DTmineJ) a Thcom(J) 
PMO(J) = 0.000 
RT( J) = O. 000 
DT( J) .. O. 000 
ST( J) a O. 000 
END DO 
Nrt = 1 
Respons._t~pe .. 'STEP' 
GOTO 100 
END IF 
Fraquenc~ Response Anal~sis 
IF ( FLAG(2) ) THEN 
Initialize input parameters 
DO Jz:1,3 
Thcom(J) • O.OdO 
Omcom(J) .. O.OdO 
END DO 
Tau .. Dound(~) 
Amp" Boun.J(B) 
Input Commands - 0.0 for 

























tt of' decade5 
F~a~e .. Bound(IO) 
Nd~c Bo~nd (11) 
Nsd .. Bound(12) 
del tat = Dound(3) 
I of sampling f'req./decade 
Con5t = DEXP( (DLOQ(10.0DO) )/DFLOAT(N~d) 
Freq .. Bound(9)/Const Lowest ~ngular 
N5f' .. Ndec*Nsd + 1 
Nrt .. Nsf' 
Response_t~pe .. 'FRLOUENCY' 
GOTO 100 
END IF 
IMPULSE Response Anal~sis 
IF ( FLAQ(3) ) THEN 
Nrt .. 2 















WRITE(6, 1000) Response_t~pe 
WRITE(6,1010) 
READ(S,*) u5er_choice 
user_choice - 1 !This will be taken out. 
DO i=l, Nrt 






CALL INTEGRATION ( ndim 
to 
CALL POLFRCAL ( 
END DO 
CALL RESULTS( Y ) 
RETURN 
ICODE a 2 
RETURN 
ICODE - 3 
RETURN 







del tat ) 
S5HFORTRAN-77 'Generic Simulation Program' under Elecution 
/lH , SX, 55( '-')/IHO, 5X, , - T~pe of' response anailisis se', 
'lected = ',A) 
FORMAT ( lH , 5X, , - Would ~ou like to see partial results during " 
'the execution '11H ,9X, '0' the 5imulation program?'/IH , 
20X, '1) lIes'/lH ,20X, '2) no'/IH ,9X, 'S.lect ~our choice:' 




























c * * 
c * SUBROUTINE SUM_ERRORS * 








This routine calculates the errors bet~een 
INPUT COMMANDS and OUTPUTS 
at summing Junction of the system block diagram 
Written by ~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso L 
Bor-~au Hsieh (Andy) on 04-May-B5 
Last revised on 13-May-S5 
SUBROUTINE SUM_ERRORS( ndim. Thcom. Omcom. V. Therr. Omerr ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c* COMMON AREAS AND DIMENSION ARRAVS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
c ••• Common Areas Definitions: 
COMMON I FLAG I FLAO(7) 
c *** Dimensioning 0' Arrays 
DIMENSION VUO). Vehicle Theta L Omega 
+ Thcom(3). Input Command Position 
+ Omcom(3) Input Command Rate 
DIMENSION Therr C 3). Position Error 
+ Omerr(3) Rate Error 
c *** Variables Definitions 
LOGICAL*1 FLAG 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
e* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c *.* If the Guaternion block is considered during the SIMULATION. then 
c the Computation of Errors are performed only for the angular Pos-
e ition of the vehicle. 
e **. 
100 
IF C . NOT. FLAG(4) ) GOTO 100 
DO i • 1.3 
Therr(i) • ThcomCi) - V(i+7) 
OmerrCi) • - VIi) 
END DO 
RETURN 
Ang. pos. 'rom V(S) to VClO)' 
Unvariable Omega_v. 
Compute Angular Position L Rate Errors for Prototype I system. 
CONTINUE 
DO J '" 1.3 
Therr(J) - Theom(J) - V(J+3) 








c +-----------------------------------------------------________________ + ~ ~ 
c I Copvright (c) NASA Marshall Space Flight Cent~r I 
c I Hunstville. Alabama I 
c I 1985 I 
c +---------------------------------~-----------------------------------+ 
c *********************************************************************** 
c * * c * Subroutine SVS_DVNAM * 





Written bV ~uan ~. Rodriguez-Moscoso ~ 
Bor-~au Hsieh (And~) on 30-Apr-85 
Last revised on 29-Ma~-B5 
SUBROUTINE SVS_DVNAM ( ndim. t. V. Vdot ) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------





IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z) 
COMMON I FLAG I FLAQ(7) 






















c* COMPUTATIONS * 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL SUM_ERRORS ndim. Thcom. Omcom. V. Therr. Omerr ) 
CALL ANALVSIS ndim. t. V. Therr. Omerr ) 
CALL CONTROLLER ndim. Therr. amerr. Torque 
CALL BODV_DVNAM ndim. Torque. V. Vdot ) 
CALL QUATERNION ndim. V. Vdot ) 

















End of Document 
